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ABSTRACT
Epema, G. F. Spectral reflectance in the Tunisian desert Doctoral thesis, Wageningen
Agricultural University, The Netherlands. 150pages.
Satellites provide the possibility to give a synoptical view of the earth surface at
regular time intervals. Satellites operating in the optical wavelengths have however as
disadvantage that monitoring of the surface characteristics becomes impossible as soon as
clouds arepresent Desertsanddesertmarginsarefor thatreason much moreappropriate for
monitoring by optical satellites than temperate and wet tropical areas. Potential hazards,
possibilities and often inaccessibility makes use of opticalremote sensing very reasonable.
LandsatThematicMapper(TM)satellitesprovideamuchbetterspectralresolutionthanother
satellites at reasonable spatial and temporal resolution. The presented research was hence
focused on the spectral possibilities of Landsat Thematic Mapper for determining surface
characteristics and their dynamics in desert areas. Field measurementsof reflectancein
different seasonswereperformed toevaluatetheeffect ofdifferent factors andtheirdynamics
on reflectance. A field radiometer (MMR) with TM compatible bands was used. The study
was performed in southern Tunisia in an area with large variation: footslopes, dunes and
dynamical salt plains, all with few or absent vegetation cover. Dominant mineralogy is
representative for many arid areas and comprises gypsum,carbonate, quartz and halite.
In ordertocompareresults of field reflectance measurements with Landsat Thematic
Mapper data,adequateprocessingof both data setsis necessary.
General accepted assumptions that reference plates are ideal reflectors have to be rejected.
Bothwavelengthandinsolationangledependantreflectance ofthepanelhastobedetermined.
For large solar zenith angles also corrections have to be made for influence of diffuse
irradiation (Chapter2).
Useof calibration coefficients givenfor LandsatThematic Mapperdataprocessed in
Fucino will cause large errors in calculating reflectance data. It turned out that these
coefficients were not updated for deterioration of the sensors during the flight and that
calculations weremadebased on twodifferent definitions of bandwidth. In order to achieve
adequatevalues of reflectance these errors wereevaluated and corrected (Chapter 8).
The evaluation of factors affectingfield reflectance can be separated in externaland
internal ones.
The influence of externalfactors, solar zenith angle and atmosphere was evaluated
(Chapter3-4).Solarzenithangledependantreflectance turned outtobelimitedfor thisarea,
if measurements areperformed with solar zenith angles up to 65 degrees. In spring on the
footslopes reflectance values at noon were about 10% higher than those at 65 degrees.
Differences on the playa were even less. Both based on accuracy and applicability of the
results (observations of this area at these latitudes with Landsat TM takeplace with angles
ranging between 28 inJune and 63degrees in December), 65degrees can be considered as
a useful limitfor performing adequate measurements.
Influence ofatmosphereonfield reflectance islimited.Theevaluation oftheexternal
factors leads to the conclusion that all measurements with a solar zenith angle less than 65
degrees and onclear days could beused for obtaining a field data reference set

Fieldmeasurements showedthatLandsatTM-likebands arevery useful in detecting
the surface characteristics (internalfactors) in this area (Chapters 5 -7).
Gypsum has absorption bands in both middle infrared bands (comparable with TM bands 6
and 7) and carbonate in TM band 7. Since on footslopes and in dunes quartz is the other
important mineral, a high reflectance in these bands points to presence of quartz. Standard
field reflectance measurements showed that on footslopes gypsum, quartz and carbonate
dominated areas have a different spectral signature. Differences in eolian deposits are even
more clear: relations between gypsum content and indices derived from spectral reflectance
could beestablished under field conditions.
Presenceof haliteontheplayascouldbedetectedbyrelativelyhighreflectance inthe
visible part of the spectrum, especially in the blue band. Field reflectance on plots showed
that moisture content induces a relatively low reflectance in all bands with an extra low
reflectance inthemiddleinfrared bands.Linearrelationsbetweenvolumetricmoisturecontent
and reflectance in individual bands in near and middle infrared turned out to be feasible.
Most dynamical parts of the area turned out to be the playas, where after storms moisture
contents of the top layer were affected for a long time and halite efflorescences occurred
shortlyafter the storms.Althoughdustslowlycoveringthesurface,even inspringplotswith
higher halite content could be derived from the spectral signature. Field plots in dune parts
showed a large variation in reflectance between November and May too due to changes by
wind. Dynamics on footslopes were much less important than in other areas. Variation in
vegetation appearstoberelatively small,whilealsoeffect ofstormswasnotvisiblefor more
than a few days after astorm.
Results of field reflectance were extrapolated to Landsat TM satellitedata (Chapter
9). It was possible to derive directly from Landsat TM data a number of useful classes for
playas, footslopes and eolian material, having variation in surface mineralogy (gypsum,
carbonate,quartz,halite)andvariationinsurfacetype.Alsodynamicsoffactors likemoisture
and halite could be derived using multitemporal Landsat TMdata.
Thepresentedmethodology,implementinganextensivefieldreflectance measurement
campaign, gives insight in possibilities of Landsat TM under a range of conditions. It
corroborates that for operational application in arid areas LandsatTM data will be a useful
source of information in addition to other types of remote sensing as for instance aerial
photography.

Keywords:remotesensing,aridzones,LandsatThematicMapper,fieldreflectance, gypsum,
carbonate, quartz, halite,moisture content
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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GENERALINTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
Remote sensing instruments on board of satellites and other platforms produce data
of earth surface features and their dynamics. The transformation of these data to useful
information in specific research and application fields is vital for successful use of remote
sensing.
In theDutch Remote Sensing Programme (NRSP-1)different aimswere formulated.
Relevant for this research were "stimulating of background research" and "stimulating of
research topossible applications".Background researchfor opticalremote sensing shouldbe
directed to spectral signatures inrelation totheircharacteristics andconditions. Applications
in tropical areas should be based on phenomenological research including dynamic aspects
of the phenomena.The presentresearch fits well inthese aims.Spectral signatures and their
temporalvariation arestudiedfor theLandsatThematic Mapper,anoperational satellitewith
ahigh spectralresolution.As study areaadesertareaischosen,wherepotential applications
of optical remote sensing are functional considering potential hazards and difficult logistic
conditions in the field. The presented study is financed in the NRSP-1 in the Background
section (AO-4.2) and supervised by the Netherlands Remote sensing Board (BCRS). The
future application of results of this study will be mainly related to mapping and monitoring
of desert and desert margins.
Landsat Thematic Mapper is an example of a satellite scanner which records the
natural electromagnetic energy reflected and emitted by the earth surface. Specific for this
scanner is the spectral resolution for the reflective part of the spectrum (6 bands) in
combination with reasonable spatial (30 x 30 meter) and temporal resolution (satellite
overpass every 16 days) (Table 1). The thermal band was not considered in this study.
Differences in spectral response andthe spatial distribution of theseresponses are used asa
means for identification of objects in a specific state. This high spectral resolution in
combinationwiththeoperationalstatusofthesatellitewhichmakesthisinstrumentpotentially
useful alreadyatthismoment Moreoverstudyingspectralresponsewillbeastartforresearch
of imaging spectroscopy with much higher spectral resolution, which is foreseen to be
operational in satellites for the nextdecades.
Use of remote sensing satellites for mapping and monitoring deserts and desert
margins seemsvery relevant if weconsider potentialhazardsin these areas andthe difficult
logistic conditions. Observations with passive remote sensing are possible since the cloud
coverage isgenerally low.Potentialhazardsintheseareasareboth natural and man-induced
and comprise: strong decrease of vegetation induced by overgrazing or natural causes,
salinization of oases and surroundings,erosion, threatening of villages by dunes and others.
At the other hand potentials of the areas may not be used optimally: agriculture is possible
if artesian water is available and used properly on the most suitable soils and presence of
minerals may have been overlooked. Remote sensing is the only means to study for large
areas processes like dune movements, dust transport,redistribution of salt and sediments in
depressions.
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AIM OFTHE RESEARCH
The aimof theresearch wastogiveacontribution to anevaluation ofpossibilitiesof
Landsat Thematic Mapper for determining surface characteristics and their dynamics in a
desert area. For this aim the following questions have to be answered:
1)which factors influence reflectance under field conditions and how important are these?
2) is it possible to derive surface characteristics and their changes from TM-like signals?
The objects of study are sparsely vegetated footslopes, sand-dunes and playas. The
research on footslopes and sand-dunes is focused on spectral possibilities of TM bands for
determination of the natural variation in dominant minerals: quartz, carbonate and gypsum.
For the playas the study is focused one both spatial and temporal variation in surface type,
mineralogy and moisture content
If it is possible to extrapolate thefield measurements to Landsat TM and show that
itispossibletoderivetheseobjects andobject characteristics from TM,itmaybeconcluded
that in arid areas Landsat TM will be an useful additional source of remote sensing
information. Ideally results of this study may then be used as an aid in solving problems in
desertareas.
RESEARCH STRATEGY
Forthisresearch tworelativelywell accessibleareaslocatedin thedesertof southern
Tunisia,withvariationinsurfacecharacteristicsinspaceandtime,wereselected.Theseareas
comprise footslopes at the foot of cuesta ridges, dunes and sand-sheets, and playas. The
lithology is dominated by quartz, gypsum and carbonate on the footslopes, by quartz and
gypsuminthedunes.Theplayasshowinadditionalargevariationinhalitecontent, moisture
content and surface type. Despite the low annual rainfall (about 100 millimetres, falling
mainly between November and February), dynamics of halite and moisture in the playa is
considerable.Inthewholestudyareawindplaysarole.Outsidetheoasesvegetationcoverage
exceeds 5%of the surface only inexceptional cases.
Fieldresearch andTMdata acquisition wasperformed inbothwet anddry season to
establish the temporal variation. In order to determine important factors which influence
reflectance much emphasis was given to field reflectance measurements with a TM
compatibleinstrument Thefieldinstrument aBarnesMMR,hasbandpassescomparablewith
Landsat TM (table 1).Results of field reflectance measurements in combination with other
field observations were usedfor predicting and explaining Landsat TM signals.
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Table 1 Bandpasses(-3dB) ofBarnesMMRfieldradiometer (50%power bandpass limits)
andLandsatThematicMapper(full-widthathalf-maximummethod)ofreflectancepartofthe
spectrum.

Blue
Green
Red
NearIR
MIR 1
MIR 2

BarnesMMR
nr. of
wavelength
band
limits
1
0.458-0.525
2
0.519-0.601
0.637-0.687
3
4
0.739-0.898
1.174-1.334
5
1.574-1.803
6
7
2.083-2.371

LandsatTM
nr. of
band wavelength
limits
1
0.4524-0.5178
2
0.5280-0.6093
3
0.6264-0.6923
4
0.7764-0.9045
5
7

1.5675-1.7842
2.0972-2.3490

Including those field reflectance measurements has major advantages above purely
satellite-borne campaigns with field check in specific areas:
(1)theeffect ofexternalfactors like solarzenithangleandatmosphereonreflectance can be
established for a range of conditions. Landsat TM produces only data for a specific solar
zenith angle and a specific atmosphere.
(2) a direct relation between a TM-like signal and natural surface characteristics can be
studied.The influence of atmosphere onfield reflectance isprobably limited.
(3)reflectance ofthedifferent componentspresentintheTMgroundresolutionelementscan
bedetermined. Within a Landsat TMpixel almost always a certain variation is present
(4)the effect of changes of the surface on reflectance as a function of for instance artificial
or natural moistening can be measured directly. Landsat TM produces only data for every
location on earth every 16days at the same solartime.
TousethefielddataforpredictingandexplainingTMsignalsanadequateprocessing
ofbothfield andsatellitedataisaprerequisite.Thisisevaluatedextensively inchapter2and
8. In addition the effect of external factors like atmosphere and solar zenith angle on the
signalshas been investigated (chapter 3and4).Withtheaidof field measurements relations
werefound between reflectance andsurface characteristics andtheirdynamics (chapter5-7).
Possibilities toderive information from LandsatTM, usingrelations found in the field, was
described in chapter 9.
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OUTLINEOFTHISTHESIS
Inchapter2different sourcesoferrorindetermination ofthebidirectional reflectance
factor areevaluated.Theevaluationisfocused onmeasurementsandequipmentusedthefield
campaigns in southern Tunisia.
In chapter 3 diurnal variation of field reflectance is described. It was examined to
whichextentmisvariationwascausedbyroughnessandbymoisture.Reflectance wasstudied
for arange of solar zenith angles and for both footslopes and playaparts.
Inchapter4 atmosphericcondition anditsinfluence on field reflectance is evaluated.
For this aim field reflectance and atmospheric conditions (diffuse to total irradiances) were
determined. The measured ratios were also used in the atmospheric model of Verhoef to
predictgroundreflectance derivedfor satelliteoverpassesatrealistic atmosphericconditions.
In chapter 5 the effect of natural and artificial variation in moisture content on field
reflectance isexamined. Naturaldaily, seasonal andinter-seasonal variation inmoistureand
reflectance wasstudied.Fieldexperimentswereusedtotestlinearrelationsbetweenmoisture
content and reflectance.
In chapter 6 results of field reflectance measurements on artificial plots of pure
samples of gypsum, quartz and carbonate were discussed. Three variables have been
considered: different mineralogy of comparable grainsizes, different types of gypsum and
difference in iron content Spectral variation in MMR bands is explained with laboratory
spectra with higher spectralresolution.Reflectance of pure plots will be used as an aid for
explaining spectralvariation on naturalplots.
In chapter 7 field reflectance of natural plots is analyzed. Knowing influence of
atmosphere and solar zenith angle spectral variation can be explained with surface
characteristics. Spectral reflectance will be interpreted with factors as roughness, gypsum,
calcite,quartz, halite and moisture content Thefield reflectance data set ismeant as abase
for explaining differences in theTM data set
In chapter 8 the derivation of reliable planetary reflectance data from Landsat - 5
Thematic Mapper data, processed by Earthnet is described. Use was made of EOSAT
experiments to correct the standard gains and apply the actual bandwidth to the Earthnet
tapes.
Inchapter9mappingofsurfacecharacteristicswithLandsatTMdataisdiscussed.The
averages of clusters formed with unsupervised classification aretransformed with the aidof
the Verhoef model to ground reflectance values. The data set from chapter 7 was used to
construct maps on surface characteristics and their dynamics with Landsat TMdata.
In chapter 10generalconclusions are given.
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CHAPTER 2
STUDIES OF ERRORS IN FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF THE BIDIRECTIONAL
REFLECTANCE FACTOR.
RemoteSensingofEnvironment35:37-49.
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REMOTE SENS. ENVIRON. 35:37-49 (1991)

Studies of Errors in Field Measurements of the
Bidirectional Reflectance Factor
F.Epema
Agricultural University of Wageningen, Department of Soil Science and Geology,
Wageningen, The Netherlands

H/rrors in the determination of the bidirectional
•eflectancefactor (BRF) were studied in a measurng campaign in the desert using one radiometer, a
prayed barium sulfate panel as reference and soarimeters. The following sources of error were
evaluated: (l) specific characteristics of instrunents, (2) interpolations due to non-simultaneous
neasurement of panel and object, (3) optical properties of the panel and (4) dependence of panel
•eflectance on atmosphere. The most significant
errors occurred if the solar zenith angle dependent
•eflectance of the panel was ignored. Moreover, the
issumption that all irradiance is direct, was discovered to be an important source of error, in
mrticular pertaining to panel reflectance at large
olar zenith angles, at short wavelengths and nonambertian panels. The use of simultaneous soarimeter readings when object measurements were
aken under nonideal atmospheric conditions may
)epartly of help.
INTRODUCTION
Dbjects may be characterized by their reflectance.
This enables certain features to be discriminated
Address correspondence to G. F. Epema, Agric. Univ. of Wa[eningen, Dept. of Soil Sci. & Geology, P. O. Box 37, 6700 AA
Vageningen, The Netherlands.
Received 28July 1989; revised 6 November 1990.
1034-4257/91/$3.50
BElsevier Science Publishing Co.Inc., 1991
555Avenue oftheAmericas,New York,NY 10010

from the background in the upwelling reflected
radiance field. Reflectance usually quantified using
the bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) is defined as the ratio of radiance measured over a
target to that measured over a horizontal reference
panel. The panel in this definition is specified to
be perfectly diffuse, completely reflecting, and
viewed under the same irradiation conditions and
in the same geometry as the target (Milton, 1987).
For comparisons with imagery from near-nadir
looking satellites such as Landsat, the BRF in the
field must also be measured from nadir. Milton
(1987), after Robinson and Biehl (1979) and
Jackson et al. (1980), presented an overview of the
principles of field spectroscopy. For adequate reflectance data, however, the measurements have to
be corrected in the proper manner. For practical
reasons not all corrections are actually applied in
field surveys. The aim of this study is to establish
the effect of different types of corrections for determining the BRF for nadir observation.
Results of a measuring campaign in April 1988
in southern Tunisia using one Barnes Modular
Multiband Radiometer (MMR) and one reference
panel are provided. The measuring campaign is
part of a project to ascertain the importance of
Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) data for the characterization of bare soil surfaces. The measurements reported were confined to relatively good to
excellent circumstances, i.e., with almost cloudless
21
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skies. Useful Landsat Thematic Mapper data can
only be gathered without much cloud. Although
the results presented here are specific to these
areas and this type of instrument, they also give an
indication for measurement conducted under other
circumstances.
The extent of the importance of the following
corrections to the raw measured voltages of the
instruments for the determination of BRF has
been tested:
1.Corrections for specific characteristics of the
instruments.
2. Corrections for nonsimultaneous measurement
of object and reference panel, occurring in a
setup with one instrument necessitating correction for temporal change.
3. Corrections for optical properties of the reference reflectance panel.
4. Corrections for the dependence upon the atmosphere of a nonlambertian panel upon atmosphere. The significance of the angular distribution of the diffuse irradiance and of the
ratio of diffuse to total irradiance was investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND
CONDITIONS
Measurements were made with a Barnes Modular
Multiband Radiometer (MMR) (Robinson et al.,
1979) equipped with a 15° field of view (FOV)
aperture. In field surveys a 15° FOV is normally
used to average over surface irregularities of the
target (Biggar et al., 1988). The MMR was
mounted on a tripod with the viewing direction
vertical and the height above the surface
1.5 m. Reflected radiation was measured over the
different objects every hour. Reference radiance
readings from the standard reflector painted with
barium sulphate were taken at the start and finish
of each measurement sequence. The BRF in a
given MMR bandpass was determined by dividing
the radiance reflected from an object by that from
the standard reflector in the same nominal bandpass. To compare the curves of spectral response
functions for the MMR with the one used, I refer
to Jackson and Slater (1986).
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Table 1. Bandpasses ( - 3 dB) of Barnes MMR Field Radiometer (50% Power Bandpass Limits) and Landsat Thematic Mapper(Full-Width at Half-Maximum Method)
Band
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Barnes MMR
Wavelength
Limits
0.458-0.525
0.519-0.601
0.637-0.687
0.739-0.898
1.174-1.334
1.574-1.803
2.083-2.371

Band
No.

Landsat TM
Wavelength
Limits

1
2
3
4

0.4524-0.5178
0.5280-0.6093
0.6264-0.6923
0.7764-0.9045

5
7

1.5675-1.7842
2.0972-2.3490

Table 1 shows the comparison of the bandpasses provided by the manufacturer with those
obtained from Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM]
data of Landsat-4 and -5 by Markham and Barker
(1986). Reflectance data obtained with the MMP
cannot be compared exactly with Landsat TM du«
to the difference in spectral response in eacli
bandpass between the instruments (Duggin anc
Philipson, 1985). The MMR can be used to mea
sure thermal radiation (not used in this study) anc1
also temperatures inside the equipment. The out
put signals of the MMR bands have a range of
0 . 0 - + 5.0 V and the instrument is provided with
gain switches for an adequate dynamic range. In
our experiments values above 3.0 V were always
measured with a gain switch on 0.5, while values
below 0.1 V were measured with a larger gain
setting on the multimeter. Errors between readings made at different range settings were negligible.
The effect on reflectance has been evaluated
for the following factors.
Specific Characteristics of the Instruments
The following factors were studied in detail:
a. The dark voltage in the MMR and recording
system. The dark voltage is the sensor signal
with all light blocked from detectors.
b. Errors due to incorrect gain factors of the
MMR.
c. The temperature sensitivity of PbS detectors
of the MMR Bands 5, 6, and 7, and the
temperature sensitivity of the recording multimeter. A lower output was measured with
increasing temperatures. All values were recalculated for a reference temperature of 25°.
Unlike the procedure of Jackson and Robinson
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(1985), the relation between temperature of
instrument and voltage for this instrument was
determined in the laboratory and not in the
field.
Interpolations to Correct Reflected Radiance
Values from the Panel for Temporal Variation
during Sample Measurement
Two types of interpolations were evaluated:
a. Linear interpolation based on time for stable
atmospheric conditions.
b. Interpolation based on solarimeter values for
unstable light conditions.
When measuring the objects, in order to detect unpredictable differences between measurements due to clouds or haze, a solarimeter (type
Kipp CM 11) was installed and read simultaneously as recommended by Milton (1987). Furthermore, the relationship between solarimeter readings and reflected panel values of individual bands
were determined. In this way it was possible to
ascertain whether solarimeter values, measuring
over a broad range of the spectrum (0.3-2.8 /im),
could be used to estimate the incoming radiation
in the specific MMR bands.
Reflectance of the Panel for Different Solar
Zenith Angles
The reflectance of the panel under diffuse illumination was determined in the laboratory with a
set-up (not to scale) as given in Figure 1. The
panel or standard were diffusely illuminated and
sampled from nadir and the reflected radiance was
recorded by the detectors, after passing a
monochromator. Si or PbS detectors were used
depending on wavelength, the signal for the PbS
detectors being chopped to minimize errors due to
drift. This setup was selected since all panel measurements in the field campaigns were made from
nadir. Reflectance was calculated by the ratio of
the signal from the panel to that from the standard
BaS0 4 multiplied by the reflectance of the standard (DIN 5033) BaS0 4 . The sampling intervals
of 15 nm were integrated over the response function of the bandpasses of the MMR as given by
the manufacturer.
The solar zenith angle dependence of the reflectance of the panel viewed from nadir was

tested in the field and in the laboratory; the field
method was described by Jackson et al. (1987).
Since the zenith angle dependence of the panel
could constitute a significant source of error and
the accuracy of a field method could be unreliable,
the angular dependence was determined once
again in the laboratory. A setup was chosen consisting of three parts: 1) source, a halogen lamp of
400 W and a chopper and diaphragms, 2) the
panel, and 3) a detector unit, including lenses,
diaphragms, and filters, which provided a 1° FOV.
These three parts were able to move independendy of each other. For view and illumination
zenith angles of 2-90°, the signal was recorded.

Atmospheric Conditions
The measured reflectance of a nonideal panel is
not only determined by the total global irradiance,
but also by the ratio of diffuse to direct irradiance.
Consequendy, the diffuse component for each
panel reading was determined by shading the
panel. Errors in the determination of the diffuse
irradiance caused by the interruption of part of the
diffuse (sky) radiance from around the solar disk
were evaluated. Realistic atmospheric models
(Verhoef, 1985) were used to accurately calculate
the diffuse reflectance for the reference reflectance panel.

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
The effects on reflectance of the different types of
corrections may be estimated from the voltages
measured over the panel and the range of surface
reflectances after the necessary corrections have
been made as presented in Figures 2—4.
In Figures 2 and 3 measured voltages of the
unshaded and shaded panel are provided for Bands
1 and 7. These values were used to calculate total
and diffuse radiation. Values of uncorrected voltage for Bands 2 - 4 were about 10-15% lower than
those measured simultaneously for Band 1. The
maximum values of Band 7 occurred before solar
noon because no temperature correction had as
yet been applied to these values. During the measurement campaign, the internal temperature of
the instrument was between 15°C and 33°C. Uncorrected Band 5 and 6 values differ less than 5%
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Figure 1. Experimental setup to determine panel reflectance under diffuse illumination.
Key:
1 standard reflector or BaSo4/Zeiss standard
2 power supply
3 lamp
4 integrating sphere (Zeiss RA3)
5 mirror
6 lenses
7 diaphragm
8 monochromator(Jolin Yvon HR320)
9 grating

10 filterwheel
11 detectors
12 power supply
13 lockinamplifier (Stanford SR530)
14 chopper
15 steering
16 computer

Notes:
-BaSo 4 standard according to DIN 5033 and Zeiss standard 20075
-Sampling interval: 15 nm
—Detectors: Si, PbS and photomultiplier
-Chopper: used for PbS
—Lamp:60 W Halogen

from the Band 7 values of the unshaded panel.
Uncorrected diffuse values of Bands 2 - 6 are between values of Bands 1 and 7.
In Figure 4 two extreme BRFs measured from
nadir are given for bare soils observed in southern
Tunisia as determined using our setup. For bare
soils in this area most values (98%) are in between
these examples.
Instruments Corrections
The dark level measurements performed under a
range of temperature conditions both in the field
and in the laboratory only revealed small differences. The mean dark level values for two gain
factors of the multimeter provided in Table 2 show
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standard deviations to be less than 0.001 units.
Gain settings of the Barnes MMR also appear to
have little influence on the dark level. As a result,
dark voltage values are so low that they could be
ignored, except for objects with a low reflectance
and with very low irradiance readings.
To measure voltages above 3 V the gain switch
of the MMR is set from 1.0 to 0.5. Voltages above
3 V, however, cannot be calculated directly by
doubling the measured values (Table 3). For instance, Band 1 voltages measured with the gain
switch on 0.5 have to be multiplied by 1.965
instead of by 2.000 to achieve an accurate value.
Failure to use this multiplier will result in an error
of nearly 2%. In Table 4 intercept and slopes are
given for the relation between temperature and
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Figure 2. Uncorrected output voltages of MMR Band 1as a function of time for April 1988field
campaign: ( • ) unshaded panel; (+ ) shaded panel.

Figure 3. Uncorrected output voltages of MMR Band 7 as a function of time for April 1988 field
campaign: (• ) unshaded panel; (+) shaded panel.
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Figure 4. Bidirectional reflectance factor of two bare soil surfaces in southern Tunisia with a very
low and a very high reflectance for the MMR bands.

Table 4. Relation between Output Voltages of MMR and
Sensor Temperature

Table 2. Dark Level Values of MMR and Multimeter for
Two Multimeter Settings

0-0.3 V
0-3V

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

.0060
.007

.0030
.004

.0058
.007

.0054
.006

.0051
.006

.0045
.006

.0012
.002

MMR Bands 1 2

3

4

Intercept(o) .0708.1004 .1825.3100
Slope(fc)
.0001.0002- .0001.0009
a/b
701 408 - 1520 341 o/fcCJ&R)*

5

6

7

1.4960 2.0462
1.2444
-.0169 -.0194 -.0318
-76.9
-64.3
73.5
-64.2
-64.6
65.4

"Voltage MMRat25°:measured voltage attemperature T times

(a/b +25)/(.a/b + T).

Table 3. Multiplication Factors for Voltages Measured with
Gain Setting of 0.5 to Standard Gain of 1 for the MMR
Bands
MMR Band
Multiplier

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1.965

1.985

1.985

1.989

1.989

1.992

1.987

voltage output of the sensors. The PbS sensors are
very sensitive to temperature variations. The intercept/slope (a/b) ratios of the sensor are in
accordance with the findings of Jackson and
Robinson (1985) for Band 7, the a/b ratios of
Bands 5 and 6 are higher. Note that even if
voltages are not adjusted for this temperature effect, the calculated reflectance values would hardly
deviate from the correct values. Both the-voltage
corresponding to radiance reflected by the object
and the interpolated value of the reflectance of the
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Jackson and Robinson (1985).

panel have to be multiplied by almost the same
factor. The temperature changes of the instrument
were observed to be very regular and the temperature increase seldom exceeded 2° in one of the
measurement series.
The figures of both Tables 3 and 4 are probably instrument-dependent and could therefore
differ for each MMR. In the laboratory, the response of the multimeter to different temperatures
tested against a calibrated instrument showed deviations of less than 0.5%. Linear response of the
MMR instrument was not tested. The manufacturers specification of 2% was adopted due to lack of
alternative information.
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Impact of Interpolations Needed Should
the Reflectance Panel Not Be Measured
Simultaneously with the Object
Duggin and Cunia (1983) statistically demonstrated that simultaneous, as compared to sequential, measurement of irradiance and radiance
reflected from the target is the most reliable
technique. Therefore, in principle, the reflectance
of the reference panel or the irradiance measurement with an uplooking radiometer (Duggin, 1980)
has to be determined at the same time as the
object measurement. If, however, only one MMR
instrument is available, another solution has to be
found. In this study simultaneous solarimeter
readings at the moment of measurement of the
object were taken.
Under stable conditions a linear interpolation
of reference panel values in 1h provides a negligible error in reflectance. Solarimeters were only
used to check the stability of the atmospheric
conditions. In the period before 11:00 and after
13:30 (lowest solar zenith angle at 12:15), interpolated panel reference values in a period of 1 h are
only 0.5% lower than the actual value. If in an

extreme situation, in the period 0.5 h before to 0.5
h after the highest zenith angle, the interpolated
panel reflectance is determined, it would amount
to 98.5% of the real value. In our campaign, measurement sequences of a series of plots and panel
generally took less than 15 min.
Linear interpolations are inadequate under
variable atmospheric conditions. Significant linear
relations at a — 0.05 of individual Bands 1-4 with
solarimeter readings for the measurement days
were detected (Fig. 5). This is remarkable since
response times between MMR and solarimeter are
different and since solarimeters measure a broader
spectral range than the MMR. Nevertheless, on
the worst day on which reliable measurements
were made, deviations of up to 10% from the
regression line between solarimeter readings and
individual bands are feasible. In Bands 5, 6, and 7,
those including only a small percentage of the
total reflected solar irradiance, it is even more
risky to make estimates from solarimeter values for
hazy conditions. This is especially true if small
thin clouds exist. The error results from a combination of the longer time constant of the solarimeter and a high frequency variation in irradiance. In

Figure 5. Relation between solarimeter output and corrected MMR Band 1for different days.
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Figure 6. Relation between solarimeter output and corrected MMR Band 7 for different days.

Figure 6 showing the relationship between the
output from Band 7 and the solarimeter output,
the points distant to the line are the result of the
variability in atmospheric transmission and of the
varying ratio of direct solar to diffuse sky irradiance, averaged out by the solarimeter. If rapid
changes of solar and sky irradiance occur, the use
of solarimeters is inaccurate due to differences in
response time between the MMR and the solarimeter. Under these conditions no reliable measurements could be determined within the scope
of the setup.

Reflectance of the Panel
Reflectance values of the standard reference reflector for the MMR bands are provided in Table
5. They are significandy less than 1.00, as has
generally been reported (e.g., Duggin, 1980).
Another source of error in the determination of
the BRF will occur if the reflectance of the panel
measured from nadir is strongly solar zenith angle
dependent. Figure 7 shows panel reflectances from
Bands 1 and 7 determined in the laboratory for a
range of illumination zenith angles. The vertical
axis is the ratio of the reflectance measured at
each incident radiance zenith angle to that mea-
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sured with irradiance at only 2° zenith angle.
Laboratory measurements were integrated over
the 15° FOV of the Barnes. This results in a
smoothing of the curve and a lowering of the value
at large incidence angles also stated by Biggar
et al. (1988). The field experiment showed similar
trends. Deviations were less than 2% for the Si
detectors and up to 10% for the PbS detectors.
Hence deviations for Si detectors were somewhat
higher than those described by Biggar et al. (1988)
(maximum 2% as compared to 1.35%). The bandpasses with Si detectors show greater zenith angle
dependence of the standard reflector than the
longer wavelength PbS bands, as also found by
Jackson et al. (1987). Although most new standard
reflector panels deviate less than 30% from 1ambertian behavior for solar zenith angles less than
70° as our panel, the panel used was comparable
with the worst panel described by Jackson et al.
(1987). It is clear that under dominantly direct
irradiance conditions (litde or no cloud) large er-

Table5. Reflectance of Reference Panel under Diffuse Illumination Conditions
MMR Bands
Reflectance

1
0.806

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.868 0.911 0.931 0.929 0.898 0.841
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0.9 -

0.8

40
incidence zenith ongie (degr)

rors occur if one assumes the panel to be lamber:ian.
I"heInfluence of Atmospheric Conditions to
Panel Reflectance
There is a difference between reflectance of a
lonideal panel under diffuse and that under direct
Rumination. Both types of irradiance exist under
Jl natural circumstances, the relative contribution
lepending on solar zenith angle, haze and cloud
»nditions. To obtain the adequate panel reiectance, a weighted average of direct and diffuse
•eflectance requires to be calculated. The relectance of the panel has already been described
or the direct component. The reflectance for natu•al diffuse irradiance of the panel and errors in
letermination the diffuse component will be de;cribed now.
A primary complication in determining the
liffuse component is the nonuniform angular disribution of natural diffuse radiation; hence the
aboratory values in Table 5 cannot be used diectly. The nonlambertian character of the panel
tiust be taken into account. Moreover, the angular
listribution of hazy and clear sky diffuse irradince differs (Kimes and Kirchner, 1982). In a hazy
ky, the diffuse component is more concentrated

60

Figure 7. Relative reflectance of
MMR bands for different view
zenith angles in comparison with
anillumination zenithangle'of2°.

around the angle of incidence of direct radiation
and does not increase at the horizons as it does in
the case of a clear sky. To calculate the reflected
output of our panel, taking into account the nonlambertian behavior for different types of diffuse
irradiance, an atmospheric model of Verhoef with
a Mie scattering by aerosol haze representing
desert conditions [principles of the entire model
are described by Verhoef (1985)] was used. The
ratio of the output of the panel under natural
diffuse conditions to the diffuse reflectance values
in the laboratory for MMR Bands 1-4 is provided
in Figure 8. Here results of four conditions of this
type of atmosphere ranging from hazy with a
horizontal visibility of 5 km to very clear with a
visibility of 40 km are presented. Conclusively,
errors due to diffuse radiation for these four conditions are less than 2% up to a solar zenith angle of
60°. Hence a computed mean curve corrected in
this way produces not only a systematic and slight
deviation from the real values of diffuse irradiance
but also a negligible deviation of the total reflectance of the panel. Kimes and Kirchner (1982)
made similar determinations for another panel for
red and near infrared reflectance and for two types
of atmosphere [adopted from Dave (1978) type # 3
and #4]. Their results are in good agreement with
those presented above.
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The diffuse component of the irradiance may
be obtained by shading the panel with an occulting disk. A drawback of this method is, however,
that apart from intercepting the direct radiation a
portion of the diffuse radiation is also intercepted.
Therefore, the shown results in Figure 8 need to
be corrected for the intercepted portion. Che et al.
(1985) have suggested that measurements be performed with the shading ofthe occulting disk next
to the reference panel. The difference between
this measurement of the panel and panel reflectance without anyobstructions givesa measure
of the intercepted radiation. According to Che
et al. (1985), better estimates of the direct and,
hence, also of the diffuse component should be
achieved with this method. However, on examining the atmospheric distributions of sky irradiance
inVerhoefsmodels,it is obvious that the accuracy
of this method is unreliable especially with the
occulting disk at a distance of less than 3 m as we
have done for practical reasons. Therefore, applyingthe atmospheric models ofVerhoef, ratios were
calculated for ourpanel for two distances between
occulting disk and panel (2 m and 1.35 m) in the
form
(ET -

ES)/ET,

where ET is the hypothetical total diffuse sky
irradiance on our panel (corrected, using a model)
and £ s is the portion of diffuse sky irradiance
intercepted by the occulting disk. In Figure 9
these ratios are given for MMR Bands 1-4, two
conditions of the atmosphere, and two distances
between occulting disk and panel.
It is well known that diffuse/total ratios are
greater with an increasing solar zenith angle and
decreasing wavelength (Iqbal, 1983). Therefore,
assuming only direct irradiance, the occurrence of
errorsisdependent onwavelength and solar zenith
angle. For example, on an average day, panel
irradiances under the assumption of only direct
irradiance produce a value 2%higher with a solar
zenith angle of 60°,and avalue 2%lower with 25°
in Band 1.With increasing wavelength the deviations decrease and for Band 7 values are always
within 1%up to 60°. In the case of higher zenith
angles, assuming only direct irradiance, errors increase for all bands dramatically: For example,
with 70°for Bands 1and 7,reflectance values15%
and 5%, respectively, too high for our panel will
30

be obtained. Jackson et al. (1988) based their
calculations on Kimes and Kirchner (1982) and
calculated a percent error in irradiance estimation
for a range of reference panels. Their panels
showed less dependence on atmosphere due to
being closer to lambertian behavior.
Field Techniques
Apart from the processing errors described above,
errors may also occur due to inadequate measurements. I adopted most suggestions for good measurements given by Milton (1987).The sensorwas
placed more than 1 m above the ground, not the
ideal 2 m but at 1.5 m for practical reasons. The
standard panel filled the view for all bands.
The operators wore darkclothes and knelt as faras
possible (a distance of about 1m),and novehicles
or other obstacles were close to the target. It was
also observed that wind influenced the vegetation
reflectance but, due to the specific type of vegetation, far less than the values reported by Lord
et al. (1985). Furthermore, vegetation comprised
only a small part of the surface and the measurements were, as much as possible, executed during
periods of low wind velocity. Solarimeters were
positioned centrally in the field and readings were
taken simultaneously together with the target and
panel measurements. It is shown above, however,
that in poor sky conditions only rough estimates
could be obtained from panel reflectance. For our
measurements we mounted the MMR on a tripod
with the sensor support directed tothe sun,necessitating the repositioning of the tripod for each
measurement. Although this was accomplished
with care, errors with each new positioning are
bound to occur.

CONCLUSIONS
It is evident that the most significant errors when
calculating the BRF may be because the reflectance of the BaS04 panel is assumed to be
100%or by ignoring the solar zenith angle dependence ofit.This last factor could be determined in
the field using the method described by Jackson
et al. (1987) only if atmospheric conditions are
stable; otherwise a laboratory determination is required.
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The reflectance ofa nonideal panel under natural conditions is not solely a function of the solar
zenith angle; apart from direct radiation diffuse
radiation also exists. The diffuse sky radiance as a
function of solar zenith angle was determined
using one ofVerhoefs atmospheric models.In this
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Figure 8. Relative error of diffuse
irradiances as a function of solar
zenith angle for four types of sky
in (from left to right) blue, green,
red, and near infrared MMRband passes for visibility of5km, 10km,
20 km, and 40km.

way, I was able toobtain correction factors for the
panel and also for a specific distance between
occulting disk and panel. Corrections for atmosphere are especially necessary if a large part of
the irradiance is diffuse as is the case for large
solar zenith angles (more than about 60-70°) and
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5 km 2.00m
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Figure 9. Relative error in diffuse
radiation due to intercepting too
much diffuse irradiance by the
occulting disk for distances of 1.35
m and 2.00 m, respectively, with
a very clearand a hazy atmosphere
(calculations with the Verheof
model).
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at short wavelengths. In order to avoid calculations for distance, a distance of at least 3 m
between occulting disk and reference panel, although often impractical, is recommended.
Other corrections, although less important in
our study, have been applied to the data set:
effects of dark level, gain, and temperature sensitivity. For some instruments it may also be necessary toevaluate the linearity ofthe radiometer and
the reliability of the multimeter or data logger. It
has been shown that, for stable conditions, linear
interpolations of measurements of panel reflectance bracketing sample readings cause only
small errors in derived sample reflectance if measurements are recorded with a 10-s time interval
accuracy. If atmospheric conditions are unstable,
although solarimeters may be of help in selecting
conditions where linear interpolation is feasible,
the possibility of relatively large errors remain.
Adequate field techniques, such as those described by Milton (1987), are vital for appropriate
BRF determinations. It is better, however, to incorporate the determination of the amount of diffuse radiation by intercepting sunlight in a proper
way in the field survey. Apart from using it to
determine the total irradiance satisfactorily, the
ratio diffuse/total irradiance isa good measure for
the particular type of atmosphere at that moment.
The ratio is much more sensitive than the total
irradiance and is therefore used in atmospheric
models relating satellite data to ground reflectance,as, for example, that of Verhoef (1985).
If data are treated in the manner described
above, a consistent field BRF under the specific
atmospheric conditions is determined. If campaigns are tobe conducted far from base laboratories, a minimum program includes:
—calibration ofthe reflectance standard panel
in a base laboratory before the field campaign;
—determination of solar zenith angle dependence of the standard reflector in thefield
at start andfinishof campaign;
—simultaneous solarimeter readings taken
during reflectance measurements in order
toavoid large errors due tochanging conditions by eliminating measurements during
very variable irradiance conditions, and allowing for measurements tobe made under
less ideal conditions.
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CHAPTER 3
DIURNALTRENDS IN REFLECTANCE OF BARESOIL SURFACES
INSOUTHERNTUNISIA.
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InanareainsouthernTunisiadiurnaltrendsofbaresoilsurfaceshavebeeninvestigated. The
y areacomprisestwomainparts: thefootslopesandtheplayas.
The diurnal variation of the bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) in nadir direction on the
slopes is dominatedby theeffectof roughness.MaximumBRF is found withsmall solar zenith
!esdue todecreasein shadowrelatedtosurfaceroughness. ForLandsatoverpassitimpliesthat
normalgroundreflectancetorabaresurfaceonthefootslopesatidenticalsurfaceconditionsisup
0%lowerinDecember(solarzenithangle63degrees)thaninJune (28degrees).Bandratioson
footslopes hardlychangewithvariationofzenithangle.
Thediurnalvariationintheplayasisdominatedbymoisture. Asymmetricdailycurves,withthe
tstreflectanceinthemorninghavebeenfound. Fourphenomenaarereportedwhichcanbeheld
tonsible for thiseffect Thisdailyeffectofmoistureis weatherdependentandmay obscurelong
changesof TMsignal. InbandratiosevenwithTMband7thediurnalmoisturechangecanhardly
letected.

xluction
an area in Southern Tunisia research has been
id out to investigate the relations between Landsat
laticMapper (TM)signalsand ground surface characicsand its dynamics. Landsat TMobserves the earth
16days at the same time. Differences in signal are
anly caused by changes of the surface, but also by
ences in solar zenith angle and atmosphere. Ground
tance measurements in combination with ground
•vations were used as an aid in understanding the
'vedTM signal.Itisclearthat alsoground reflectance
pecific location isnotconstant. Itmayvaryasa funcof atmospheric condition, solar zenith angle and
ges of the surface. This report aims to assess the
of diurnal variation of ground reflectance ofcharacicsurfaces and conditions for dayswith good atmosc conditions. This gives insight to what extent
ces deviate from a Lambertian behaviour. It isthereinaid incomparingreflectance ofobjectsobserved at
ent times of the day. The influence of atmosphere
>ereported elsewhere (Epema in preparation).
Fig. 1 the location ofthe studyareas isgiven. Exteniescriptions ofthearea onvariousaspects isgivenby
e (1962),Coqueand lauzein (1967),Meckelein(1977).
lell (1983), Millington et al(1987)and Ongaro(1988).
irea issituated atthe margin ofthe Saharan Platform
rtoInternational (4)1990

and the folded Atlas ranges. Alarge part of the zone of
subsidence is occupied by playas (locally known as
chotts).TheChott el Djerid isthe largest ofthem and has
an elongated northeastern arm (Chott Fedjaj), which has
been formed by faulting in the top of an anticlinal uplift
(Coque 1962;Jonesand Millington 1986).Thecuesta ridge
ofthe Djebel Tebaga islocated inthe southern partofthis
uplift. It is surrounded by footslopes. Locally dunes of
various sizes cover parts of playa margins and footslopes.
Therainfall inthisarea islessthan 100mmperyear.Apart
from some oases, vegetation cover exceeds 5% of the
surface only in exceptional cases. The inner parts of the
playa have no vegetation cover at all.
The study areas comprise parts of the playas and the
footslope areas. Thewestern area is located in the Chott
Djerid, while the eastern area is located at the margin of
Chott Fedjaj and the footslopes of the Djebel Tebaga.
(1) Playa: The appearance of the playa varies in space
and time. They are underlain essentially by gypsiferous
sediments. Extensive descriptions are given by Mitchell
(1983) and Millington ef al (1986). In the winter wet
season,but alsoafter individual storms,largepartsexhibit
standing waterand upon drying relativelyclean salt crusts
develop.Part ofthe water (with sediments) isderived from
the surrounding mountains and spatial distribution is a
function of small relief differences and location ofstorms.
Locallyjust belowthe surface black layersalternatingwith
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material is blown in. Spatial variation of surface ty
important: thickcrusts especially in the centre, polyj
structures of various sizes and changing in time anc
large areas almost devoid of salt are present.Withii
last area also relatively rough parts exist.
(2)Footslopes intheareaaremainlyerosional fea
They show variation in presence of gypsum crusts,
typeand amount, incisions bygulliesandcoverands
stones. As opposed to the area around Chott elGi
(described by [ones et al 1986) only small parts an
alluvial fans.Vegetation ismostly limited to hummoc
spring vegetation is much greener and if it rains ir
period even outside these hummocks some veget
exist.
Based on the variation in the area plots were sel
for description and field reflectance measurements,
different types of diurnal curves were found. Examp
these curves will be presented, differences explaine
implications for satellites given.

Experimental Methodsand Conditions

Fig 1.Location ofthe studyareas inSouthernTunisia.
heavy layers exist.As described by Coque (1962),Meckelein (1977)and Ongaro (1988),the black layersare formed
byalgae. Especially in springand summer siltyand sandy

Measurements were made with a Barnes Mc
Multiband Radiometer (MMR) (Robinson ef al
equipped with a 15° field of view aperture. The sp
characteristics in comparison with the Landsat The
Mapper (TM) deployed on Landsat-4 and -5 aregi\
Table 1.TheMMRwasmounted on atripod (height1
and the look direction was vertical.-Hence a ci
surface area with a diameter of 39.5cm was observe
Reflected radiance was measured over the dif
targets every hour. Panel data were achieved at the
and finish of each measurement sequence. The Bi
tional Reflectance Factor (BRF) was determine
dividingthe radiance measured overasurface tothe
polated and corrected radiances of the panel.
Reflectance data were gathered in accordance
suggestions given by Milton (1987) and the data
treated as described by Epema (in preparation
measuringdiffuse andtotal radiation notonlythe BF

•fable I. Bandpasses of Barnes MMR field radiometer
(50% power bandpass limits) and Landsat Thematic

Barnes MMR
nr. of
band
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
i
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Mapper (full-width at half-maximum method).
LandsatTM
nr. of
wavelength
band
0.458-0.525
1
0.519-0.601
2
0.637-0.687
3
4
0.739-0.898
1.174-1.334
1.574-1.803
5
2.083-2.371
7

wavelength
0.4525-0.5178
0.5280-0.6093
0.6264-0.6923
0.7764-0.9045
1.5675-1.7842
2.0972-2.3490

the variation in atmospheric condition between the
and within the days could be determined. The
ted measurements are restricted to relativelygood to
lent weather conditions, since only then useful
sat Thematic Mapper data can be gathered.
ults a n d Interpretation

surface. Onlyin exceptional casesthe diffuse part istaken
into account (Jackson ef al 1988). This error is however
limited for clean panels and for solar zenith angles up to
70 degrees. Also for the presented curves errors are not
completely negligible (Epema in preparation.). Curvesof
the same day or of days with comparable atmospheric
conditions always show similar trends.

tion solar zenith angle and time
urnaltrends havebeen presented byshowing BRFas
ion of time. For conversion purposes solar zenith
i as a function of time is shown in Fig 2. The
mted curves are for the first and last day of both
uring campaigns. Other days of the field campaign
1between those extremes.

Fig3.Variationof BRF innormal directionwith incomplete (•)
and complete (O)corrections.

Main type of diurnal curves

Solarzenithangleasafunction oftimeinSouthernTunisia
different days.( 1 = 2 December; 2= 7November; 3= 8
4 - 30April)

lence of corrections and errors
urnal trends of BRF maybehighlyaffected bycorrecorocedures. This is especially valid if panels have a
Lambertian behaviour (Epema in preparation). In
e 3variation of BRFduring the day of one plot and
wavelength is shown. One curve is with incomplete
ctions and the other with complete corrections. The
:rcurve is corrected for the dark level of the system
ion 100%reflectanceofthe reference panel by diffuse
ination. The last curve is also corrected for solar
i angie dependent reflectance of the panel,both for
iirect and diffuse part of the irradiance. Several
>rs present diurnal trends without explaining and
ingcorrections,sothat theymaycontain largeerrors.
' Danels deviate significantly from a Lambertian

In Fig 4a to 4C BRFas a function of time isgiven for 4
different surfaces and for 3typical MMRbands 1, 4and7.
Inband 1 the ratiodiffuse/total irradianceonthesurfaceis
largest, in band 7 smallest. The BRFof the surfaces was
determined on 4 different good days.
Curve 1 is representative for the bare parts of the
footslopes of the area. Roughness of the surface can be
described as medium according to the terminology of
Walthall et al (1985): variations in height are in general
between 1and 2 centimeters. The BRFis highest around
noon.Thisismost probablycaused byshadowwhich isat
itsminimum with lowsolarzenith angles.Thesmallasymmetry can be ascribed to the higher diffuse/total ratios in
the afternoon ofthis dayincomparisonwith the morning.
Other parts of the footslopes, not shown here,
demonstrate an even larger difference in BRFas function
ofzenithanglethan thisexample.Theseparts hadahigher
coverageof stonesand hence a higher roughnessthan the
example.
Curve 2 is representative for large parts of the playa.It
isan example from a smooth surface (difference in height
lessthan 0.5cm)withaverythin saltcover.Inallbandsan
increase in BRFhas been observed before noon, while in
the afternoon inband 1 and 4astabilization occursandin
band 7even an increase of reflectance. Theasymmetryof
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the diurnal BRF curve is due to a decrease in moisture
content inthetop layer.Inthisareafourphenomena influence moisture content of the playa surface:

(1) dew
(2) ground water
(3) sabakh
(4) algae layers
(1) An evaluation of meteorological data, wet and dry
bulb temperature and temperature near the surface,
showedthat dewwasformedon severaldays.Visuallydew
has been observed on various surfaces just after sunrise.
Thisdew disappeared however from the footslopes within
anhour. Henceonly inexceptionalcasesasmallinfluence
is possible on reflectance. In the playa zone however wet
surfaceswereobservedfora longer period.Thereforeother
phenomena in addition to dewwill beresponsible for this
fact.
(2) The ground water table in the playa (50 to 100cm
below the surface) is much higher than in the footslope
area.Duringthe night a redistribution ofwater is possible
in the mulch layer due to the temperature gradient. This
maycause awet top layer (Philip and DeVries 1957).
(3) Moisture will remain for a longer period at the
surface if Mgsaltsandother hygroscopic saltsarepresent.
Although NaCI dominates in the total profile also Mg
chlorides are present. This phenomenon has been
described by Buringh (1979) and is calledsabakh.
(4) Apart from dew, sabakh and redistribution of water
locally afourth phenomenon occurs.Inthe lowest partsof
the playa just below the surface black organic-rich layers
formed by algae occur, alternating with relatively heavy
clay layersexist (Meckelein 1977).Themoisturecontent of
theselayers is relatively high duetothe position and high
claycontent. These are the last sites to dry out.
As described above, in the playa area apart from the
abovementionedeffectsofmoisturecontentalsoaspatial
andtemporalvariation inroughnessandmineralogyofthe
top soil occurs. This is not the place for a detailed treatment, but as a general rule rougher parts show a larger
amplitude in BRFthan other parts. Roughness as caused
bypolygon forming isdifficult to study inour set up since
the polygons are larger than the ground observation area
of the MMR. It is likely that shadow effects cause low
reflectance at large solar zenith angles.
Curve 3shows for all bands an increase in reflectance
during the day. It is an example of a measurement from
the second half of November period on the playa.Therefore at first sight this curve seems avariant of curve type
2. However superimposed upon theabove described daily
trends an overall drying out of the surface layers occurs.
On the 15th of November a rain storm occurred and the
surface is still drying,accompanied byan increase in salt
deposition. Inthewinter periodcurvesliketheseare likely
to occurand last forrelatively longtimesafterastorm.On
the footslopes it was observed that the influence of the
storm only lasted for a day.
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Fig4. variation of BRFin normal direction 4types
forband 1(Fig4a),band4(Fig4b)andband7(Fig

ofsurf
4c).

urve4 isan example of a BRF on a sloping surface.It
earthat variation on these surfaces can be explained
largepart ifazimuthaland slopingareaofsurface and
rzenith angleand azimuth aretaken intoaccount.This
fiple is given for the sake of completeness. Since in
area only a small part show slopes above 2%, no
lerstudy is concentrated to these type of surfaces.

uence on Ratios
addition to the intensity of different bands, band
s are often an important means to discriminate
ice phenomena. Awell known example is the (4-3)/
I) ratio used in vegetation studies with Thematic
per data. ForTMstudies of bare gypsiferous surfaces
shavebeen proposed byEpema (1986)and Escadafal
h Mulder (1988) showed that a band divided by the
of other bands isa good wayto express the spectral
acteristics It is not the aim of this study to develop
indicative ratiosordiscussthe soundness oftheindiOnly a selection of ratios is tested: 1/(1+4+7); 4/
+7); 7/(1+4+7); (4-l)/(4+l); (7-l)(7+l); (7-4)/(7+4).
estriction to band 1,4 and 7is due to (1)theaimof
•ing different parts of the spectral range and (2)
fie properties of the bands: band 1is most sensitive
anges inatmosphere, band 7isvaluable fordetermim of gypsum and moistureand band 4isexpected to
iost stable.
iree aspects are important in evaluating ratios:
) difference between the ratios of different surface
>.
)variation of ratio for stable surfaces as function of
zenith angle due to roughness induced shadow,
sphere or slope. Itwill be very valuable if an indicaatioistoa largeextent independent ofthesefactors.
changeofratioasfunction ofchangeofthe surface,
jain the same plots are evaluated. In Fig 5ato 5cthe
:hreeratiosasafunction oftimeareshown.Theother
showed similar trends.
d 1) It is remarkable that ratios for the examples of
1 and 2 are comparable in magnitude. These plots
contrasting reflectance and surface characteristics,
jlot of type 1is located on the footslopes, while the
of type 2 is situated in the playa area. This indicates
ntensity remainsan important parameter for identifinof surfaces with reflectance in broad bandsas used
1 and MMR. Ontheother hand ratioswith band 7are
il for the detection of gypsum (Epema 1986).
d 2)It isuseful to notethatthe curves (type 1 and4),
i arenotaffected bychange insurface characteristics,
a stable ratio, which change lessthan the individual
s. Ratios change less than 5%.
d 3)Thechange of a ratio as a function of changeof
urface can be seen intype 3wherea relative increase
:ioswith band 7occursduetoa decrease in moisture
mt. The decrease as function of time of moisture

Fig. 5a
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Fig. 5c
Fig5.Variation of BRF ratios in normal direction for4types of
surfaces for band 1/(1+4+7) (Fig5a).band 4/(1+4+7) (Fig5b)
and band 7/(1+4+7) (Fig 5c).
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content incurve2cannotbedetected straightforward from
the ratios since notonly band 7butalsotheother bands
are affected.
Especially fortype2thelowvalues inband 1 forzenith
anglesabove65degres (henceoutsidetherangeforsatellite passes in this area) are remarkable. An explanation
mightbethatthedryingofthesurfaceaffects band 1 more
quickly than band 7. Another possibility is that this is
caused bymeasuring or processing errors. BRFvaluesin
band 1with low zenith angles are most susceptible to
errors duetoa combination of lowreflectance and small
irradiances.
It can be concluded that band ratios are less susceptibleto solarzenith angle than individual bands. However
sometimes differences between surfaces are obscured
when band ratiosareused. Inother cases band ratioscan
show differences effectively such as the presence of
gypsum orthey areuseful formonitoririgchanging conditions ofthe surface such asthe moisture content oftype
3.Use ofratioswilltherefore depend onthespecific aims
of the study.

Implicationsfor TM
Landsat Thematic Mapper passes over this part of
Tunisia at 10:34. In Table 2acquisition dates of TMand
solarzenith angles,closetoourmeasuringcampaigns,are
presented. It can be calculated that solar zenith angleat
satellite overpass will range from 28degrees iniuneto63
degrees in December. This implies that for Landsat overpass the normal ground reflectance fora bare surface on
the footslopes at identical surface conditions isupto10%
lowerinDecemberthan inIune,duetoincreased shadow
related to surface roughness. Band ratios for all zenith
angles aresimilar inthefootslopes. Dewisof little influence on the TM images as it has usually disappeared
before overpass. The effect of a rain storm on moisture
conditions of the footslopes usually does not last longer
than one day.
Table 2. Data and solar zenith angle of LandsatTM
images(192/36)closetomeasuringcampaigns.
Date
Solarzenith angle
(degrees)
8May1987
30
18Dec 1987
63
8Apr 1988
37
In the smooth playa area, reflectance differences as
function ofsolarzenith anglearesmall ifdailyvariationin
moisture is neglected. This can be concluded from
studying the afternoon reflectance. However, for the
morning hours, relevant for Landsat overpass, moist
condition maycause a decrease of about 10% in reflectance.Bandratiosarealsoaffected bychanges inmoisture
conditions ofthe playa surface. This superimposed effect
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of moisture isdifferent forthevarious measuringper
(December vs. Iune), as it depends on weather type
time after sunrise.
It should be stressed that some problems have t<
overcome before ground reflectance values can
compared directly with TMdata:
- atmosphere influences both ground reflectance
relation ground reflectance and TM signal (Epem
preparation)
- plots cannot becompared directly with groundres
tion element of TM (30*30 m2).This is especia
problem on the footslopes where vegetation clu
and rills and gullies exist. Adequate description a
simple model to predict shadow are a minir
prerequisite.
- theeffect ofdrying outofthesurface hastobekr
for the playas.

Conclusions
The following conclusions maybe drawn:
(1) In this area variations during the day ofBR
normal direction fora constant atmosphere arein gei
less than10%.
(2) On the footslopes the effect of roughness d
nates. Roughness causes a maximum BRFaround i
due to low amount of shadow. Band ratios are al
constant fordifferent solar zenith angles.
(3) In the playa area moisture content is most in
tant. It causes asymmetric daily BRF curves, with
lowest reflectance in the morning. Band ratiossh<
that band 7 is the most dependent of moisture coi
differences.
(4)Band ratiosarelesssusceptibleto solarzenith;
than individual bands. Howeveritshould bestressec
differences between surfaces maybeobscuredwhen
ratios are used.
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Atmospheric condition and its influence on reflectance of bare soil
surfaces in southern Tunisia
G. F. EPEMA
Agricultural University ofWageningen,Department of Soil Scienceand
Geology, P.O.Box 37,6700AAWageningen,The Netherlands
(Received28February 1990; infinalform 25February 1991)
Abstract. Thevariationintheinfluenceoftheatmosphereonground reflectance
appears to be small for a stable atmosphere at different haze conditions in the
studyarea.Foracomparisonoffieldwithsimulatedandactualsatellitedatathe
modelofVerhoefwasused,whichrequiresasinputtheratioofmeasured diffuse
to total irradiation. Relative difference in planetary reflectance of Landsat TM
predicted with an atmospheric model for a specific ground reflectance and the
observed range of stable atmospheric conditions turned out to besmall.In situ
measured ground reflectance and the ground reflectance derived from planetary
actual TM reflectance arein good agreement.
1. Introduction
In southern Tunisia a research project has been carried out to study the
potentials of Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM)data for identification of soil surfaces
and their changesin time. Landsat TM observes the earth every 16days at the same
local time. Differences in signal are not only caused by changes of the surface. They
are also due to differences in solar zenith angle and atmospheric condition. In situ
ground reflectance measurements with a Barnes Modular Multiband Radiometer
(MMR) in combination with observations of surface characteristics in different
seasons were used as an aid in understanding the observed TM signal. The ground
reflectance at a specific location is not constant either. It varies as a function of
illumination conditions (i.e., atmospheric condition and solar zenith angle) and
changes of the surface. This report will deal with the influence of the atmosphere.
The influence of solar zenith angle to ground reflectance is reported elsewhere
(Epema 1990c).
Three aspects will be discussed:
1. Variation of the atmospheric condition during the measurement campaigns.
Based on the variation in the area representative plots were selected for
description of surface characteristics. At these plotsfieldreflectance measurements have been carried out. For all measurements the ratio diffuse to total
irradiance was determined.
2. Influence of illumination condition on nadir insitu measured ground reflectance for two representative bare soils.
3. Relation between ground reflectance and TM signal for different atmospheric
conditions.
With the aid of an atmospheric model of Verhoef (1985, 1990)estimates were made
about possible signal differences observed by Landsat TM. The model of Verhoef
0143-1161/92 $3.00 © 1992 Taylor & Francis Ltd
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requires as input the ratio diffuse to total irradiance for two or more bands and the
surfaces are assumed to be Lambertian. Different ground reflectance values and
atmospheric conditions were examined. In addition an example is given for the
relation between planetary reflectance, ground reflectance derived from the TM
signal for a specific atmosphere and in situ measured ground reflectance. The
planetary reflectance istheat satellitereflectance, whichcan bederived from the TM
signal (see §3.1.).
2. Study areas
In figure 1the location of the study areas is given. Extensive descriptions of the
area on various aspects are given by Coque (1962), Coque and Jauzein (1967),
Meckelein (1977),Mitchell(1983),Millington etal.(1987, 1989),Ongaro (1986),and
Townshend et al. (1989).The area is situated at the margin of the Saharan Platform
and the folded Atlas ranges. A large part of the zone of subsidence is occupied by
playas (locally known as chotts). The Chott el Djerid is the largest of them and has
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Figure 1. Location of the study areas in Southern Tunisia.
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Atmospheric effects onbaresoil reflectance data inTunisia
an elongated northeastern arm (Chott Fedjaj), which has been formed by faulting in
the top of an anticlinal uplift (Coque 1962).Thecuesta ridge of theDjebel Tebaga is
located in the southern part of this uplift. It is surrounded by footslopes. Locally
dunes of various sizes cover parts of playa margins and footslopes. The rainfall in
this area is less than 100mm per year. Apart from some oases, vegetation cover
exceeds 5 per cent of the surface only in exceptional cases. The inner parts of the
playa have no vegetation cover at all.
The study area comprises parts of the playas and the footslope areas:
1. Playa: The appearance of the playa varies in place and time. They are
underlain essentially by gypsiferous sediments. Extensive descriptions are
given by Mitchell (1983) and Millington et al. (1986). In the winter wet
season, but alsoafter individual storms,largeparts exhibit standingwater and
upon drying relatively clean salt crusts develop. Part of the water (with
sediments) isderived from thesurrounding mountains and spatial distribution
isa function of small relief differences and location of storms. Locally, black
layers alternating with heavy layers existjust below the surface. As described
by Coque (1962), Meckelein (1977) and Ongaro (1986), the black layers are
formed by algae. Especially in spring and summer silty and sandy material is
blown in. Spatial variation of surface type is important: thick crusts occur,
especially in the centre; polygonal structures of various sizes and times also
occur, and large areas almost devoid of salt are also present. Within this last
area relatively rough parts exist also.
2. Footslopes in the area are mainly erosional features. They show variation in
thepresenceofgypsum crusts,sand typeand amount, incisionsbygullies,and
cover and size of stones. As opposed to the area around Chott el Guettar
(described by Jones 1986)only small parts are real alluvial fans. Vegetation is
mostly limited to hummocks. In spring vegetation is much greener and if it
rains in this period even outside these hummocks some vegetation exist.
3. Theory
In this part three subjects will be treated:
1. The calculation of planetary TM reflectance.
2. The determination of the spectral extinction optical thickness. It is described
howthespectral extinction optical thicknesscan bedetermined from measurements of the direct part of the reflected radiance at a certain solar zenith
angle. The spectral extinction optical thickness is a good expression for the
atmospheric condition, since it is in principle independent of solar zenith
angle. It will be used for the description of the atmospheric condition during
the measurement campaigns.
3. The most important aspects of the atmospheric model of Verhoef (1985) and
the modification of the model (Verhoef 1990). This model is used to relate
planetary reflectance with ground reflectance if the ratio diffuse to total
irradiance is known. In areas like Tunisia, a 'darkest pixel' approach is
difficult, since there are no objects with zero reflectance.
Subjects 2 and 3 are related. They will be used for different aims however,
respectively for the description of the atmospheric condition during the field
campaigns (§5.1and 5.2),and to relateplanetary reflectance with ground reflectance
(§5.3).
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3.1. Planetary reflectance
Knowing the bias and gain factors of the detectors in different wavelength bands
the digital numbers from the computer compatible tapes can be converted to
radiances.Valuesof biasand gain are given on the tapes. However for the TM tapes
used here,which have been processed at ESRIN, these values are erroneously based
on preflight data. Therefore values have to be used, which have been corrected for
gain loss of the detectors (Epema 1990a).
The planetary TM reflectance (pp) can be calculated from the reflected radiance
as received by the sensor according to:
p

' (Eowcos9s)

0 )

where
Lx =spectral radiance at sensor aperture in mWcm _ 2 sr _ 1 /mi~ 1 ,
d=Earth-Sun distance in astronomical units,
£ 0 ( i )=mean solar exo-atmospheric irradiances in mWcm~ 2 ^m _ 1 ,
0 S =solar zenith angle in degrees.
Values of Neckel and Labs (1981) and Iqbal (1983) were adopted for the exoatmospheric irradiance (Eow). Since these values have been defined for the mean
Earth-surface distance they have to be adjusted to the actual distance (d). The d for
a specific day can be approximated by the relation of Gurney and Hall (1983):
(2)
where D is day number of the year.
3.2. Determination of spectralextinction optical thickness
The spectral extinction optical thickness x'ca(X) can be gathered from the
following equation (Jackson and Slater 1986):
Esu*w=Eowt ex P- < »W sec6S]
(3)
where £0(A) is the exo-atmospheric irradiance, ESunW the measured direct spectral
irradiance on a surface at Earth, perpendicular to the direct solar incidence flux.
For a non-calibrated instrument this equation becomes:
Vcw=

(4)

where Vis the output voltage of an instrument looking directly at the sun and c'w is
the calibration factor in W m " 2 s r _ 1 V - 1 . In (4) T'„,(A) and c'w are unknown. This
equation can besolved bymeasuring the output voltage (V) for different solar zenith
angles(0J under stable atmospheric conditions. Equation (4)can also be written as:

9s+lnfe]
Plotting \n(V against sec0s for the wavelength bands for a day with constant
atmosphere gives —x'txt(X)as slope and In(Eow/(c'wn)) as intercept (Jackson and
Slater 1986).These figures are called Langley-plots. The calibration factor, c'w, can
be calculated from the intercept since Eom is known.
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Direct measurement of incoming irradiation with a Barnes MMR with field of
view aperture angles of 1° respectively 15° is difficult. Therefore in our set-up an
alternative approach isused where thefluxunder direct irradiation (Viit) ismeasured
from a horizontal panel with known reflectance properties as a function of solar
zenith angle.Viitcan becalculated by the shading method asdescribed by Che etal.
(1985). The V in (4) and (5) has to be replaced by:
y.
F=

(6)

c o s e*Rm

where /?(8) is the reflectance of the panel under solar zenith angle6.
Combining the different equations the calibration factor cw of the Barnes in
W m " 2 s r _ 1 V _ 1 was calculated with the equation given by Jackson and Slater
(1986) according to
Cw

~<PeAn

(7)

where A is the intercept of the Langley plot (ln(Eom/(cwn)).
Thec{A)-valuebased on dayswithstableatmospheric conditions may beused also
for non-ideal conditions to estimate T'e„(A)from theViir. In that casecw isknown so
that the following equation based on (5) and (6) can be solved directly:

^>=- C 0 S ^ l n [^^;]

(8)

The spectral extinction optical thickness (T'e„(A))will be used as a charaterization of
the type of atmosphere, independent of the solar zenith angle.
3.3. Atmospheric model ofVerhoef
The atmospheric model used here is a part of a scene radiation model described
by Verhoef (1985). For the description of atmosphere the Verhoef model uses (1)
Elterman's data (1970) on atmospheric optical depth, which gives the relation
between aerosol optical thickness, wavelength and visibility and (2) Deirmendjian's
(1969) phase functions for atmospheric haze (Mie scattering). Verhoef (1990)
modified themodel sothat the ratiodiffuse to total irradiance in different bands can
beused as input. In our set-up weused these ratios for 4 or 6TM compatible bands
of the Barnes MMR (see experimental set-up) to estimate a (wavelength exponent)
and /?(Angstrom's turbidity coefficient) of the Angstrom's turbidity equation with
an inversion procedure. The haze type M atmosphere of Deirmendjian (1969) was
used. Some default values are used in the model: (1) water vapour content of
atmosphere is 0 in all bands; this presents no problems for the scattering, since it is
included in Angstrom's concept of aerosols, but it is a problem for the parts of the
spectrum where water absorption occurs; (2) single scattering albedo, and (3) ratio
forward/backward scattering calculated with Deirmendjian's phase functions are
independent from solar zenith angle.
Assuming the background albedo equal to the target albedo, Verhoef (1990)
developed a simplified equation relating planetary reflectance (pPW) to ground
reflectance (pow):
PPM- R*>M+7j

T

T

IT

7

Pow

(9)
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where
Rmw —atmospheric reflectance,
7 1 7 ^ = two way transmittance,
R^w —sphericalalbedo of the atmosphere.
In the Verhoef model the atmospheric factors in (9) are derived from the
measured ratio diffuse to total irradiance in the different bands.
4. Experimental methods and conditions
Field measurements were made with a Barnes Modular Multiband Radiometer
(MMR) (Robinson et al. 1979)in twofieldperiods:November 1987and April 1988.
Resultswill becompared with simulated and actual Landsat Thematic Mapper data.
Landsat TM tapes of twogood dayswereused: 18December 1987and 8April 1988.
For the first campaign no reliable data during the campaign were available due to
the weather conditons at satellite overpass.
The aim of the field measurements was to determine spectral reflectance of
objects and atmospheric conditions during the measurements of reflectance. Reflectance data were gathered according to suggestions given by Milton (1987) and the
data were processed according to Epema (1991).
The MMR was mounted on a tripod and the look direction was vertical
downward. The instrument was equipped with a 15° field of view aperture. The
spectral characteristics in comparison with the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM)
deployed on Landsat-4 and -5 are given in table 1.The selection of plots was based
on the variation in the study areas. Reflected signal was measured over the different
plotsapproximately everyhour.The readingswereinvolts,but,ifrequired,theycan
be converted to radiance by multiplying with the calibration factors. For about 15
locations 5to 15different plots were examined in thefieldcampaigns. In this report
the reflectance in nadir direction of two representative locations are presented as a
function^of atmosphere in §5.2. Panel data were achieved at the start and finish of
each measurement sequence. The reflectance for the different bands was determined
bydividing the signalreflected bya surface innadir direction to theinterpolated and
corrected signal of the panel according to
P.|A> =

^u„.o+ ( ' i - ' o ) / ( ' 2 - ' o ) ( ^ (W I . I 2

•V*

(10)

)

Table 1. Bandpasses of BarnesMMRfieldradiometer (50percentpower bandpass limits)
and Landsat Thematic Mapper (full-width at half-maximum method).
BarnesMMR
Number of band
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Landsat TM

M

Number of band

w

0-458-0-525
0-519-0-601
0-637-0-687
0-739-0-898
1-174-1-334
1-574-1803
2-083-2-371

1
2
3
4

0-4524-0-5178
0-5280-0-6093
0-6264-0-6923
0-7764-0-9045

5
7

1-5675-1-7842
2-0972-2-3490
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where p'0=reflectance of an object, measured insitu,V^ tl=reflected signal on time
tu above object, V*wj0=corrected reflected signal on time t0, above panel,
PJw),,2=corrected reflected signal on time t2,above panel; t0<ti<t2.
Thepanel readings V*(A)arecorrected for thepanelreflectance R(e,(A))under the solar
zenith angle 8.
As an alternative, especially for non-stable conditions, solarimeter readings of
incoming irradiance were used as an aid in the determination of reflectance.
Relations between the corrected signal of the panel in the different bands and
solarimeter readings were established on days with stable atmospheric conditions.
These relations were used on non-stable days to derive panel reflectance from
solarimeter readings.
The panel data were also used to determine the variation of the atmospheric
condition between the days and within the days. Both total and diffuse irradiation
have been measured. The diffuse irradiation was determined by shadowing the
reference panel with a plate. After corrections for the part of diffuse irradiation
blocked by the plate under specific solar zenith angles (Epema (1991),calculation of
the voltage of the direct irradiation has been performed. Both the ratio diffuse to
total irradiation and the amount of direct and diffuse irradiation for a specific solar
zenith angle (0^ are useful to express the atmospheric condition. A more direct way
to express this isthe spectral extinction optical thickness x'ca(X) which is a constant
value for a specific atmosphere. A description of this calculation is given in the
foregoing theory and the results will be presented in §5.1.
5. Results
5.1. Atmosphericcondition
From the measuring campaign of April 1988six (half) days gave Langley plots,
which were linear. This is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for stable
atmospheric conditions. Reagan et al.(1984) showed that also a linear relation may
occur, when the spectral extinction optical thickness varies temporally. It was
assumed that thesedayswereclearand stableenough to usefor thedetermination of
the calibration factor cw. Values of cw were calculated according to (7).
In table 2 the mean cw values with the standard deviations are given. The
standard deviations are comparable with the results of Jackson and Slater (1986).
The cw values differ. This can be easily explained by the fact that the internal gain

Table2. Meanand standard deviations ofcand ?'„,ofsixdayswithconstant atmospheric
conditions intheApril 1988period.
c (in Wm

MMR1
MMR2
MMR3
MMR4
MMR5
MMR6
MMR7

2

sr-'V" 1 )

*'«•

mean

s.d.

mean

s.d.

7-83
11-70
6-28
12-95
6-72
4-68
1-83

0-46
0-23
0-41
0-35
0-44
0-26
010

0-31
0-27
0-21
017
015
010
012

007
005
007
005
006
006
006
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was changed from the factory setting (Richter, personal communication). From the
Langley plots the spectral extinction optical depth (fcxt(X)) could be computed for
these six days. To get an idea of the variation in the days used for the cm
determination mean and standard deviation of ft„(X) are given in table 2 too. It is
important to know alsofor non-ideal days the t'exi(X) at thedifferent moments of the
day. From (8)it can beconcluded that this ispossible ifVix, ismeasured. In figure 2
4,,(A)values for relatively good to excellent daysarepresented respectively for band
7 against band 4 and band 1.
5.2. Influenceof atmosphereonground reflectance
Stable representative surfaces have to be investigated under different atmospheric conditions in order to show the effect of atmosphere as representative
examples of natural bare soil surfaces plots on the footslopes and on the playas are
selected. Four different problems arise:
1. Characteristics ofplots may vary in time.
This isvery obvious for plots in the playa (Epema 1990b). Moisture changes
on diurnal and seasonal time scales. But also variation on footslopes may
occurdueto for instance sealingofthe surface. Thechanges ofthesurface can
be observed partly by direct observations in the field.
2. Reflectancemay changeas afunction of thesolar zenith angle.
For stable atmospheric conditions, the field reflectance for surfaces without
changeon the footslopes was observed to beat itsmaximum 10percent more
for a solar zenith angle of 20° than for an angle of 65° (Epema 1990c). This
effect wasmoreprominent with increasing roughness of the surface and could
be ascribed to shadow. Therefore the figures will present reflectance as a
function of solar zenith angle.

0.5 -

s
."4 .
+

0.4 +•
-.••;..• a •:• '.:•;;•;*'•-'• •"•*

+ ++
¥•*

+

+ +

..•'••.^v/£"* + **

0.3 -

0.2 1= 7April
2 = 8April
3 = 16April
4 = 23April
5 = 24April
6 - 30April

+
0 0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

extinctionopticalthicknessofband7

Figure2. RelationofextinctionopticalthicknessofMMRband 1 (•)and4(+) withMMR
band 7for theApril 1988campaign. (1,2, ... mean values of relevant days of April
1988for relation band 1and band7).
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3. Problems in determining the correctincoming irradiance.
In the experimental set-up weused there are two different ways to determine
the reflectance:
(a) the reflectance may be determined by dividing reflected radiance of the
surface by the reflected radiance of a calibrated reference panel.
(b) having the relation between reflected radiance of the panel and solarimeter readings also the solarimeter readings may be used to estimate the
reflectance of an ideal reference panel. These relations are significant for
all days with a stable atmospheric condition (table 3). The relation of
individual bands with solarimeters differs slightly between the days. Still
the general relations of table 3 were used as an estimate of the reflected
radiance signalofindividual bands ofdayswith non-stable conditions.On
these days it is impossible to measure under the same conditions the
reflected radiance of a panel and the surface.
Both methods to determine thereflectance haveadisadvantage for comparing
reflectance under different atmospheric conditions. The former will fail if
atmospheric conditions change. The latter may fail, since relations of incomingirradiance of individual bandswith solarimeter readingsvaryas a function
of atmosphere. Therefore the interpretation of results has to be performed
with care.
4. Errors in determination of reflectancein the field andprocessingof the data.
These have been discussed extensively in Epema (1991).
In figures 3and 4 reflectance for different days are presented for three plots on the
footslopes. Reflectance values in figure 3 are calculated using the panel data and in
figure4 they are based on simultaneous solarimeter readings.As an example in both
figuresresults of band 4 are presented. Others bands show similar trends.
The scattering of points in figure 3 can be ascribed to the following factors:
1. Incorrect determinations of incoming irradiance due to changing conditions
(most November data).
2. High moisture content of top layer (16 November).
3. (Small) variation in surface characteristics between the plots in the unit
(7 April).
4. Inaccuracies in determination of reflectance. The higher reflectance around
noon is due to the low solar zenith angle.

Table 3. Relation between reflected radiance (involts)measured with the Barnes MMRin
nadirdirection andirradiancewithasolarimeter(involts),(ranges:individualbands0
to 4Vand solarimeter 0to 35V).

Constant
Std. error of Y est
Xcoeff
No. of observations
R squared

MMR1

MMR2

-0171
0089
0121
176
0-990

-0089
0112
0099
176
0-977

MMR3
-0011
0071
0095
176
0-990

MMR4
-0038
0077
0099
176
0-989

MMR5
-0075
0106
0-089
176
0-974

MMR7
-0018
0132
0097
176
0-967
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Figure 3. Reflectance (in percentage) in band 4 based on panel data as a function of
solar zenith angle(anglesbefore noon haveanegativesign)for plots inthe footslope
area.
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area.
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Infigure4thescattering isduemainlytovariation insurface characteristics between
the plots (7 April) and to the fact that the relation of individual bands with the
solarimeter readings is dependent from the type of atmosphere. Hence most
variation in figures3 and4 isnot dueto theatmosphere itself.
In figure 5reflectance for twodifferent daysinApril (16and23)for an example
of the playa area isshown. Difference in optical thickness for those days waslarge,
but both days had a rather stable atmospheric condition. The last day was more
hazy, the former showed some thin clouds. Reflectance calculated from the solarimeter readings showed the same pattern and almost the same difference in
reflectance. Therefore only theresults based on panel data arepresented. Duringall
day surface reflectance of all bands were higher on 16April than on 23April. This
difference can beexplained partly bychanges of thesurface itself. On 23April less
salt waspresent at the surface due to the wind and the moisture content was also
somewhat higher. Both effects caused a decrease in reflectance in all bands, while
moisture content gaveanextra decrease inband 7.Thisextra decrease becomesclear
when ratios with band 7to other bands arecalculated and compared for thesetwo
days. However, thelower reflectance of 23April cannot beexplained completely by
changes of the surface. Other factors, like measuring errors and atmosphere, play a
role too.
Based ontheobservations on these twodifferent bare surfaces, itisobvious that
thevariationinobserved field reflectance in thisarea andduring these seasonsbyno
more than 5 per cent is caused by the atmosphere itself. Other factors are more
important in causing differences in reflectance.
5.3. Influence of atmosphereonrelationgroundreflectance andplanetary TM
reflectance
The atmospheric model ofVerhoef (1985, 1990)provides thepossibility to relate
ground and planetary reflectance if the ratio diffuse to total irradiance at a certain
50
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Figure S. Reflectance (inpercentage)inband 4based onpanel data asa function ofsolar
zenith angle(anglesbefore noon havea negative sign)for aplotintheplaya area.
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Table 4. Predicted planetary TM reflectance (in percentage) for satellite overpasses of
8April 1988and 18December 1987insouthernTunisiafrom extremebaresoilground
reflectance data (inpercentage) for three different atmospheric conditions.
Predicted planetary TM reflectance
MMR reflei ctance

MMR1, TM1
MMR1, TM2
MMR3, TM3
MMR4, TM4
MMR6, TM5
MMR7, TM7

62°

37°

(Min)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(3)

12-5
200
25-0
300
32-5
28-0

16-9
20-7
25-4
30-3
32-5
280

17-5
211
25-6
30-5
32-6
281

17-9
21-3
25-8
30-6
32-6
281

17-5
201
250
30-2
32-5
280

18-2
20-7
25-4
30-4
32-6
28-1

18-6
20-9
25-5
30-5
32-6
281

27-6
361
46-9
55-2
67-5
600

280
36-3
47-1
55-2
67-5
600

28-3
36-4
47-8
55-2
67-5
600

27-2
34-6
45-9
54-8
67-5
600

27-9
34-9
460
54-8
67-7
59-9

28-2
351
460
54-7
67-3
59-9

(Max)
MMR1.TM1
MMR2, TM2
MMR3, TM3
MMR4, TM4
MMR6, TM5
MMR7, TM7

250
37-5
47-5
550
67-5
600

(1)=atmosphere of 21April 1988(clear).
(2)=atmosphere of 8April 1988(mod.clear).
(3)=atmosphere of23April 1988 (hazy).

zenith angle is known for a given day. For the Landsat overpass of 8 April 1988
(solar zenith angle 37°)and 12December 1987(solar zenith angle 62°)the planetary
TM reflectance is predicted from ground reflectance for three different atmospheric
conditions (table4).Theseconditions occurred respectively on (a)themost clear day
in the April period, (b)the most hazy day without clouds and still suitable for TM
imagery and (c) the day of Landsat overpass (8 April). For every band the relation
between ground reflectance and planetary reflectance has been calculated for plots
with a low and high ground reflectance respectively in the April period. It should be
noted that in the winter period, or shortly after rainstorms, still lower reflectance
values are possible. Also more hazy atmospheres may be present, especially in May
and June, than thosemeasured in April 1989.Since those conditions are not present
on our satellite tapes they are not dealt with.
From table 4 it can be seen that atmospheric correction is most valuable at
shorter wavelengths and in that caseespecially for lowground reflectance. Moreover
relative difference in planetary TM reflectance for a specific ground reflectance for
these atmospheres even for band 1is always less than 10 per cent.
It is important to know how good the similarity is between in situ measured
ground reflectance and ground reflectance predicted from planetary reflectance for a
specific atmosphere. It gives insight in the reliability of the atmospheric model and
the measurement and processing of the ground reflectance data.
Two important assumptions are inherent in the atmospheric model of Verhoef
(1985): the surface isa Lambertian and the surroundings of the pixel have the same
reflectance as the investigated spot. Both from the diurnal reflectance in nadir
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Table 5. Planetary reflectance, ground reflectance derived from TM (with atmospheric
correction)andinsitumeasuredgroundreflectanceofahomogeneousbaresoilsurface
in the playaarea (8April 1988).
Planetary reflectance in
200
240
320
35-7
371
31-9

%

Ground reflectance in
(from TM)
15-5
23-5
31-8
35-3
371
319

%

Ground reflectance in %
(measured)
15-4
23-5
30-1
34-3
39-2
32-2

direction and from the directional reflectance measurements it is clear that the bare
surfaces on the footslopes are not Lambertian. The footslopes as a whole will be
even lessLambertian sincewithin the pixel hummocks of vegetation arepresent. The
two assumptions are more valid in large parts of the playa areas since the smooth
surfaces behave almost as Lambertian reflectance and the difference in reflectance
between the investigated pixel and the surroundings is often small. Therefore for a
small area in the playa a comparison has been made between in situ measured
ground reflectance and ground reflectance derived from atmospheric corrected
planetary TM reflectance on 8 April 1988.The ratio diffuse to total irradiance has
been determined close to satellite overpass and ground reflectance at time of
overpass. The agreement between the measured ground reflectance and that based
on TM using an atmospheric model is remarkable (table 5). The difference is less
than 10 per cent, while many inaccuracies may exist in the procedures. The most
important are:
1. Solar exo-atmospheric irradiances given bydifferent authors vary up to 6 and
8per cent for TM bands 5and 7.For TM bands 1 to4moreagreement exists.
2. Inaccuracies in the determination of the ratio diffuse to total irradiance and
panel reflectance data.
3. Limitations and assumptions of atmospheric model.
4. Deviations from Lambertian reflectance.
6. Conclusions anddiscussion
The influence of atmosphere on reflectance in thefieldin out set-up was difficult
to determine. A major problem was that inaccuracies in the determination of
incoming irradiance at time of measurement of the plots occurred, especially for
non-stable conditions. In this case the irradiance has to be estimated from solarimeter values which cause errors, since relations of incoming irradiance of individual
bands with solarimeter readings vary as function ofatmosphere. Other problems are
changes in characteristics of natural surfaces and measuring errors. It can be
concluded that for stable days differences in reflectance due to atmosphere will be
less than 5 per cent in this area and during these measuring periods.
The model of Verhoef (1985, 1990) showed that, as can be expected, an
atmospheric correction is most valuable at shorter wavelengths and in that case
especially for low ground reflectance. However relative difference in planetary TM
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reflectance for a specific ground reflectance for the observed range of stable
atmospheric conditions fortunately turned outto be small. Even for band 1
differences are always less than 10per cent.
A very good agreement hasbeen found for an almost Lambertian surface
between insitu measured ground reflectance data andground reflectance values
predicted from planetary reflectance applying the atmospheric condition close to the
timeofoverpass.
The result of this study to the effect of atmosphere hassome important
implications for the strategy of research for the total research project. In this project
the possibilities for Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) for identifiction of soil surfaces
and their changes in time for an area in southern Tunisia are investigated.
The most important implications for the strategy ofthis research project area:
1. Stable atmospheric conditions are aprerequisite for good ground reflectance
measurements. Since insouthern Tunisia more than 50 per cent ofthe days
are stable enough to make reliable measurements this isno major problem. If
atmospheric conditions arestable,differences in hazeareofminor importance
in the determination of the ground reflectance.
2. Relative differences inplanetary reflectance are limited for different types of
atmosphere. Therefore it is possible, if no good TMdata exist from the
measuring period, to usetapescloseto these campaigns. IfTM band 1 can be
avoided byinterpretation of multi-temporal data of thisarea, and no tapes of
extreme atmospheric conditions are used, no large errors will occur by
correcting thosedata foramean typeof atmosphere or for not correctingit at
all.
3. A good fit exists between in situ measured ground reflectance and ground
reflectance derived from atmospheric corrected TM planetary reflectanceof
almost ideal surfaces. Therefore itisinprinciple possible tounderstand the
effect on reflectance of more complex surfaces.
It has to be stressed that theeffect of atmosphere isnot the only factor important in
the strategy for analysing TM data. There exist other sources of error and variation
in determination ofground reflectance. Sources oferror are for instance incorrect
positioning and dust on instruments. Also systematic errors may occur ifthe effect
of dew is neglected or the effect of roughness on reflectance asafunction of zenith
angle is not taken into account (Epema 1990c).
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EFFECTOFMOISTURE CONTENT ON SPECTRALREFLECTANCE INA PLAYAAREA INSOUTHERN.
TUNISIA
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The Netherlands

ABSTRACT. Field experiments andobservations wereperformed tostudy the effect
ofmoisture content onLandsatTM compatiblebands.An increase inmoisture
content gives adecrease inreflectance inallbands.MMRband 7showed tobe
most sensitive tochange inmoisture content.The indirect effect ofwetting,
disappearance of salt onpartoftheplaya,wasmostprominent inMMRband 1.A
preliminary procedure toestimatemoisture content from TM signal is described.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the SouthernTunisiandesertaresearchprojecthasbeen carried out to
study thepotentials ofLandsat ThematicMapper (TM)data for identification of
soil surfaces and theirchanges intime.Insituground reflectance measurements
with aBarnesModularMultiband Radiometer (MMR)incombinationwith
observations ofsurface characteristics indifferent seasonswere used as anaid
inunderstanding theobservedTM signal.Field campaignswereperformed in
November/December 1987andApril 1988.Inprevious reports emphasis islaid on
external influences determining theatsatellite andground reflectance, like
illumination conditions (i.e.atmospheric conditionand solar zenith angle).
This reportwill dealwith the influence ofmoisture content onreflectance.
Special attentionwillbepaidto:
1)fieldexperimentswith artificialwetting;
2)changes of reflectance due tonatural rain;
3) implications for estimates ofmoisture conditions from TMimages.
The studied parts of thedesert area comprise playas and footslope areas (Chott
Djerid and Chott Fedjaj). The vegetation cover is low to nil. Despite sparse
rainfall, the groundwater table in the playa area is close to the surface (see
Epema in prep, for a detailed description). Although this research is mainly
concerned with the playa, the wetting experiments were also performed on the
footslopes inorder toexclude the influence ofsalt.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Reflectance measurements were made with a Barnes Modular Multiband Radiometer
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(MMR) (Robinson et al.,1979)equipped with a 15* field ofview aperture.The
spectral characteristics are comparable with theLandsat Thematic Mapper (TM)
deployed onLandsat-4and -5..Bandnumbers are identicalwith the exception of
MMR 6,which is comparable withTMband 5 (Epema, inprep.)- Moisture condition
was determined by drying the samples for 24hours at 60 °C.The standard
temperature of 105 °Ccannot be applied since above 60 °Cgypsum loosespart of
thecrystalwater.
In addition to the standard program, determination of reflectance throughout the
day ondifferent plots in oneunit and descriptions of the surface, the
following experiments andmeasurements were performed:
1)experiments with artificial wetting of some plots.The reflectance as
function of time andmoisture content of the top layerwas determined;
2)repeated measurements of reflectance onmoist plots ondifferent days and
seasons.

3.RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
3.1.Wetting experiment
Despite differences onthevarious plots some general characteristics canbe
deduced frommeasurements ofreflectance afterwetting inthe first hour
(curvesnot shown here):
1)Forallbandswetting causes a decrease inreflectance;
2)MMR band 6and 7have avery lowreflectance just afterwetting;
3)The relative reflectance ofMMR 1is inbetweenMMR 2to4 andMMR 6and7;
4)Differences inreactionbetweenMMR 2, 3and4 are generally small.
With the exception ofone case (site F, aplayaunit) reflection of
artificially wetted plots was lower at the end of the day thanbefore wetting.
In figure 1reflectance as a function ofmoisture content inthe upper 2mm is
given for one example, a combination of twoplots ona quartz sand dune (unit
S ) . The observation that wetting causes a decrease inreflectance is in
accordance with literature, for instance: Bowers andHanks (1965), Planet
(1970), and Irons etal. (1989). This decrease is attributed to internal
reflections within the film ofwater covering soil surfaces and particles
(Planet, 1970). The anomalous behaviour of the soil surface atunit Fon the
day ofthewetting experiment (November 18)canbe attributed to an initially
highmoisture content due to a storm 3daysbefore the experiment.
The other observed general characteristic isthe relatively low reflectance of
MMR band 6and 7just afterwetting.This maybe causedby the prominent
absorption bands centered at 1.4 and 1.9 /un,which exhibit their influence
into theMMR bands.Especially athigher moisture content these absorption
bands tend tobroaden.
The number ofpoints infigure 1makes it difficult to interpret the type of
relationbetween reflectance andmoisture content.Although linear, quadratic
and exponential statisticalmodelshavebeenproposed forthis relation (Desmet
et al., 1988), amore close observation of their results reveals that large
parts of the relations are effectively linear.According toMenenti (1984)the
relationbetween albedo andvolumetric moisture content is linearbetweenwet
and dry albedo (a we t a n d a dry)according to:
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MMR 1
MMR 4

moisture content (mass in %)
+ MMR 1
O MMR 3
X MMR 6
V MMR 7

Figure 1.Relationbetween reflectance factor andmoisture content on a quartz
sand dune area (unitS ) .
° ""dry(*^> +"wet*

if»*»*

(1)

where 9-volumetric moisture content
6 - volumetric moisture content at saturation
X— porosity
It isassumed that equation 1alsoholds for the individualMMR bands. In that
case itdepends from thewet and dry reflectance of the individualbands whether
or notmoisture change causes achange inspectral curves, apart from an overall
decrease inreflectance. If thedry andwet reflectance areknown a good
estimate of changes canbe calculated. In table 1anestimate hasbeen made
based onmeasuredwet and dry reflectance in theMMR bands forplots onunit S
and F.The difference insensitivity of theMMR bands observed canbe predicted
in thisway.
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Table 1.Dry andwet reflectance factors forunit Fand S (one plot).
Unit

MMR 1

MMR 2

MMR 3

MMR 4

MMR 5

MMR 7

F dry
Fwet
S dry
Swet

0.21
0.08
0.27
0.13

0.33
0.14
0.44
0.24

0.39
0.19
0.56
0.31

0.47
0.22
0.63
0.35

0.48
0.22
0.72
0.24

0.52
0.10
0.52
0.12

Apart from an increase inmoisture content, on theplayaunit a change in
mineralogy of the top layermay occur. Saltwill disappear uponwetting ashas
occurred onunit F. It explains the fact that upon drying not allbands reacha
relative reflectance of 1at the same time.Also at otherplaya sites ahigh
susceptibility towetting ofMMR 1hasbeenobserved, incomparison with the
footslopes. Thismay alsobe attributed to the disappearance of salt upon
wetting.
Salt has arelatively high reflectance inband 1 incomparison with soil
material.Most soilparticles have avery low reflectance at the shorter
wavelengths. Goetz (1989)ascribes this tocharge transfer transitions between
iron and oxygen. In this area it isclear that in thewavelength range up to1
micrometer thepresence of salt is themost important modifying factor in
controlling spectral characteristics after wetting.
Thewetting experiments make clear thatmoisture may influence reflectance both
inadirect and inan indirect way.
3.2Daily change
Two factorswere observed to control refectance changes throughout the day:
roughness andmoisture content (Epema, inprep.). Roughness causes the highest
reflectance innadir direction tobe around noon.Moisture content gives
asymmetric curveswith the lowest reflectance in themorning. Four phenomena
havebeen described tobe important for thehigh moisture content of the playa
top layer inthemorning. These are: (1)occurrence ofdew, (2)daynight cycle
of redistribution ofwater inrelationwith a.o. depth ofgroundwater, (3)
presence ofhygroscopic salts,and (4)presence ofalgae layers.In the period
after rainstorms anoverall drying out of the surface occurs superimposed on
theseeffects.In figure 2the daily asymmetry onaflatpart ofunit Fcanbe
detected from curves onApril 16 and 23 (curves 8and 9 ) .The results of an
overall drying out canbe observed onNovember 18 (curve2 ) .
Ifone considers themoisture content of the top layer themaximum decrease
throughout the day is only 2%,with the exception of the first three days after
the storm ofNovember 15.OnNovember 18 thedecrease inmoisture content of the
plotswas ashigh as 3.5%. Evenon thewetted plots the decrease inmoisture
content in the late afternoonof that daywas still 2.5% less thanbefore the
extra wetting.
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1 - 16-nov-87
2 - 18-nov-87
3 - 23-nov-87
-1—
11

25-nov-87
27-nov-87
29-nov-87
13

7 = 08-opr-88
8 = 16—opr-88
9 - 23-opr-88
15

17

time (hr)
V MMR 7 (+0.3)

Figure 2.Reflectance factorsofaflatpartofunit F inboth measuring
campaigns (MMR 7reflectance factor +0.3). One datapoint refers toone
measurement. On days 2,8and 9thoughout-the-day measurements havebeenmade,
for theother days only singlemeasurements are available.
3.3ComparisonbetweenNovember andApril measurements
OnNovember 15 in the firstmeasuringperiod arain storm oecurred.Most
experiments intheNovember/December period intheplayawere therefore
performed withhighmoisture contents inthe top layer.TheApril measurements
were carried outafter aperiod ofprolonged drought. InTable 2 gravimetric
moisture contents aregiven for the top 2mm ofsome units inboth periods
(unitA and D are located inthe playa). Differences inmoisture content between
the 2periods up to 20%were observed. For theAprilperiod also moisture
contents at 1cm depthwere determined. The differencebetween the moisture
contents at 2mm andat 1cm isconsiderable.This demonstrates theproblem of
applying reflectance data toestimatemoisture content deeper inthe soil.
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Table2.Moisturecontentoftoplayer( 0 - 2mm).
_

4

Unit,plot

Meanvalueperday betweenQmoisture5to10mm
Date Moisture Date Moisture difference
content
content Nov.-April

A3
A6
A9
A10

26Nov87
26Nov87
26Nov87
26Nov87

25
21
11
18

19Apr88
19Apr88
19Apr88
19Apr88

5(19)
5(18)
3(3)
5(18)

20
16
8
13

Dl

14Nov87

14

25Apr88

10(20)

4

Fl
F7
F7

18Nov87
18Nov87
29Nov87

32
25
19

16Apr88 17(26)
16Apr88 11(17)
16Apr88 11(17)

15
14
8

Infigure2reflectancefactorsofunitFforthreeMMRbandsindifferentparts
ofthespectrumaregiven.Againitisobviousthatband7showsthehighest
susceptibilitytodrying.Itisalsoclearthatspectralchangesoccurdueto
salt.
Intable3regressioncoefficientsaregivenfortherelationbetweenmoisture
contentandreflectanceforunitF.Highestcorrelationcoefficientsarefound
forlargewavelengths.Ifalsootherunitsandexperimentsaretakinginto
accountcorrelationcoefficientsdecrease.
Table3.Resultsofregressionanalysisbetweenreflectanceandmoisture
content.
Regr.coeff. FnatFall all FnatFall all FnatFall all
MMR1
Const
Slope
Rsquare
No.ofobs.

23.924.021.4
-.43-.49-.35
.737.676.591
5 10 22
MMR4

Const
Slope
Rsquare
No.ofobs.
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MMR2
34.734.735.5
-.61-.68-.64
.895.772.553
5 10 22
MMR6

48.547.849.1 57.556.256.8
-.85-.87-.83 -1.2-1.2-1.2
.989.889.570 .967.889.774
5 10 22
5 10 22

MMR3
43.943.343.8
-.79,-.82-.74
.975 .884.566
5 10 22
MMR7
52.650.949.9
-1.4-1.4-1.3
.943.867.794
5 10 22

3.4 Implications for LandsatThematic Mapper
Wetting experiments and fieldobservations show thatmoisture content plays an
important role indetermination of reflectance.Although within aunit
significant relations were foundbetween reflectance, (especially athigher
wavelengths,MMR 4 to 7)andmoisture content, it isnot possible to extrapolate
the relations directly toother units.Even if the relationbetween wet anddry
reflectance is linear, thewet and dryreflectance factors differ as a function
of surface types.
Based on the considerations above and other research in this areaa first
attempt for aprocedure tomapmoisture content with Landsat TM data canbe
made:
1)discriminate the playa area and footslope area. Field measurements showed
that the sharpest boundary is found inMMR 4 (reflectance factor of 0.45).
Use of this specific value forTMband 4 (after calibration and atmospheric
correction, see Epema, 1990) is therefore recommended to identify the
footslopes.An alternative to discriminate playa and footslopeswould be to
make amultitemporal combination ofLandsat TM data and assign a specific
value of change asboundary;
2)assign to the footslope area amoisture content of less than2%;
3)make adiscriminationwithin theplaya areabetween areas dominated by fresh
salt and other areas andmask those salt dominated areas.A MMR4 /MMR 1
ratio above 0.51 gives an indication of the dominance ofsalt.Use this ratio
onTM data after calibration and taking into account the atmosphere;
4)make adiscrimination within the otherplaya areasbetween areas dominated by
gypsum and other areas andmask those gypsum dominated areas.A MMR 7 toMMR
4 ratio below 0.67 gives the gypsum dominated surfaces in this area.Use this
7/4 ratio for calibrated and atmosphere corrected data ofTM;
5)apply the linear relations of the typepresented intable 3forMMR 4 to 7or
a combination of them to the rest ofthe area. Since TM 5has thehighest
dynamic range thisband isused preferentially. Inthiswaymoisture content
canbe determined formore than 80%of the surfaces.
This approach can give a first idea about moisture differences in this area.
However, the above described procedure is still too simple.Also other factors
give rise to a change inreflectance orhave tobe taken into account, e.g.
roughness, texture, small differences inmineralogy, and external influences
like atmosphere.Also theproblem ofmixed signatures within apixelhas tobe
solved. Only an integrated approach,which goesbeyond thepurpose of the
present paper,will lead to amore reliablepicture.Use of the thermal TMband
6 canbe considered too.
4. CONCLUSIONS
1)Moisture content isan important variable inthe playa area to determine
reflectance. On the footslopes only directly after storms moisture
differences are important;
2)Higher moisture contents inthe morning result inasymmetric reflectance
curves throughout the day;
3)MMR band 7ismost sensitive tomoisture changes;
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4)Apart from direct influence ofwetting, change inreflectance isalso dueto
change insalton the surface.This isespeciallyvisible inMMRband 1;
5)Change inspectral signature on theplaya isdominatedbymoisture content.
Therefore use ofratios doesnotgivemore information onmoisture content
than individualbands.The different sensitivity ofMMRbands tomoisture
content canonlybe applied ifstudied incombinationwithother influences
onreflectance,such asroughness,texture,mineralogy and atmospheric
influences.
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ABSTRACT
Reflectance measurements with a Thematic Mapper (TM)-compatible instrument on artificial
plots of pure gypsum, quartz and carbonate in a South-Tunisian desert showed that these
materialscanbesatisfactorily separatedusingTMbands 5and 7.Gypsum typesdifferingin
grainsizeandhabit showdifferent reflectancecharacteristics.Gypsumcontentsofnatural
eolian dune surfaces can be determined from satellite data provided dune areas have been
delineatedpreviouslybyphysiographic interpretation.
INTRODUCTION
Reflectance characteristics of bare ground surfaces on footslopes, eolian dunes and in
playas in a desert area in southern Tunisia have been investigated on three different
scales: (1) TM imagery (6 bands); (2) ground measurements using a Barnes radiometer (7
bands); (3) laboratory measurements (750 bands). Surface materials reported here consist
predominantly of gypsum, carbonate and quartz (andminor other siliceousminerals).Gypsum
occurs as (1) gypsum sand of different grain size inwind-blown sand dunes, (2)as thin
surfacecoversof large crystalsweathered outofCretaceous andTertiarysedimentsand(3)
as surface or subsurface crusts formedby capillary rise and evaporation of saline ground
water. Carbonates occur mainly in escarpments of (partly ferruginous) Cretaceous
limestones, and as a minor component inwind-blown surface sands.Quartz occurs mainly as
wind-blownsurfacedepositsfromsiliceoussources.
In order to be able to distinguish surface deposits of uniform mineralogy on account of
their reflectance characteristics, artificial horizontal field plots of pure surface
materials have been investigated. In thisway the influence of other surface factors such
as roughness, texture, organic matter content, moisture content, exposition, slope and
illumination conditions is minimized. The resulting data were compared with reflectance
datafromnaturalplots.
Threevariableshavebeenconsidered:
1.differentmineralogy:gypsiferous,quartzandcalcareoussandofcomparable grainsizes
2.differenttypesofgypsum
3.different ironcontent
The reflectance of these plots is determined under comparable illumination conditions and
with the same instrument as the natural surfaces. The instrument is a Barnes Modular
Multiband Radiometer (MMR) /l/ equippedwith a IS* field ofview aperture. The instrument
ismounted onatripod,and themeasuringheight is1.5meter.Thespectralcharacteristics
are comparable with the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM)deployed on Landsat-4 and -5.Band
numbers are identical with theexceptionofMMR 6,which iscomparable withTMband 5.For
some samples laboratory spectrawith high spectral resolutionwere determinedwithanIRIS
MarkIVspectroradiometer.
REFLECTANCEOFPLOTSOFPUREGROUNDSURFACEMATERIALS
Reflectance spectra of pure samples taken at two consecutive days with comparable
atmospheric conditions atsimilar solarzenithangle (55*-56°)are showninFigure1.Itis
obviousthatthereisalargevarietyofreflectance factors.Allcurvesshowanincreasein
reflectance fromMMR 1toMMR 4,butneverthelessconspicuous differencesoccurbetweenthe
variousplots.Reflectance factors inMMR7and6havealowcorrelationwithMMRbands1to
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reflectancefactor
0.8

MMRBands
Fig.1Reflectancefactorsofpuresurfacematerialsonartificialhorizontal
fieldplots.
InfluenceofMineralogy
The calcareous sandhas ahigher reflectance than the other two.Thismight be duetothe
overall higher refractive index of carbonate grains. The gypsiferous sand shows a large
decrease in reflectance inbands 6 and 7, in comparison withband 4.The calcareous sand
shows a moderately strong decrease only in band 7, while quartz exhibits only a small
decrease in this band. This difference in behaviour between the samples is due to
absorptionfeatures.Alarge rangeofdiagnosticvibrationalovertone features importantto
geologic mapping exist in the region between 1.6 and 2.5 pm /2/.Especially diagnostic
features such as position and depth ofabsorption features forminerals containing OHand
C0 3 ions are indicative. Depending ondepth andwidth of the dips, these phenomena canbe
observed inbands6and7.
In Figure 2 some laboratory spectra are presented, which show the relevant dips. The
features for gypsum (sample 4 and 5) are the result of OH and H2O overtones and
combinations. Apart from low reflectance in the water absorptionbandspositionedbetween
MMR 5and 6andMMR 6and 7with some influenceontheadjacentbands,also abandaround
1.75 im, a strong band at 2.2 ^m and a band 1.19 pm are present. The effect isthat all
sampleswithgypsumhavealowMMR 6and7reflectance.
CurveswithalowgypsumcontentyethavealowerMMR 7thanMMR6value (Figure 1).Thisis
duetotheabundanceofmineralshavingOHorCO3,ofwhichonlysmallamountscangiverise
to adecrease in reflectance.The relativelystrongdecrease inthecalcareous sandmaybe
due to CaC03 absorption. A dip at 2.34 im ishighly indicative for CaC03 (/2/. see also
Figure2,sample1).
DifferentTypesofGypsum
Threetypesofgypsumwereexamined:gypsiferoussandofthreedifferentgrainsizes,gypsum
crystals of two different grain size, and gypsum crusts. The difference in overall
reflectance isdue to acombination of transparencyand grainsize.Highest reflectance is
foundforthenon-transparentgypsumcrustbelowthesurface.Thelowestoverallreflectance
is shown by the coarse gypsum crystals. The difference between medium fine and coarse
gypsiferous sand isnot due togypsumcontent (both 75%),butprobablytoparticlesize,as
contrasts due to absorption features are known to increase with increasing particle size
/3/. The effect of the dip at 1.19 im onband 5reflectance canbeobserved inthecoarse
sample but not in the fine one. However, quantitatively unimportant impurities such as
inclusions of soil material within the large gypsum crystals or algae on the gypsum crust
maygreatlyinfluencereflectance.
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reflectance factor

2.5
wavelength (pm)
Fig.2.Reflectancespectraofsomesurfacesmeasuredinthelaboratory
(noabsolutevaluesduetocalibrationproblems).

EffectofIron
Goetz /2/ascribes the low reflectance at shorter wavelengths for most soil samples to
charge transfer transitionsbetween ironand oxygen.This results inastrongabsorptionin
theUV,withawingextendingintothevisiblepartofthespectrum.Apart fromthiseffect,
different absorption bands exist up to 1/im/4/.The general effect is that iron gives a
decrease in reflectance up to the near infrared. The laboratory spectrum of ferruginous
limestone (Figure 2)shows twocharacteristic broadFeabsorptionbands centeredat0.65/im
and0.875/on.Therelativelylowreflectanceinthevisiblepartofthespectrumcanbeseen
inFigure 1.Thehigh reflectance of limestone,carbonate sandand subsurface gypsumcrust
islargelyduetoabsenceofiron.
COMPARISONOFFOREANDNATORALBARESOILPLOTS
Inordertocompare thesignaturesofpuregroundsurfacematerialswithnaturalconditions,
reflectance measurements have been made on threekinds ofnatural ground surfaces:eolian
dunesandsandsheets,gypsumcrustsonfootslopesandsealedsoilsurfacesonfootslopes.
Ineolian dunes and sandsheets arangeofgrain sizeand gypsum contentsexists.Figure3
shows that the signature both in natural and pure plots can be satisfactorily related to
gypsum content alone.The slight scatter along thecurve may be ascribed to the effectof
grainsizeandminoramountsofcarbonate.
Thenaturalplotcoveredwith50%gypsumcrustand50%ofgypsiferous sandshadahigher7/4
ratiothanboth thepuregypsum crustandthepuregypsiferous sand. Thismightbeascribed
toahigher percentage ofcarbonate (9%)inthenatural crust than inthesamplesusedfor
determining thereflectionofpurecrusts(3%).
Mostpartsofthefootslopeshaveasealedsurface.The7/4ratio iscomparablewiththatof
pure quartz. Therefore a high quartz component would be expected. For two units mineral
counting ingrainmountshavebeenperformedusing apolarizationmicroscope.Type1sealed
surface soilhas a quartz content of 60 to 70%,while the rest consistsofgypsum.Type2
has 60% gypsum and 20%of quartz and 20%of CaC03. Inboth cases the 7/4 ratio ishigher
than would be expected on account of the gypsum content. This might be due to a higher
carbonate and quartz content in the sealing crust,but as the sealwas too thintosample
thiscouldnotbeverifiedbymineralogicalanalysis.
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Fig.3.RatioMMR7toMMR 1asafunctionofgypsumcontentfornatural
andpureeoliansamples.

CONCLUSIONSANDIMPLICATIONSFORLANDSATTM
From this study it appears that eolian sand deposits consisting of gypsum, carbonate and
quartz sand canbe separated using TMband 5and 7 signatures.Moreover, ifgrainsizeis
known, gypsum content can be roughly estimated. This ofcourse presupposes delineation of
eolian deposits from the surrounding footslopes by combining physiographic interpretation
and spectral analysis.Onnatural surfaceswith crusts smalldifferences inmineralogy and
the presence of extremely thin surface seals may greatly modify 7/4 ratios, and
interpretationofsuchsurfacesfromsatellite imagerywillthereforeremaindifficult.
This illustrates that only an integrated approach taking intoaccountnot onlymineralogy,
but also roughness, texture, vegetation cover, atmosphere, and the probable presence of
mixed signatures within a pixel,will lead to adequate interpretation of Thematic Mapper
data.
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ABSTRACT
Spectral reflectance of a desert area in Southern Tunisia, consisting of playas and
footslopes with or without sand cover, has been investigated with a TM compatible field
radiometer. Reflectance could be explained with a range of surface characteristics, varying
inimportancefor thedifferent units.Thederivationof surface characteristics from thesignal,
was mainly possible for factors affecting only specific bands. It appears possible to (1)
discriminate plots onfootslopes dominated by gypsum, carbonate and quartz, (2) determine
gypsumcontentofeolian sand,(3)determinemoisture andsaltdifferences on theplayas,(4)
discriminate different surface types in theplaya. Multitemporal observation are useful for a
further discrimination insurfacetypesintheplayaarea.Basedonthesefield experimentsone
may conclude that it is possible to derive from Landsat TM a range of very important
characteristics in this and other aridareas.
INTRODUCTION
In SouthernTunisia severalresearchprojects arecarriedoutto studythepotentialsof
LandsatThematic Mapper (TM)data for identification of soil surfaces and their changes in
time (Townshend etal. 1989,Epema 1990a) and for vegetation identification and dynamics
(Ongaro 1986).Promising results have been obtained sofar but some major questions have
still to be solved. This holds both for the processes at a regional scale and for the relation
between Landsat TM data and surface characteristics. This study aims to tackle the latter
problem. Since vegetation coveris scarce emphasis will be laid on bare soils.Although the
main factors affecting bare soil reflectance are known (Stoner and Baumgardner 1981,
Mulders 1987,Goetz 1989andIronsetal. 1989),theireffect undernaturalconditionsisnot
well studied.
Inthisstudyin situgroundreflectance measurements with aTMcompatibleinstrument (a
Barnes Modular Multiband Radiometer;MMR) in combination with observations of surface
characteristics in different seasons have been carried out for two aims: (1) to determine the
effect ofdifferent factorsonreflectance, and(2)toexaminethepossibilitiesofTMlikebands
for identification of surface characteristics under natural conditions.
Includingfield reflectancemeasurementshasmajor advantagesabovepurely satellite-borne
campaigns: (1) A direct relation between aTM-like signal and surface characteristics at the
same time can be studied; (2) reflectance of the different components present in the TM
ground resolution elements can be determined; and (3) the effect of changes of the surface
on reflectance as a function of for instance artificial or natural moistening can be measured
directly.
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The application of field reflectance measurements requires adequate processing and an
evaluation on the influence of external factors such as atmosphere and solar zenith angle.
This has been discussed in previous papers (Epema 1990b, 1991,1992).
After description of experimental set up, study area and factors affecting ground
reflectance,resultsof laboratory reflectance measurements withhigher spectralresolutionof
natural sampleswillbetreated.Thesedatagiveapredictionforreflectance inTM-likebands.
Spectral differences of fieldreflectancedata areexamined by simple statistical methods first
for thetotal data set and subdivided inplaya andnon-playa area.Hereafter arefiningof the
subgroups is made. For these subgroups the major causes for reflectance differences are
investigated with the aid of field observations and laboratory data. In addition it istested if
a multitemporal approach gives additional information for explanation of reflectance
differences with surface characteristics.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODSAND CONDITIONS
Plots were selected for field reflectance measurements, description of surface
characteristics and sampling. The selection was based on a general knowledge of the main
factors affecting reflectance andthevariation inthearea,observed on satelliteimagesandin
thefield.Measurementswereperformed intwoperiods:November/December1987andApril
1988.
Determination ofreflectance wasdonewithaBarnesModularMultiband Radiometer
(MMR) (Robinson et al. 1979) equipped with a 15°field of view (FOV) aperture. Infield
surveysa 15°FOVisnormallyusedtoaverageoversurfaceirregularitiesofthetarget(Biggar
et al. 1988). The MMR was mounted on a tripod with theviewing direction vertical and a
height above the surface of 1.5 meter. In principle, during a day, reflected radiation was
measuredoverthedifferent objectseveryhour.Referenceradiancereadingsfromthestandard
reflector painted withbariumsulphateweretakenatthestartandfinish ofeach measurement
sequence. Thereflectancein a given MMR band was determined by dividing the radiance
reflected from an object by that from the standard reflector in the same nominal band. To
comparethecurvesof spectralresponsefunctions for theMMRwiththeoneused,Irefer to
Jackson andSlater (1986).Table 1showsthecomparison of thebandpassesprovided by the
manufacturer withthoseobtainedfromLandsatThematicMapper(TM)dataofLandsat-4and
-5byMarkhamandBarker(1986).Forfurtherdetailsonthemeasurements ofreflectanceone
is referred to Epema (1991). For this part of the study, measurements are used for stable
atmosphericconditionsandsolarzenith angleslessthan65°ofbothstandard measuring days
and individual measurements. Repeated measurements on different days on individual plots
in order to examine moisture influence in detailare not used in the statistical analyses.The
laboratoryreflectancemeasurementshavebeenperformed withanInfra-Analyzer 500,which
measures from 600 to 2500nm.
Apartfrom reflectance measurements,thefollowing surface characteristics havebeen
determined in thefield and laboratory for selected sites:
- moisture content. Gravimetric and volumetric moisture content determinations. After
Vieillefon (1979) samples were dried for 24 hours at 65°C in stead of 105°Casused in the
standard methods. In this way no crystal water from gypsum will be extracted, while the
determination of the moisture content is not due to largeerrors.
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- gypsum, carbonate, quartz, anhydrite, halite, free iron content and determination of some
ions.Presence, type and if possible amount of the minerals has been estimated in the field.
For a selection of samplesdie content hasbeen determined in thelaboratory by counting of
grainmounts,withX-rayanalysisorchemically (methodsofHesse 1971). Also,watersoluble
saltsin a 1:2 extract andin0.5 NHC1 aredetermined for thecationsCa2+,Mg2*,Mn2*,Fe1*,
K+,Na+ and the anions CI"1 S042"and C032"
- organic matter content with the method of Begheijn (1976).
-roughnessandtexture.Stereophotographshavebeentaken.Howeverroughnessinthisstudy
willbeusedonlyinaqualitativeway.Textureanalysishasbeenperformed withdrysieving.
-vegetationcover,typeandaspect Inthisarticleonlyplotswith acoveragelessthan 1%are
examined.
Table 1 Bandpasses(-3dB) ofBarnesMMRfieldradiometer (50%powerbandpass limits)
andLandsatThematicMapper(full-widthathalf-maximummethod)ofreflectancepartofthe
spectrum.

Blue
Green
Red
NearIR
MIR1
MIR 2

BarnesMMR
nr. of
band wavelength
limits
1
0.458-0.525
2
0.519-0.601
0.637-0.687
3
4
0.739-0.898
1.174-1.334
5
6
1.574-1.803
7
2.083-2.371

LandsatTM
nr. of
band wavelength
limits
1
0.4524-0.5178
2
0.5280-0.6093
0.6264-0.6923
3
4
0.7764-0.9045
5
7

1.5675-1.7842
2.0972-2.3490

STUDYAREA
Infigure 1 thelocation ofthestudyareasisgiven.Extensivedescriptionsof(partsof)
the region on various aspects are given by Coque (1962), Coque and Jauzein (1967),
Meckelein (1977),Mitchell (1983), Ongaro (1986),Millington et al.(1987), Townshend et
al.(1989),Millingtonet al.(1989)andEpema (1990a).Theareasaresituated atthemargin
of the Saharan Platform andthe folded Atlasranges. Alargepart of the zoneof subsidence
isoccupiedbyentirelyflatplayas(locallyknownaschotts).TheChottelDjerid isthelargest
of themand has an elongated northeastern arm (Chott Fedjaj), which has been formed by
faulting inthetopofananticlinaluplift (Coque 1962;JonesandMillington 1986). Thecuesta
ridge of the Djebel Tebaga, consisting mainly of dolomitic limestones is located in the
southern part of this uplift. It is surrounded by footslopes. Sandsheets and dunes of various
size and mineralogy coverparts of playa margins and footslopes.
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Rainfall inthestudyareasislessthan 100millimetresperyear.Yetthegroundwater
tableintheplayasisgenerally atlessthan 1meterdepth,duetoartesianwaterinflow. Apart
from someoases,vegetation coverexceeds 5%of the surface onlyinexceptional cases.The
inner parts of the playa have no vegetation cover at all due to high salt content, except for
somepartscoveredwith smalldunefields .The speciesaretypically for thisareaadapted to
low rainfall and high halite and gypsum content of the soil (Floret and Pontanier, 1982;
Epemaetal.,1985;Ongaro, 1986).Inspringvegetationismuchgreenerandifitrainsinthis
period even outside these hummocks somevegetation exist
The study areascompriseparts of theplayas andthefootslope areas with or without
eolian cover. One area is located in Chott Djerid in the west, while another area is located
at the margin of Chott Fedjaj andfootslopes of Djebel Tebaga in theeast In the playa area
reflectance differences aredominated bymoisture,inthefootslopes, andin the sand-covered
playas and footslopes other factors predominate. No large differences in morphology,
mineralogy and moisture condition exist between sand sheets on the footslopes and on the
playa. Therefore in the following discussion playa areas and non-playa areas are treated
separately.
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Figure 1Locationof the studyareas.
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FACTORSAFFECTING GROUND REFLECTANCE
Both internal andexternalfactors determinereflectance. Themostimportantexternal
factors aresolarzenithangleandatmosphere.Forbare surfaces thedominantinternal factors
affecting reflectance up to the near infrared are:
1) surface morphology, texture, structure,roughness and stones.
2) mineralogy, especially in combination with iron
3) organic matter content
4) moisture content
Surface morphology
Roughnesscausesadecreaseinreflectance inallbands.Spectralcurveshapeishardly
affected. Desmetetal. (1988) observed thisindependence from wavelength and found a6%
higherreflectance for smooththanforrough surfaces.Alsoparticlesizehardlyinfluences the
signature inthistrajectory. Wewilldiscuss surface roughness and microrelief for bothplaya
and non-playaareas.
Playaarea
Theplaya showsonlyminorheightdifferences. Themajor zonesarethosedominated
by deposition, those with thick salt crusts and zones with seepage points (aiouns). The
location of themajor zonesandephemeral channels hasremained constant for several years
(10 at least) ascan be observed from satellite images.
Within these major zones, the appearance of the playas varies considerable in space
andtime.Inthefirst placecapillary riseof ground waterand subsequent evaporation leadto
variouspatterns of saltdeposition.In thewetwinter season, but alsoafter individual storms,
largepartsexhibit standingwater andupondryingrelatively clean halite-rich saltcrustsmay
develop. Large parts of the playa also receive runoff water with sediments from the
surroundingmountains.Inaddition,especiallyinspringandsummer,siltyandsandymaterial
is blown in. Also loose surface material may be redistributed by wind within the playa or
transported to outside the area. All these processes act as input, redistribution and output
mechanisms in the playa (Millington et al. 1989), these processes cause a great variety of
surface types differing in microrelief and mineralogy.
Aclassification wasmadeof thedominant surface types,because it wasthought that
surfacemicroreliefmightbeofimportanceforreflectancecharacteristics.Theywereclassified
in a relatively dry season. In the wet season or after storms, the morphology of the surface
typesmaychangeconsiderably dependingonintensityandamountofrainfall. The following
surface types havebeen distinguished (cf. also figure 2):
-TypeA:dryporousbrowncrusts,withfriable, rough surfaces (1to2cmheight difference).
Small gypsum crystals are present
- TypeB :very thin (0.1cm.) light brown crusts,with or withoutpresence of polygons, due
to salt (halite) growing,with a diameter of in general 30to 60centimetres and of height of
polygon fringe of 0.5 centimetres and a polygon fringe diameter of 3 centimetres. The
polygonfringes arenotconnectedwiththerestoftheprofile, andaretherefore lessmoistand
less dark than the area within the polygons. The surface is often covered with a thin
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transparent halite layer. Small salt cuboids with a diameter of 0.5 to 2 centimetres are
scattered over the surface types Aand B.Concentrations of thesecuboids aresometimes so
high that even on satellite images thesepatterns can be found.
-TypeC :dry,thinflaky crusts.Thesecrustsoccurmainlywithinpolygonpatternswithsides
of 10to 20meters. Loose sand with gypsum crystals arepresent in parts where these crusts
are blown away.
-TypeD:thickhalitesaltcrustsgenerallyexhibitingpolygons.Thediameterofthepolygons
isbetween 60 and 200 centimetres.Theheight of fringes increases with increasing polygon
diameter andrange from 5to 30centimetres.
- Type E: aiouns,characterised by quasi-circular features, with diameters from 30meters to
1000 meters. The centre (diameter less than 3 meter) is formed by a source, and rises
somewhat above the surrounding area. The groundwater table is close to the surface.
Periodically water comes to the surface and spreads out over the surroundings. Therefore
circular features develop around the sources. These aiouns are also described by Jones and
Millington (1986),Roberts and Mitchell (1987) and Millington etal.(1989).
-TypeF smooth,brown to greybrown crusts withpolygonal cracks.Thesewereobservedin
the Chott Djerid area only.
Thevery locally present black ordark green layers onthe surface are notfurther examined.
Theselayers,ingeneral notonbutjust belowthesurface, areformed byalgae(Coque 1962,
Meckelein 1977 and Ongaro 1986).
chemistry

cross-section
typeA: medium rough

type B: smooth
small polygons
type C: flaky

- ^

type D: halite polygons

type E: aioun surf.

type F:smooth, cracks
gypsum(%)
CaC03(%)
N3C1000) 1* A0

itocm
'

Figure 2 Simplified cross-sections ofplaya surfacetypesandexamples ofgypsum, CaC03,
andNacontent.
Non-playaarea
Footslopes in the area are mainly erosional features. The top layers are often sealed.
Closetothemountainridgefootslopes areincisedbygullies.Partsofthesurface arecovered
with gravel and stones and eolian material.
Thestonesof thisareaarefrom theDjebelTebagamountainridge.Occasionally they
are covered with iron-rich desert varnish as also been observed by White (1990). The
influence onthe spectrum depends onthe source of the stones,coverage,presence of desert
varnish and the reflectance of the soil surface itself.Within ourdata set on natural surfaces
only minor influence of stones on spectral reflectance has been observed.
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Eolian sandcanbefound asthin sheetsonthefootslopes orinthegullies, assheets
withdunes lessthan 1meter, asscattered small dunes onthegypsum crustsandfootslopes,
and deposition behind hummocks. Theappearance of the different sand types varies asa
function ofwind direction andalsoofthe sealing ofthe surface.
Mineralogy
Soilmineralsprimarily affect spectrain anindirectmanner.Theyimposetheircrystal
structures on the energy levels of ions bound to the structures. Many of the absorption
features upto 1urnaredueto iron in some form. Iron maybepresent aspart ofprimary,
secondary minerals and non-crystalline material. Other principal constituents like silicon,
aluminium and oxygen have no absorption features in this region. Iron causes a strong
absorption intheUV,duetocharge transfer transitions between ironandoxygen.The wing
of this absorption extends into thevisible part of thespectrum. This absorption causesthe
increaseinreflectance withincreasing wavelength formost soil samples.Moreover otherFe
absorption bands,caused byelectronic processes,existupto 1pm (Mulders 1987).
Table2aChemistryplayatypesinmassfraction(%),mmollkg watersoluble (1)ormmollkg
acidsoluble (2).
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Table2c Characteristics ofrepresentative non-playaareas(%basedonmineral countings)

Gypsum

%

Quartz

%

Calcile

Diameter
(urn)

\ Footslopes
-type 1(Quartzdom.)

31

67

2

-type 2 (gypsumdom.)

59

21

20

5

15

80

-Gypstteroussand

75

25

0

300-420

-sand(sm.dunes)*

72

28

0

210-300

|

•sand(sheets)'

17

81

3

75-150

|

-quartz sand

6

92

2

75-150

|

1 -dark

86

10

3

I -og>*

84

6

9

•type3 (Catb. dom.)
Eofiansand

| Gypsumcrust

'area consistingof smaltdunes andsandsheets

A large range of diagnostic absorption features important to geologic mapping exist
in the shortwave infrared part (1.0 and 2.5 pm) (Goetz 1989). Most of these features are
caused by overtones and combination of tones of OH"and C032- ions, which are present in
arangeofminerals.Positionanddepthofabsorptionfeatures arehighlyindicativeformineral
type.Position,depth andwidth ofthedipsdetermineif thesephenomena canbeobservedin
broad bands like MMR 6-7. Most characteristic absorption bands in this area are related to
gypsum andcalcite.
Dominant minerals in theplaya area are halite, gypsum and quartz. Halite occursin
thick crusts, in thin transparent layers and as halite salt cuboids. Directly after rainstorms
halite occursalsoin otherforms, such ashexagonal shape,small needles andaslinesonthe
surface. Halite content onthe surface maydiffer strongly intime.
Secondary gypsum on the playa is found in evaporitic material in white nontransparent layers and in crystals of sizes from millimetres up to several centimetres. Apart
from secondary gypsumthismineralcan alsobetransported from outsidetheplayabywater
or wind. Locally remnants of dunes are present
Otherevaporitic saltsthanhaliteandgypsumarerare.Insomepartshygroscopic salts
like MgCl2, present for instance in type D, and CaCl2 or salts causing fluffy surfaces like
NajSO, were observed. Calcite, quartz andclay minerals in theplayas aremostly clastic.In
table2aand2bthechemistry andresultsofX-ray analysisaregivenfor thedifferent surface
types,surface sub-typesandsomeparticularphenomena onthesurface for thedry season.In
figure 2 gypsum, calcite and Na content are presented for the 6 surface types of the playa.
Thecorrelationbetweenchemistryandsurfacetype(roughness)isveryclear smooth surfaces
with polygons if halite dominates,medium rough surfaces if gypsum dominates, and type F
if carbonate dominates.
Thefootslopes showvariationinmineralogy,presenceofgypsumcrusts,typeandamount
of sand cover, incisions by gullies and cover and size of stones. The top layers are often
slightlysealed.Adifferentiation canbemadeinsealedsurfacesdominatedbyquartz,gypsum,
or calcite. In table 2c results of mineral countings of the toplayers are given. The calcite
dominated areasaremostrareinthisarea.TheyareoldCardiumlevels (Ongaro, 1986).One
or more petrogypsic horizons are found on different depths in many profiles. Locally the
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(degraded)crusts forms partof thesurface.Twotypesofgypsumcrusts with adifference in
mineralogical composition has been observed in this area (Epema and Kroonenberg 1992).
Thedark coloured crusts have a lowercalcite content than the lighter coloured crusts.
Eolian sand mainly consists out of mixtures of gypsum and quartz (table 2c). In areas
with sandsheetscovered withsmallgypsumdunesthemineralogy ofthedunesisdominated
by gypsum and the sand sheets by quartz. In general the gypsum sand is coarser than the
quartzdominatedsand.Thetoplayerisoften somewhatmorecoarseandrichofgypsumthan
thelayerjust below thesurface.Theeoliancoverontheplaya showsacomparablevariation
as thedeposits on the footslopes.
Based on morphological differences the following surface types should be
distinguished onthe footslopes:
-eolian material
-footslopes with sealed crusts
-footslopes with gypsum crusts
Afurther subdivision of these surface types will be on mineralogical composition.
Organic matter
Organic matter content is another factor, which may affect both curve shape and
intensity. Since it forms a coating on the surface of grains the effect is considerable above
contents larger than 2% (Stoner and Baumgardner 1980). Soils with organic matter content
below 2%(andiron oxide contents below 1%)as often present in arid areasare considered
byStonerandBaumgardner(1980)asminimallyaltered soils.Thisimpliesthatcurve shapes
will be comparable. The effect of organic matter will be in these areas mainly on total
reflectance.
Moisturecontent
Moisture content of the top layer affects reflectance in twoways:
- due tointernalreflections in thewaterlayer covering theparticlesreflectance decreases in
allMMR bands.This is attributed by Planet (1970) tointernal reflections within the film of
water covering theparticles.
- specific absorption bands exists in the shortwave infrared part of the spectrum due to
combination of tones and overtones of OH. The two most prominent absorption bands are
centred at 1.45 umand 1.95 um(Goetz 1989).Thesebands are sobroad that they affect the
adjacent MMR bands 6-7 (Epema 1990a).

LABORATORY SPECTRA
In the laboratory spectra have been determined for different halite, gypsiferous,
carbonate and quartz samples from the area for a range of grainsizes and mixtures. Also
characteristic laboratory spectra were determined for almost pure samples of gypsum,
carbonate and quartz. These have been derived from natural samples of the area, with high
contents (>75%, based on mineral countings), by making use of the difference in specific
gravity.Wewilldiscusstheresultsofthelaboratoryspectrawithspecialemphasistothepure
samples, sincethese show the most distinct absorption features.
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For this area from blue up to the near infrared only one sample showed a distinct
absorption feature. Asreported byEpemaandKroonenberg (1992)thisfeature for a specific
iron-rich part of the mountain ridge is centred at 0.87 um. All spectral curves show an
increaseinreflectance with increasingwavelength.Thisresultsfrom the strongabsorptionin
the UV due to charge-transfer functions of iron. Halite and gypsum crusts, with a low iron
content show a less strong increase in reflectance than the other samples. Besides iron the
overallreflectanceisdeterminedbygrainsize.Thespectrashowadecreaseinreflectance with
increasinggrainsizefor sizesabove 100pm.Reflectance factorsofMMR4betweengrainsize
of 100umand600umdiffer between0.05and0.1.Gypsumcrustsandcrystalshaveahigher
reflectance than gypsiferous sand upto a wavelength of 1pm.
Above 1pm many absorption features could be observed for the pure sand samples
and the gypsum crusts derived from the area (figure 3). The sealed surface crusts of the
footslopesshowlessprominentabsorptionfeatures,butthelocationofthedipswerehowever
identical. Curves of playa samples show noprominent absorption features.
refl.factor
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Figure 3 Spectralcurvesof laboratory spectrafor carbonate (1),quartz(2),gypsum sand
(3,4)andgypsum crust(5).
The following absorption dips bands have been found for gypsum: 0.990 pm, 1.100
um, 1.205 um, 1.445 um, 1.495 pm, 1.535 pm, 1.750pm,1.945pm,2.215pm,2.265um, 2.485
pm. The features for gypsum are theresult of OH"and H 2 0 overtones and combinations of
tonesofthefundamental transitionsof water. OH'isanintegralpart of allgypsumminerals.
Fromposition,depth andwidth oftheabsorption features itcanbepredicted thatallsamples
with gypsum will show a low MMR 6 and 7fieldreflectance. Thedip at 2.330 um, highly
indicativefor CaC03,iscausedbyCOj2".DuetothisdipitcanbeexpectedthatMMR7 field
reflectance ofcarbonatedominatedplotswillberelativelylow.Carbonateandquartzsamples
show absorption dips associated with OH, since these samples are not completely pure.
Therefore itcan beexpected that alsonatural surfaces with alow gypsum orCaC03 content
have a lower MMR 7reflectance than MMR6.
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An attempt to relate reflectance in one specific band with the amount of quartz,
carbonate or gypsum is hampered by the fact that also other effects, influence the level of
reflectance. A way of minimizing the effect of other factors is the use of ratios of bands
affected by the specific absorption to non-affected bands. Still the results of the ratios will
not be straightforward if the denominator is affected by other specific absorption features.
Alsograinsize affects thedepth oftheabsorption dips(Ironsetal. 1989).If weresample the
results of laboratory spectra to bandpasses of the MMR, band 7 as nominator and 4 as
denominator are most useful. From the laboratory spectra we can predict the following
representative ratios for MMR 7 / MMR 4 for quartz, carbonate and gypsum sand with a
diameterof 150urn:respectively 0.97,0.82and0.34.With increasing grainsizetheratio for
gypsumdecreasestoabout0.20for adiameterof600pm.Infigure4MMR7/ MMR4ratio
is givenfor mixtures of gypsum with quartz sand. Forthisexampledominant grainsizes for
this areahavebeen selected: quartz sand between 75and 150umandgypsum sand between
300 and 420um.
ForcrushednaturalgypsumcruststheMMR7/ MMR4ratioisbetween0.5and0.4,
whilefor thegypsumcrystalsthisratioisinbetween the sandandcrusts.For gypsum crusts
theabsorptioninMMR6ismorepronounced thanthatinMMR7.Inthiswaygypsumcrusts
canbeseparatedfromgypsum/quartzorgypsum/carbonatemixturesofeoliansand.Carbonate
sand has a MMR 7 / MMR 4 ratio and MMR 6 / MMR 4 ratio in between quartz and
gypsiferous sand.Stillcarbonate sandcanbediscriminatedfrom quartz-gypsum mixtures.At
agivenMMR7/ MMR4ratiotheMMR7/ MMR6ratioisfor carbonate somewhathigher
than for the quartz and gypsum mixture, giving this MMR 7/ MMR 4 ratio.
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MAJOR SPECTRAL DIFFERENCES INTHE FIELD
In order to examine the major spectral differences for bare soils in this area two
standard statistical testshave been performed: linear regression analysis between bands and
principal component analysis on the different bands. Low correlation coefficients point to
differences in information content of the investigated bands. Principal component analysis
shows the major direction of the variation. The first two or three factors for Landsat TM
bands contain generally more than 90% of the variation present In table 3 correlation
coefficients are given for thewholedata set of bare soils and subdivided inplayas andnonplayaareas.Intable4resultsofprincipalcomponentanalysisarepresentedforthewholedata
set andthefollowing subsets:(1)plotsontheplayaofNovember/Decemberperiod (2)plots
on the playa for the April period and (3) the non-playa plots (a combination of plots on
footslopes and on sanddunes).

Table 3 Correlation coefficientsof regression analysisbetweenMMR bandsfor allbare
soils (n=1298),for playa units(n=811) and non-playa area (n=404).
1
1
2

2

3

.928
.891
.889

3

.848 .969
.731 .912
.756 .945

4

.801 .947 .983
.643 .870 .950
.664 .871 .956

5

.651 .830 .894 .924
.369 .626 .767 .836
.303 .440 .506 .558

.430.607.680.709.877
.196.401.527.576.901
.007.057.094.119 .316
.145 .245 .294 .312 .493 .786
.195 .392 .506 .543 .845 .962
.064 .027 .017 .013 .028 .573
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6
all
playa
footslopes

Table 4 Factormatrixbasedonprincipalcomponent analysisfor all observations, playa
areainApril,playa area inNovember/Decemberand nonplaya area.
All
Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4
Factor 5
Factor 6

MMR1
.98
.17
-.00
-.02
.00
-.06

MMR2 MMR3 MMR4 MMR6 MMR7 "/.explainedvariation
.90
.79
.28
.73
.29
81.1%
.37
.47
.94
.51
.94
15.9%
.19
.36
.46
.15
.09
2.2%
-.00
.16
.02
-.03
.01
0.4%
-.00
-.00
.00
-.09
0.3%
.10
.11
0.2%
.00
.01
.00
.01

MMR1
.95
-.22
.18
.06
.02
.00

MMR2
.98
-.16
.03
-.08
-.06
.01

Playa April
Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4
Factors
Factor 6

MMR3
.99
-.09
-.10
-.01
.02
-.04

MMR4 MMR6 MMF
.98
.96
.96
-.04
.25
.26
-.21
.11
.00
.02
-.05
.06
.03
-.06
.05
.03
.00
-.00

94.1%
3.6%
1.7%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%

MMR4
.95
-.18
-.24
.10
.06
.04

MMR6
.55
.82
-.03
.08
-.11
-.01

MMF
.50
.85
.09
-.07
.11
.01

68.0%
27.3%
3.0%
0.8%
0.6%
0.2%

MMR2 MMR3 MMR4
.99
.97
.99
-.02
.07
.03
.07
-.12
-.22
.07
.06
-.03
-.04
-.04
.09
-.06
.06
-.02

MMR6
.29
.95
-.04
-.10
-.05
-.01

MMF
-.22
.96
.11
.09
.05
.01

64.9%
31.0%
3.1%
0.5%
0.3%
0.1%

Playa NoviDec.
MMR1 MMR2 MMR3
Factor 1
.96
.90
.96
Factor 2
-.17
-.33
-.25
Factor 3
.09
.28
-.15
Factor 4
.05
-.16
.01
Factor 5
-.04
.04
-.05
Factor 6
.06
-.09
-.01
Non-playa areas
MMR1
Factor 1
.94
Factor 2
-.16
Factor 3
.32
Factor 4
-.06
Factors
.03
Factor 6
.02
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Figure5aScatterplotofMMR band1toMMRband4forplayas(*)andnon-playaareas(+)
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In figure 5a and Sb two examples of scatter plots for band combinations with low
correlation coefficients are given. In addition some examples of spectral curves are shown
(figure 6a and6b).
Three phenomena areprominent considering the first four bands:
- increase in reflectance for all curvesfrom band 1to4,
- high correlations between the bands,
- deviations of specific samples from thesehigh correlations.
The observed increase in reflectance from MMRband 1to 4 is,asexplained before,
due to iron absorption in theUV (Goetz, 1989).This absorption has a wing extending into
the visible part of the spectrum.
The high correlations between bands 1-4 are caused by:
- 1) external factors, like solar zenith angle and atmosphere, which affect these bands in a
comparable way. For medium rough surfaces, dominant on the footslopes and sand dunes,
noon reflectance in April (25°) is 10%higher than thereflectance with a solar zenith angle
of 65°(the limit of our data set).The influence of solar zenith angle on smooth surfaces is
even smaller (Epema 1990b). It appeared that spectral curve shape is not influenced
significantly for solarzenith anglesunderconsideration:between 25°and 65°.Epema (1992)
showed that atmospheric conditions hardly influences field reflectance for thesedata sets.
- 2) some internal factors, which behave wavelength independent, like roughness, texture,
different grain characteristics,presenceof stonesandeven moisture content. Epema(1990a)
showed thatfor theplayaunitstheinfluence of moistureinbands 1to4isverycomparable.
Theabsolute effect onreflectance ishoweverconsiderable.Often a 10%lowerreflectance is
observed for themorning hoursthan in the afternoon.
- 3) other internal factors,which behave wavelength dependent, but for which factors
differences inamountin thisareaare sosmallthatcurveshapeishardly affected. Thisholds
for both organic matter content and iron of most soils.In this area organic matter content is
generally low:between 0.4 and 1.2% onthefootslopes andeven lessintheplayas.Forthese
low contents the influence on the spectral signature will be mainly on the intensity. Only
small differences in iron content on the footslopes and playas in this area exist. Free iron
ranges from almost 0 to 0.5% and Fe3*up to40 mmol/kg.
Solely plots with an iron content close to0 deviate significantly from theregression
lines between MMR bands 1-4. In this areathe coverage of the surface with salt,especially
halite, gives the largest deviations from the regression lines. Also gypsum crusts have a
relatively highreflectance at shorter wavelength.
The reflectance above 1 pm will be determined by the same factors as described
above.Thelowcorrelations ofthehigherbandswiththefirst four arecaused bytwo factors,
which behavedifferent in thetwopartsofthe spectrum:mineralogy andmoisture.Effects of
roughness and external factors are comparable with MMR bands 1-4.
From the laboratory and field reflectance measurements and field observations and
laboratory analyses itmay beconcluded thaton footslopes anddunesdifferences in gypsum
arethemaincauseforalowcorrelationbetween band6and7andtheotherbands.The effect
of mineralogy is moreover dependent from thetexture.
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Thedecreaseinreflectance asafunction ofincreasingmoisturecontentinMMRband
6 and 7 is more pronounced than in other MMR bands. The prominent absorption bands
centred at 1.45urn and 1.9S urn are so broad that they affect the adjacent MMR bands 6-7
(Epema1990a).Lowestcorrelationcoefficients werefoundintheNovember/Decemberperiod
in theplayas, when moisture differences were considerable. Difference in moisture content
in thisregion of the footslopes showed to beunimportant.
SPECTRAL DIFFERENCES INTHE PLAYA
General
Thesubdivision oftheplayasurfacein6types,asgiveninfigure 2,isprimarilybased
onmorphogeneticdifferences.Thesedifferences arevisibleinthemorphologyofthesurfaces.
Every type and sub-type has its specific mineralogic composition in the dry season and
exhibits a specific variation in moisture and halite content in the wet season.
From the above it can be concluded that moisture content and halite content are the main
factors affecting spectral curve shapefor theplayas. Roughness variation is responsible for
a variation in level of reflectance. It is unclear if the variation in gypsum and carbonate
content is such that it can bederived from the signal.
In this section we will test by examining the feature space of both seasons to what
extent it is possible to differentiate surface types and sub-types and if also direct relations
with mineralogy exist.
Thedata setofthewetseasonconsistsofplotsoftypeA,B,CandD,measuredonce
or during a whole day. The data set of April was expanded with plots in the seepage zone
(typeE) andthewestern borderzoneofChott Djerid (typeF).Thenumber of measurements
onplotshasnodirectrelationwiththesizeofthearea.Theymayberepresentativefor along
period, asfor thedataof April, oronly for one ortwo days as someplots in thewetperiod.
Thedifferentiated clusters arepresented infeature spaceplotsof 1-4 and7-4 (figures 7a-7d)
A first examination of the feature spaceplots of both seasonsreveal the following:
- spectral variation in the dry season is small
-reflectancein MMR 7 in the wet season was lessthan in thedry season
- range of values in MMR 1of wet season is higher than for dry season
- values of MMR 1for a specific MMR 4value arein general higher in the
wet season.
Differences between the seasons can beexplained by higher halite and moisturecontents in
thewet season.
November/December period
In the November/December period 10 clusters were discriminated based on their
reflectance spectrum (figures 7a-7b).Theseclusterscan beexplained with acombination of
surface type(roughness),halitecontentandmoisturecondition (tableSa).Withintheclusters
the variation is determined by (small) differences in halite salt, other mineralogical
differences, roughness, presence of cuboids for type A and B and moisture content.
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Table5a Explanation of clustersfor theplaya areafor NovemberIDecember.
luster

nr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

surface halite
type cont.

D
B
A
B
A
D
B
D

5
5
2
5
1
2
1
4
2,3
2

A.B.C

A

moisture remarks
cont.

5
4
3
3
3
2

polygon fringe

5
4
3,4
4
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Table 5b Explanation ofclustersfor theplaya areafor April.
cluster
nr.
11
12
13
14

15

surface halite moisture remarks
type

cont.

cont.

E
B

2
2

2
2

B
C
A.B.D.F

1
1

1
1

1

1

most smooth part
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A further clustering to types and subtypes of A, B and C seems difficult since
differences between plots are gradual and measurements are made on different days.
Differences in moisture content depend on the combined effect of number of days after the
storm and specific behaviour of type and subtype.It isinteresting to test if, when we single
out oneday,asfor instanceLandsatTMperforms, surface typeshaveadifferent position in
thefeature space.For thisaim wemeasured in an areaon Chott Fedjaj 14plots of typesA,
B and C on one single day over an area of 1by 0.1 kilometre. The gravimetric moisture
contentofthetoplayervariesoverthistransectfor typeBbetween 18and 25% andfor type
Aofcluster3andCbetween 11and 15%.Allreflectance valuesfall inclusters3,9 and10.
The following was observed:
-TwoplotsoftypeAformpartofcluster 10.Thehighmoisturecontentoftheseroughplots
can be observed by theeyealready.
- Five plots of type A span the whole variation in cluster 3.
- Seven plots of type B and C, all with a thin halite salt layer, are part of cluster 9.
Reflectance oftypeCislessthantypeB,despitethelowermoisturecontent.FortypeBplots
with polygon fringes havea
somewhat lower 4 to 1ratio and a somewhat higher 7 to4 ratio.
Measurement on a singledayprovides atleast for thispart of ChottFedjaj thepossibility to
discriminatebetweentypeBandC.Itisinterestingtonotethatroughnessoverrules moisture
orhalitedifferences forthisarea.Onlyfrom the7/4ratiothehighermoisturecontentof type
B can be detected.
Noextensivechemicalanalyseshavebeenperformed duringtheNovember/December
period. Halite contents are so high that chemical analyses and X-ray analysis will be
inaccurate. The amount of white or almost white surfaces is a more accurate indication of
halite differences. Linear combination of the estimated components halite and non-halite
suffice inexplainingreflectance differences withinsubgroups.Implicitlyintheserelationsare
moisture differences between halite and non-halite. Epema (1990a) found for specific plots
in this arealinearrelationsbetween moisture content andreflectance, with thelargest effect
in band 6 and 7. It is unlikely that other relations are found between reflectance and other
factors than moisture and halite content
April period
In the April period differences in spectral signature are limited. The variation in
moisturecontentandhalitesaltefflorescence duringthe second measurement campaign was
smallfor alllocations.Themoisturecontentintheplayaareavariesingeneralbetween 5and
12%. Only two areashave a somewhat higher moisture content:
- the aioun zone with type E surface types, where periodically water from the subsurface
origins,
-afew partsdirectly alongtheroadduetooccasionalflooding outoftheditchalongtheroad
crossing Chott Djerid.
Apart from these 2groups(respectively 11and 12in table 5b)only 2more groupscouldbe
explained which do not belong to the major group.
Mostremarkable isthat typeE, oneof thetwoextragroupsexamined in thedryperiod, has
a specific location in the feature space. The other new surface type F has no distinctive
different spectral pattern. Within the major group a further clustering is difficult due to
gradual differences between plots and the range of factors affecting reflectance. Variation
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betweenplotsareduetoamountandtypeof halitesaltcuboids,small saltcrystals,moisture
differences, dust on the surface, small ridges and low polygonal structures in type B, and
relativequantity of type Aversus typeB.
If we consider again the same area on Chott Fedjaj with an extension of 1by 0.1
kilometreandplotsoftypesA,BandCinthisseason3distinctclustersappear.TypeCplots
areapart of cluster 14.TypeB andAarepart ofcluster IS, butin this areaall type Bplots
have a higher reflectance man type A plots. This indicates that there might bea possibility
to clusterplots within therest group IS.
The higherreflectanceof type B in comparison with type A (moisture content respectively
5% instead of 3%) indicates thatdifference in roughness is sometimes more important than
difference inmoisture content.
Linearregressionanalysishasbeenperformed for theAprildata set,consisting of all
surfacetypes,betweenreflectance indicesandmineralogy.Reflectancevaluesofsinglebands,
PC factors and band ratios were tested. Most correlation coefficients were not significant
(a=0.01). Only significant (a=0.01) relations were found with chemical analysis related to
gypsum (Ca ,H20and S O ^ for band6and7andratioswith6and7overband 1to4and
PCfactors stressing difference between bands 6and7 and theother bands.The main cause
that the spectral variation in the playa due to gypsum is less than on the footslopes, is due
to the fact that gypsum contents never exceed 20%.Relations with other factors like halite
arenot significant for thewholedata setduetothemany other factors affecting reflectance.
Forpartsofthedatasetsignificant linearrelations(cc=0.01)werefound.Forinstance,
significant linear relations (a=0.01) have been found for type B surfaces between area
covered with saltcuboids andreflectance in band 2 to4.
Reflectance of plotsconsisting of different surface types, or different elements from
one surface type can be calculated from a linear combination of the components.
SPECTRAL DIFFERENCES ONTHE FOOTSLOPES
General
Surface materials of the footslopes and eolian deposits consist predominantly of
gypsum, carbonate and quartz with minor other siliceous minerals (table 2c).Occurrence of
theseminerals andinfluence on spectral signatureof themineralsvaries considerably inthis
area (Epema and Kroonenberg 1992). It will be examined to what extent it is possible to
explain the position in the feature space in relation to presence of gypsum, quartz and
carbonate content and to dominant surface type. From figure Sa and Sb characteristic
scattering of non-playa area can be seen. In addition a scatter plot of MMR 7/ MMR 6 to
MMR7/ MMR4 isgiven (figure 8).Both ratios givea highervaluewith increasing quartz
content Use of the second ratio has been discussed before in 4.3.1. The first ratio will give
additional information, when carbonate is present in the samples.
Field signatures will be treated in the following surface types:
-eolian material
-footslopes with sealed crusts
-footslopes with gypsum crusts
Hereafter differences between these groups will beexamined.
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Figure 8Scatterplot ofMMR bandratio716 toMMRbandratio714for non-playa area
Eolian material
Quartz and gypsum are the dominant minerals of the eolian material. Carbonate
content is mostly less than 5%.Therefore an estimation of gypsum content from the signal
should be based on a model for mixing quartz and gypsum. In figure 4 MMR 7 / MMR 4
valuesof field measurements aregivenasafunction ofgypsumcontentincombination with
the relation I found for laboratory spectra of a mixture of quartz and gypsum sand of the
dominantgrainsizesin thisarea.Thedominantgrainsizes,usedinthelaboratoryexperiment,
are for quartz between 75 and 150 um and for gypsum sand between 300 and 420 um.
Scattering around the regression line of the field samples are mainly caused by deviations
from thesedominant grainsizes.If grainsize isnotknown inversion of thisregression model
may cause wrong estimation of gypsum content Since carbonate content is low MMR 7 /
MMR 6values are strongly related to MMR 7/ MMR 4 values (figure 8)
Footslopes withgypsum crusts
Gypsum crusts have like gypsiferous sand a low MMR 7 / MMR 4 and MMR 6 /
MMR4ratio.EpemaandKroonenberg(1992)reportedthattwotypesofgypsumcrustsexist,
with different carbonate content (9%and 3%). The former has a higher MMR 7 / MMR 4
ratio than thelatter.Typically for gypsum crust istheextralow MMR 6reflectance and the
relativelylowMMR4/MMR 1 ratio,duetolowironcontent Thecoverageof surfaces with
degradedgypsumcrustoccasionallyexceeds50%.Ingeneraltheareainbetweenthegypsum
crusts are dominated by temporarily sealed gypsiferous sand.
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Footslopes with sealedcrusts
Threetypesoffootslopes canbediscriminatedinthisareabyexaminingthedominant
minerals quartz, gypsum and calcite. Results of countings of grain mounts of 3 typical
footslope samples werepresented in table2c.
A first examination of the spectral curves reveals the remarkable high MMR 7 and
MMR 6values for thisgypsum and carbonatecontent Mostprobably thisisdueto thehigh
quartz component and small grainsize of the sealing crust, which is too thin to sample.
Despite the minor influence of absorption, it is still possible to cluster the 3 surface types
dominated byquartz (type 1),gypsum (type2)andcarbonate (type3)(figure 8).Type 1and
2 sealed surfaces can bediscriminated, sincefor type 1both MMR 7/ MMR 4 andMMR
7/ MMR 6ratios arehigher.Thiswasvalid for all selected plots (9) andfor all solar zenith
angles (nr. of measurements 150). The surface dominated by calcite (type 3) can be
discriminated from type 2 by its slightly lower MMR 7/ MMR 6 ratio. This illustrates the
presence of carbonate, which causes a larger decrease in band7 than in band 6.
Coverage with stones occurs for all 3 surface types. Most dominant are calcite and
dolomitic rich stones, which cover occasionally more than about 20% of the surface. The
effect onspectralcurveshapeisstilllimited, sinceingeneralthestonesaredust-coveredand
hence reflectance is comparable with the sealed surfaces. Dueto an increase in shadow, an
effect onoverallreflectance exist Forstonescoveringtype2,for instance,negativerelations
are found between size and reflectance.
Discrimination between eoliansand,footslopes andgypsumcrust
Fromfigure 8itappearsthataspectraldiscrimination betweenfootslopes andgypsum
crusts, between gypsiferous eolian sand and footslopes and between eolian quartz sand and
gypsum crusts is possible. Problems arise by separating spectrally footslopes from quartz
dominated sandsand gypsum crust from gypsiferous sand.
Footslopetype2ismostdifficult toseparateinaspectralwayfrom quartz-richeolian
sand, sinceit hascomparable7/4 and7/6ratio.Both footslope types 1and 3,dominated by
carbonate and quartz have a relatively low 7 to 6ratio in comparison with mixtures of sand
andgypsum.Forour sample setitturnedout thatwith theaidof theMMR4/ MMR 1 ratio
footslopes of type 2 can be discriminated from eolian sand. It is unlikely however that this
ratio can be used for the whole area as discriminating criteria. Spectral misclassifications
between sand and footslopes will occur.
Both types of gypsum crusts can be differentiated from gypsiferous sand, having a
relatively extra low MMR 6reflectance. For aspecific MMR 7/ MMR4 ratio the MMR7
/ MMR 6ratio is higher ascan beconcluded both from laboratory and field measurements.
Moreover the MMR4/ MMR 1 ratio of the crusts is lower than that of plotsdominated by
gypsiferous sand.
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MULTITEMPORALCHANGES
Inordertocompareinfluenceofchangesofthesurfaceintimeonspectral reflectance
the effect of external factors, like solar zenith angle, solar azimuth and atmosphere, should
beminor.Theinfluence hasbeendiscussedinprevious articles (Epema 1990b, 1991,1992).
For surfaces with a random orientation of roughness elements the effect of solar azimuth
angle will be minor. Sofor most playa plots a multitemporal analysis can be performed by
comparing field reflectance measurements of different timesof theday with the same solar
zenith angle.For surfaces with a specific orientation asfor instance sandripples or surfaces
with changing forms as some dunes or plots on a sloping angle no direct comparison is
possible.In figure 9a-9c both footslopes andplaya reflectance with asmuch as possible the
same solar zenith angles is given. In addition to the line of no change lines with a 10%
deviation are given, which is about the accuracy of reflectance measurements.
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Figure 9a Comparison November/December andApril reflectanceinMMR 1 (linesof no
change andlessthan10% change)
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MMR4April

Figure9bComparisonNovember/DecemberandAprilreflectance inMMR4 (linesof no
change and lessthan10% change)
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Figure 9c Comparison November/December and April reflectancein MMR 7 (lines of no
changeand lessthan10% change).
Forthenon-playaunitsdifferences are small.Only for the sand dunearea morethan
10% difference inreflectancehas been found. In these areasboth orientation of ripples and
shape of sand dunes may change. In one unit the reflectance in band 7 was higher for the
November/Decemberperiod.Thisiscausedbythesealingofthesurface inthatperiod,which
gives less absorption due to gypsum.
As expected considerable differences are found between reflectance in
November/DecemberandAprilfortheplayaplots.Theinfluence ofmoisturecanbedetected
from MMR 7reflectance.The only plots with a higherreflectancein November/December
aretwo type A plots in a small oval area within typeB.This highreflectance is caused by
an almost equal moisture content of the very top layer and less roughness in the
November/December period. The influence of salt,counteracting theeffect of moisture can
beseenmostclearlyinband 1.Thelowestreflectanceinallbandshasbeenfoundforthewet
area in zone dominated by deposition directly after the storm but before salt efflorescence.
A very clear impression of the salt and moisture influence onreflectancein time is
given infigure 10(after Epema 1990a).Thisexamplepresentsreflectance for a smoothplot
from directly after the storm overthe November/Decemberperiod and for April.
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Figure 10Reflectancefactors ofasmoothpart of typeBplot inbothmeasuring campaigns
(MMR7reflectancefactor +0.3). Onedatapointreferstoonemeasurement. Ondays
2,8 and9throughout-the-daymeasurementshavebeenmade,for theotherdaysonly
singlemeasurements are available.
CONCLUSIONS
Surface characteristics may affect reflectance in specific bands,in some bands more
thaninotherbandsorinallbandsanalogous.Evidenceofalltheseeffects werefoundfor the
MMRdata:
- gypsum affects the reflectance in MMR 6 and 7, by having a range of characteristic
absorptiondipsduetoOH'"Carbonatedecreasesreflectance inMMR7 sinceCC^has adip
at2.33um. Iron affects MMRbands 1to4oroccasionally specific band4duetoelectronic
effects.
- Moisture content affects reflectance in MMR 6 and7 more than the other bands.In these
bandsabsorption ofOH"addstotheeffect ofinternalreflection withinthewaterfilm covering
theparticles.
- Roughness, texture, transparency and coverage with stones have mainly an effect on all
bands.
Itwas alsofound thatabsorption of gypsum andcarbonate depends on texture of the
surface material.Differences in iron content are so small that spectral curve shape inMMR
bands 1-4 are in generalcomparable.Onlyin 2 casesthis shapedeviates significantly from
the average:with coverage of halite salt and gypsum crust when iron content isclose to 0.
Based on surface characteristics onecould make a discrimination in 4 groups:playa
areas,footslopes, sandonplayas and sandon footslopes. Based on spectralcharacteristics it
wasbettertodiscriminateplayaareaswithoutsandcoverfrom theothergroups.Intheformer
group differences in moisture and salt content give a strong spectral variation both in space
andtime.Themoisturecontent oftheverytoplayeroffootslopes and sandcovered sections
exceeds only for afew days 2%,while saltefflorescence of halite occurs only occasionally
outside the playas without sand cover. Thenon playa area can be analyzed in 3 groups:(1)
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eolian material, (2) footslopes with sealed crusts and (3) footslopes with gypsum crusts.In
thefollowing schemeanoverviewisgivenonthebesttreatmentofthespectraldataincluding
explanations of spectral differences. This scheme is the basis for therest of the section.
possible explanations
playa
wet season
10clusters basedon
moisture and halite
discriminationtype D
andsome subtypes

oneday
type Cfrom
typeA and B

dry season
type E,type C, more
moist parts

oneday
type Cfrom
type B

muttempoR

moretypes
and
subtypes

non playa
eoliandep.

relationwithgypsumcontent if
grainsize is known

sealed surfaces

3 groups:

gypsum crusts

dominated by gypsum
dominated by quartz
dominated by carbonate
2groups:darkcolour
light colour

Based on ourdata setthebestpossibility for aspectral discrimination betweenplaya
area and non-playa is by using in the wet season a reflectance factor of 0.42 in MMR 4.
Another approach may be by using a difference in reflectance between the wet and dry
season. However in that case also some duneplots will beclassified asplaya.
For the field data of the wet season it is possible for the playa area to spectrally
explain 10clusters. Although differences are mainly caused by influence of halite salt and
moisture, surface type D anddifferent surface sub-typesof Aand B could be indicated due
to their specific response to these factors and since also roughness plays a role. If
measurementsarerestrictedtooneday,itispossibletodiscriminate spectrallytypeCaswell.
Someoftheclustershavebeenformed sincemeasurementshavebeendoneondifferent days
after the storm.
Inthedryseasoncorrelationsbetweenbandsaremuchhigherthanforthewetseason.
Still itispossible todiscriminateplotsoftheaioun zone(typeE),plots oftypeC,and some
wetvariantsof typeB.Within therestgroupdifferences inreflectance aredueto arangeof
factors. Remarkable is that smooth plots of type Areflect more than rough plots of typeB,
despitethesomewhathighermoisturecontentofthesmoothplots.Significant linearrelations
(a=0.01) have been found between reflectance and analyses related with gypsum content
Relations with other factors ashalite werenot significant in this period.
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The surface material of the non-playa areas consists predominantly of gypsum,
carbonate and quartz. Moisture content and organic matter content are generally low and
hence produce no significant different curves. The same holds for iron content with the
exception of surfaces with gypsum crusts which have a very low iron content and hence a
somewhatlower4/1ratiothantheotherplots.Itismostuseful totreatfield signaturesinthe
following groups: (1) eolian material, (2) footslopes with sealed crusts (3) footslopes with
gypsumcrusts.
(1)Dueto relatively low amount of carbonate,amounts of gypsumandquartz areimportant
indeterminingreflectance foreolianmaterial.Non-linearrelationswerefound betweenMMR
7/MMR4ratio andgypsumcontentfor laboratory conditions,which can also beapplied to
the field data.Aproblem remains that therelations are grainsize dependent
(2)For the plots on the footslopes 3types of sealed surfaces can bediscriminated based on
spectralsignature:thosedominatedbygypsum,quartzandcarbonate.Remarkablearethehigh
values in band 6 and 7 for both gypsum and quartz dominated footslopes.
(3) Gypsum crusts have low reflectance in band 6 and 7. For pure plots they can be
discriminated from gypsiferous sand due to extra low reflectance in band 6.
These3groupscouldbediscriminated spectrallyfrom eachotherforourdataset The
spectral difference between gypsum dominated footslopes and eolian quartz-rich sand with
some gypsum is small.
Other factors than mineralogy play also a role in determining reflectance, like roughness,
texture, stonecoverage and slope.Sincethosefactors do not specifically affect oneor more
bands,itisimpossibletoretrieveunambiguously thosefactorsfrom thespectraldata.Forone
surface type or one specific part of the area statistical significant relations can be found. I
found for instance linear relations between stone coverage and reflectance for footslopes
dominated by gypsum.
Reflectance ofvegetation in theseareasdoesonly showoccasionally thewell-known
high reflectance in the near infrared. Presence of many dead parts, small leaves and often
occurring dust cover gives also in MMR 4 less reflectance than most bare soils.The rapid
change in vegetation aspect and coverage after rainstorms cannot be neglected always.
DISCUSSION ON RETRIEVING
CHARACTERISTICS

INFORMATION

FROM

SPECTRAL

From the above it appears that reflectance spectra can be explained with a range of
factors. The reverse, retrieving characteristics from the signal, will be the subject of a
following paper.Itcanalreadybeconcludedthatitisnot unambiguously possible.Problems
will occur for factors which affect all bands equally and especially if different factors act
togetherorcounteracteachother.Asubdivision inplotsingroupsplaya,footslopes andsand
covered areas, or subgroups will be a prerequisite for adequate interpretation of the signal.
These subdivisions can probably be done largely based on spectral signal itself. After
subdivisions ithas to be tested which surface characteristics can be inferred from the signal
direcdy or indirecdy. The following characteristics can probably derived quantitatively or
qualitatively: gypsum, carbonate, quartz content or presence on sand and footslopes
respectively,andhalite,moisturecontentandsurfacetypedescribingroughnessanddominant
mineralogyontheplayas.Amultitemporal approachenhancesboththe subdivisionsinplaya
andnon-playaandthesubdivisionsinsub-groupsandsurfacetypesandcharacteristicsforthe
playa.
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If wewant toinfer thepossibilities ofTM for mapping surface characteristics from
thesignalwe cannot simplyextrapolatetheresultsofthefield measurements.The following
differences exist:
1)field reflectance data cannotbecompared directly with reflectance
data inferred from TMdigital numbers.
2) ground resolution elements will consist ofdifferent surface types
or surface sub-types.
3) data arepresent for thewhole areaonalimited numbers ofdayson
one time ofthesedays.
Thefirstpointisforalargepartsolvedinformerpublications(Epema1990b,c,1991a,
1992).
Undertheassumptionthatreflectance forapixelisdeterminedbyaweightedaverage
of surface elements,twoapproachescanbefollowed forthesecond point. Aspecific signal
for a pixel has to be attributed to a specific cluster or an estimate can be made onthe
percentage belongingtospecific clustersbylinearmixturemodelling.Acomplication occurs
forvegetation,whichismostlypresentinclumps.Theshadowingeffect preventsaweighted
average between vegetation and surface type. An extra problem arises in thecase of sand
surfaces, where a nonlinear relation wasfound for thefield data between reflectance and
percentageofgypsum.EstimateswithTMwiththisrelation willproduceerrorsiftheground
observationelementsconsistsofamixtureofdomainswithdifferent gypsumcontents,asfor
instance inareas with sandsheets andsmall sanddunes.
The last point has as disadvantage that less information is present for the different
surface types onresponse intime todrying outofthe surface incomparison with the field
data.Anadvantage however isthatasimultaneous signalisachieved foralllocations.Field
dataofthewetseason showedpossibilitiestoindicate surface typesinthewetseason onthe
playas.
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CHAPTER 8
DETERMINATIONOFPLANETARYREFLECTANCEFORLANDSAT5THEMATIC
MAPPER TAPES PROCESSED BY EARTHNET(ITALY).
ESAJournal,Vol. 14:101-108.
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The Netherlands

Determination of Planetary Reflectance for Landsat-5
Thematic-Mapper Tapes Processed by Earthnet (Italy)

Abstract

Amethod isdescribed by which Landsat Thematic-Mapper (TM) data from tapes
that havebeen radiometrically corrected based on pre-flight data by Earthnet (Italy)
canbeconvertedforuseinthedeterminationofplanetaryreflectance. Itisshownthat,
depending ontheTMband concerned, a correct gain factor givesa 1 to20% higher
estimation of planetary reflectance (at the satellite) than use of the original data on
thesetapes. Inaddition, correct useof bandwidths givesa4to 14%higher planetary
reflectance value.
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1. Introduction

2 . E O S A T tap6S

ProcessingofLandsatThematic-Mapper (TM)tapesbyEOSAThasbeenextensively described in recent publications1-3. These have shown both the possibilities and
limitations of determining planetary reflectance with calculations using quantised
radiance values (Q^j) from the radiometric calibrated tapes. At ESA's Earthnet
facility in Fucino, Italy, most standard tapes are calibrated based only on pre-flight
data and not with the aid of the internal calibration source or ground measurements
duringtheflight. Amethod istherefore describedbywhichdatafrom tapesprocessed
by Earthnetcanbere-processed inordertoobtain reliableplanetary reflectance data.

EOS uses so-called "TIPS processing' to convert uncalibrated quantised digital
numbers (DNs) to calibrated quantised radiance values (Qcai)according to:
(1)

Qcd = PB + Po • Q

where
Qcal = calibrated quantised radiance in DNs
PB = processing bias from TIPS in DNs*
Pc = unitless processing gain from TIPS*
Q = uncalibrated quantised radiance in DNs.
Based on the Qcal,the spectral radiance can be determined from
Zv = A^ + Alw . Q^

(2)

where
L„ = spectral radiance, in mW cm" 2 ster"1 / a n - 1
AQ„ = post-calibration offset constant, in mW cm" 2 ster" 1 ^m" 1
Aly/ —post-calibration gain constant, in mW cm" 2 ster" 1 /on - 1 per DN
QcaI = quantised calibrated radiance, in DNs.
The AQ„and Aiw are, respectively,
A)w = I'MOhi

(3a)

•^l* = (^*«x» _ JWrJ/255

(3b)

where
Liw» = spectral radiance at Q^ = 0 DN
LMAXW = spectral radiance at Geo; = 255 DN.
•f-MNxa00"LMAXXvalues specific to Landsat Thematic-Mapper data with TIPS processing after 15January 1984, and hence to all Landsat-5 TM tapes, are presented
in Table 1.
Knowing the spectral radiance, the unitless effective planetary reflectance at the
satellite (r_) can be calculated from

(4)

(£«»>x • coses)
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* Pg and PQ areTIPScoefficients fromlinear
regression of observed interna) calibrator(IC)
peak versus referencepeak.

where
Ly = spectral radiance at sensor aperture, in mW cm" 2 ster - 1 /xm~
d
= Earth—Sun distance in astronomical units
^MOIX = m e a n solar exo-atmospheric irradiance, in mW cm - 2 /un - 1
8, = solar zenith angle, in degrees.
ESA Journal 1990, Vol. 14

Table 1. Spectral radiances, £ w m and LMAX., in mWcm" 2 ster" 1 ion'1, and mean
exo-atmospheric irradiance in mWcm~ 2 pm ' for EOSAT processed imagery
Band

*-MAXX

TM-1
TM-2
TM-3
TM-4
TM-5
TM-7

-0.15
-0.28
-0.12
-0.15
-0.037
-0.015

15.21
29.68
20.43
20.62
2.719
1.438

195.7
182.9
155.7
104.7
21.93
7.452

Table 2. v40, At and £ M values as represented on the Earthnet tapes; £ I]M values based on fullwidth half-maximum method, and bandwidths based on two methods

4>
TM-l
TM-2
TM-3
TM-4
TM-5
TM-7

-0.06662
-0.15732
-0.11269
-0.23286
-0.08640
-0.05114

0.04197
0.10345
0.06500
0.11705
0.02727
0.01692

137.2
162.6
119.3
140.6
49.67
19.99

129.2
150.0
104.3
134.0
47.6
18.8

70.1
88.9
76.6
134.3
226.5
268.8

66
82
67
128
217
252

Esux 0 n W m *)based on full-width, half-maximum method; correct values to use in relation to AQ
amM,
d
Bandwidth (nm) based on full-width, half-maximum method

Table 3a. Examples of Landsat-5 TM detector reflective band gain data

Detector
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
16

Band
1

2

3

4

5

7

236.3227
234.6015
237.2970 (max)
234.4515
238.0773
233.9485 (rain)

96.0744
95.7134
95.6122
95.6488
95.7841
95.3500

152.3627
153.5105
152.0179
153.3537
152.0701
151.6597

85.1172
84.7039
84.1867
83.8414
84.5281
84.4484

363.9618
359.6590
361.7650
360.5733
362.4290
362.6152

585.6809
580.2047
584.8107
581.5428
590.7480
580.6885

Table 3b. Examples of Landsat-5 TM detector reflective bias data
Band
Detector
1
Bias in counts
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2.2965 (max)
1.9313
1.8734
1.8895
1.7628
1.9744
1.7435

2.2691
1.5379
1.8693
1.5357
1.5069
1.8161
1.5605

16
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2.4569
1.9920
1.9709
1.7282
1.8442
1.7437
1.8571

2.6652
2.1440
2.4287
1.9523
2.2046
2.3107
2.6408

3.5727
3.2601
3.2736
3.2701
3.1314
3.2506
3.1252

3.8241
3.2194
3.3549
3.2758
3.1052
3.2558
3.0121
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The solar exo-atmospheric spectral irradiances for the TIPS-processed EOSAT data
are given in Table 1.
Thesolarzenithangleinthecentreoftheimageisnormally givenontape.Inother
cases, itcanbecalculated from tables4, ifthetimeoftheLandsatoverpass isknown.
TheEarth—Sundistance(d)foraspecificdaycanbereadfromtables,suchasthose
presented by Iqbal4, or can be approximated from the Gurney & Hall5 relation
. r2x(Z>-93.5)]
d = 1 + 0.0167 sin in

L

(5)

365 J

where D is the day number.

3. Earthnet tapes

Theprocessing of most Earthnet TM tapes is based on pre-flight calibration data.
Inthecalculation of planetary reflectance using thosedata, twoimportant errors can
be introduced through:
(i) theapplication of wrongbandwidths for determination of solarexo-atmospheric
irradiance;
(ii) the use of gain and bias based on pre-flight data, without considering the gain
change of detectors.
3.1 Bandwidth
For tapes that are calibrated based on pre-flight data, Earthnet provides so-called
Ad and A, data for application in equations of type (2). There is a difference,
however, in that AQ and Al values have other units, since they are not per micron
(jim), butrather inWm" 2 ster" 1 and Wm~2 ster - 1 DN" 1 , respectively. Therefore,
theESM units arealso different, namely Wm" 2 . These data, which can be found on
Earthnet tapes, are given in Table2. However, since in theEarthnet processing the
AQ and Ax determinations are based on the full-width half-maximum bandwidth
method, the solar exo-atmospheric irradiance (Eslm) determination has also to be
based on thismethod. In Table 2, therefore, Esun bandwidth valuesdetermined with
the full-width half-maximum method are presented in addition to Esm values based
on the quadratic-moment method. For Earthnet tapes, the Esmm values of Table 2
have to be used.
3.2 Effect of gain change
On the tapes processed by Earthnet using the pre-flight data, the raw data (DNr)
are calculated to provide DN? (DN after correction for pre-flight data) values
according to:
DN, = (DNr-bias(d))/gain(d)

(6)

Pre-flight gain and bias data for examples of the 16detectors are given inTables 3a
and 3b,provided by Earthnet. Toachievea simple recalculation ofplanetary reflectance, average values of gain and bias (mj) were used instead of specific detector
values.
In Table 4, for the Landsat-5 Thematic Mapper, averages of gain (in DN per
mWcm -2 ster"1) and bias (in DN), and also the gain in DN per mWcm"2 ster"'
/ a n - 1 are given. Formulae from Barker &Wanchoo3for calculating thegain GIWas
a function ofdaysafter launch (=r o r t ) for bands 1 to4, canbeused todeterminethe
GIW during the flight:
GI„(with IC temperature correction) = B0+B, . e x p ^ B j . Torh)

(7)

Regression coefficients and inferred variables for Equation (7)are given in Table S.
For the short-wave infrared bands (TM bands 5 and 7), gains show a periodic
change according to:
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GI„= Co+ C, . cosKr^-Cy/Cs]

(8)
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Table 4. Characteristic Landsat-5 TM gain and bias data for pre-flight conditions
TM band numbers
1
2

3

4

5

7

235.64

95.85

152.28

84.54

362.92

1.83

1.69

1.88

2.24

3.29

15.55

7.86

10.20

10.82

78.76

586.19

147.72

Mean gain of detectors
in DN/(mW/cm2.sr)
in Table 3a
Mean bias of detectors
in DN (Table 3b)
Gain based on preflight data (= mean
gain times spectral
bandwidths = gain(m,,).

Table 5. Regression coefficients and inferred variables for Landsat-5 TM visible and nearinfrared band exponential regression model (Eon. 7) of IC gain decay with time
Regr. coeff. and inf. var.

Band-averaged values
Band-1
Band-2

Band-3

13.10
±0.02

6.801
±0.008

8.470
±0.012

10.082
±0.008

1.073
±0.04

0.306
±0.035

0.654
±0.045

0.687
±0.035

BjCday"') xlOOO

6.10
±0.40

10.80
±2.00

8.51
±1.03

10.70
±0.90

Coefficient of variation (%)

±1.30

±0.73

±1.26

±1.10

Table 6. Regression coefficients and inferred variables for TM shortwave infrared band apparent
0C) gain change with time
Regr. coeff. and inf. var.

Band average values
78.086
±0.028

144.144
±0.238

0.620
±0.295

1.136
±0.343

Ci(day)

0.688
±6.105

4.541
±6.427

CjCday)

8.906
±0.113

13.547
±0.144

Table 7. Gain of Landsat-5 TM for pre-flight and 1000 days after launch and its ratio
TM band numbers
1
2

3

15.55

10.20

10.82

78.76

147.72

Gain based on preflight data ( » mean
gain times spectral
bandwidths - gain

8.47

10.08

78.02

145.28

1.20

1.07

Gain (mc) based on
formula of Barker &
Wanchoo (1988)7
gain (m,,)/gain (mc)
about 1000 days after
launch

7.86

1.19

• max 1.0094
rain 1.0076

1.16

4

"1.0168
1.0329

ESAJournal 1990, Vol. 14

5

7

1.01*

1.02**
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Regression coefficients and inferred variables for Equation (8) are given in Table 6.
A corrected D N , can be found from
DNC = [DN. X gainCmJ + bias(m^) - biasCm^J/gainCm,.)

(9)

Since no values of bias (mc) are found, Equation (9) was simplified assuming bias
(mj) and bias (mc) equal to
(10)

DNC = [(DN. x gainCm^J/gainK)
This implies that the original DNs have to be multiplied by the ratio of $ain(md) to
gain(mc). Gains based on pre-flight data and for 1000 days after launch, as well as
the ratios of the two types of gain factors, are presented in Table 7.
Confidence intervals in Table 6 indicate that the change in gain for bands 5 and 7
is difficult to predict for a certain T„b. Maximum and minimum values of this ratio
for bands 5 and 7 are therefore presented in Table 7. The ratios for the other bands
remain almost constant more than 1000 days after launch.

Implications for
Earthnet data

For anadequatedetermination ofplanetary reflectance, anequation similar toEquation (5) has to be used. The difference is that the digital numbers found on Earthnet
tapes calibrated with pre-flight data have to be multiplied by gain(m^)/gain(mc).
Thereafter the values have to be multiplied by Ax and summed with A0 of Table 2 to
get L. £,„„ values have to be gathered from Eslmm and not from Esunm in Table 2.
Applying the right £ „ and gain to the data gives a much better estimate of
planetary reflectance than using thepre-flight data and Esw, for a wavelength interval
based on thequadratic-moment method. Minor sources of errorare caused by the use
of average values of gain andbias instead of specific detectorvalues, andthe assumption that the mean bias remains constant.
In Table 8, an overview is given of the ratios of planetary reflectance determined
asdescribed above tovalues based onpre-flight data. Errors inband 3, andto a lesser
extent in bands 1 and 2, are very important.
New AQ, AX and £ m values for practical applications are presented in Table 9.
These data can be used to derive planetary reflectances from DNs on Earthnet tapes
that are corrected based on pre-flight data. The values in Table 9 are representative
for 1000days after launch. However, they canbe applied withoutcausing large errors
for more than 700 days after launch. For dates closer to launch, the same procedure
can be followed, butthen the actual number of days after launch has tobe substituted
in Equations (7) and (8).
In Table 10, as an example for one location in Tunisia (frame 192—036), the
average tapeDNs forasmall areaareconverted using: (i)pre-flight data; (ii) preflight
data, but an adequate Esu„; and (iii) with a complete correction. With the aid of an
atmospheric model from Verhoef 6 , with known diffuse/total ratios as input, ground
reflectances for this area were predicted. Ground reflectance measurements for the
same area measured with a Barnes MMR are presented for comparison. The agreementbetween themeasured ground reflectance andthatbased onTM using this model
is remarkable, thedifference being lessthan 10%forall bands, despite themany inaccuracies that may exist. The most important are:
(i) Solar exo-atmospheric irradiances given by different authors vary by up to 6 to
8% for TM bands 5 and 7. There is better agreement for TM bands 1 to 4.
(ii) Inaccuracies in determining diffuse/total irradiance ratio and panel reflectance
data,
(iii) Limitations and assumptions of the atmospheric model,
(iv) Deviations from Lambertian.reflectance.
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However, the data suggest that only after atmospheric correction can a good relationbe found for this complete correction.
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Table 8. Ratios of incompletely and completely corrected planetary TM reflectance data, to
reflectance based on original pre-flight gain and solar irradiance for quadratic-moment band
interval
(a)
(b)
(c)
TM-1
TM-2
TM-3
TM-4
TM-5
TM-7

1.06
1.08
1.14
1.05
1.04
1.07

1.19
1.16
1.20
1.07
1.01
1.02

1.26
1.25
1.38
1.13
1.05
1.08

(a) correction for bandwidth
(b) correction for gain change
(c) complete correction

Table 9. A$, AX and ESIU} values which can be applied after 1000 days after launch for the
Earthnet tapes, and Esun values based on quadratic-moment method

^
TM-1
TM-2
TM-3
TM^t
TM-5
TM-7

-0.06662
-0.15732
-0.11269
-0.23286
-0.08640
-0.05114

0.04979
0.11958
0.07827
0.12564
0.02750
0.01734

129.2
150.0
104.3
134.0
47.59
18.78

Table 10. Planetary reflectance data based on incomplete and complete corrections for an area in
Southern Tunisia, and a comparison with ground-reflectance measurements

TM-1
TM-2
TM-3
TM-4
TM-5
TM-7
(a)
(b)
(1)
(2)
(3)

«
«
=
=

DN
(a)

Refl.
(1)

133
78
110
99
166
92

0.159
0.192
0.233
0.319
0.353
0.297

Refl.
(2)
0.168
0.208
0.266
0.334
0.368
0.316

DN
(b)
158
90
132
106
168
93

Red.
(3)
0.201
0.241
0.320
0.358
0.373
0.320

TM-based
ground refl.

Measured
ground refl.

0.15S
0.235
0.318
0.353
0.371
0.319

0.154
0.235
0.301
0.343
0.392
0.322

average DN of specific area
average DN corrected by multiplying with sain(mj)/gain(m()
planetary reflectance using A0, A, and £ , „ , ' " of Table 2
planetary reflectance using AQ, At and E^2' of Table 2
planetary reflectance using /to. At and E,mm of Table 2, but with DN
multiplied by gain(mj) [column DN(b)] (solar zenith angle 37° and Earth—Sun distance
1.0015) or using figures of Table 8 and DN's of column (a).
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CHAPTER 9
MAPPINGSURFACECHARACTERISTICSANDTHEIR DYNAMICSINADESERT
AREA INSOUTHERNTUNISIA WITH LANDSATTHEMATIC MAPPER.
Submitted toRemoteSensingofEnvironment.
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MAPPINGSURFACECHARACTERISTICSANDTHEIR DYNAMICSINADESERT
AREA INSOUTHERNTUNISIAWITH LANDSATTHEMATIC MAPPER
G.F.Epema
Wageningen AgriculturalUniversity, Department ofSoilScienceand Geology, P.OBox 37
6700AA Wageningen, TheNetherlands
ABSTRACT
Classification of TM products using information from field reflectance data was
examined.Firstanunsupervisedclassification wasappliedtotheTMdata.After mergingand
deleting of classes, using field reflectance, a supervised minimum distance to mean
classification was applied. It was possible to derive a number of useful classes for playas,
footslopes andeolian material,havingdifferences inoriginandshowingvariationingypsum,
carbonate,halite,moisturecontentandsurface type.Thegoodfitbetweenreflectance derived
from field measurements and that derived from the satellite, which is vital in this approach
was achieved by applying correct processing of the data and applying the Verhoef model
including an estimate of watervapour of the atmosphere.
INTRODUCTION
In a desert area in Southern Tunisia in situ ground reflectance measurements with a
Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) compatible instrument (a Barnes Modular Multiband
Radiometer, MMR) in combination with observations of surface characteristics in different
seasons have been carried out (Epema subm.). In this way it waspossible to determine the
effect of different surface characteristics under natural conditions for TM and MMRbands.
These field data will be used in the present research as an aid in interpretation of the TM
data.This article isfocused on the question: "to which extent is itpossible to derive surface
characteristics and their dynamics in a desert area from TMdata?"
Landsat TM data of two different days will be used in this research: 18 December
1987 in the wet season and 8 April 1988in the dry season. The information from TM will
be evaluated with the results of field measurements in two periods of about 30 days:
November/December 1987, just before satellite overpass day and April 1988, including
satellite overpass.The selection of the field plots wasbased on a general knowledge of the
main factors affecting reflectance and thevariation in the area, observed on former satellite
images and in the field.
For a comparison between field reflectance data and reflectance data derived from
Landsat TM the following has to be evaluated:
1) accuracy of measurements and processing of field reflectance data
2) influence of solar zenith angle and atmosphere on field reflectance data
3) accuracy ofprocessing andcorrection for atmosphere for Landsat TM
4)timedifference betweenfielddataandTMdatacausingdifference insurface characteristics
like moisture content
5) difference in size of a TMground observation elements (30x 30meters) andthat of the
used radiometer (acircle with a diameter of 40 centimetres).
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6) the fact that TM covers a whole area, while ground observations cover only specific
locations.
Epema (1991a) discussed possible errors regarding (1), Epema (1990a) and Epema
(1992)evaluatedrespectivelyinfluence ofsolarzenithangleandatmosphere.Epema(1990b)
evaluatedcorrectionsneededfor transforming LandsatTMcountsofFucinotapes,whichare
used in Tunisia,toplanetaryreflectance. Epema 1992showed that, for a homogeneous area
and after atmospheric correction with the Verhoef model, a good fit existed between
simultaneously determined groundreflectance derivedfrom TMandfrom MMRdata.Inthis
article wewill apply this model to bothApril and November/Decemberdata.
Tosolveproblemsmentionedunder4-6,itwasdecidedtostarttheanalysiswithTM
data and explain the structure with the aid of field reflectance data.The results of different
steps,automatic clustering, functional labelling of classes and supervised classification with
the minimumdistance to means method aredescribed.
STUDYAREAAND FACTORSAFFECTING GROUND REFLECTANCE
In figure 1the location of the study areas is given. In plate 1imagery is shown of
theseareasforbothseasons.Extensivedescriptionsof(partsof) theregiononvariousaspects
are given by Coque (1962), Coque and Jauzein (1967), Meckelein (1977), Mitchell (1983),
Ongaro (1986),Millington et al. (1987),Townshend et al. (1989), Millington et al. (1989)
and Epema (1990a,submitted).Theareasare situated at themargin of the Saharan Platform
and the folded Atlas ranges. A largepart of the zone of subsidence is occupied by entirely
flat playas (locally known as chotts). The Chott el Djerid is the largest of them
andhas anelongated northeastern arm(ChottFedjaj), which hasbeen formed byfaulting in
thetop of ananticlinal uplift (Coque 1962;Jones andMillington 1986).Thecuestaridgeof
the Djebel Tebaga,consisting mainly of dolomitic limestones is located in the southern part
of this uplift It is surrounded by footslopes. Sandsheets and dunes of various size and
mineralogy cover parts of playa margins and footslopes.

35°

34°\ --JJERI0.5™""

30°

Figure 1 Locationofthestudy areas
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Rainfall inthestudyareasislessthan 100millimetresperyear.Yetthegroundwatertable
intheplayasisgenerally atlessthan 1meterdepth,duetoartesianwaterinflow. Apart from
someoases,vegetation coverexceeds 5%ofthe surface only inexceptional cases.Theinner
parts of the playa have novegetation cover at all due to high salt content, except for some
parts covered with small dunefields .The species are typically for this area adapted to low
rainfall and high halite and gypsum content of the soil (Floret and Pontanier, 1982;Epema
et al., 1985;Ongaro, 1986).
Thestudyareascomprisepartsoftheplayasandthefootslope areaswithorwithouteolian
cover. The western area is located in Chott Djerid, while the eastern area covers both the
margin of Chott Fedjaj and footslopes of Djebel Tebaga.
No large differences in morphology, mineralogy and moisture condition exist between sand
sheets on thefootslopes and on theplaya.Therefore in the following discussion playa areas
and non-playa areas are treated separately.
The playa shows only minor height differences. The major zones are thosedominated by
deposition, those with thick saltcrusts and zones with seepagepoints (aiouns).The location
of the major zones and ephemeral channels has remained constant for several years (10 at
least) as can be observed from satellite images.
Aclassification wasmadeofthedominantsurface typesinarelatively dry season.In
thewetseasonorafter storms,themorphology ofthesurface typesmaychangeconsiderably
depending on intensity and amount of rainfall. The following surface types have been
distinguished (cf. also figure 2):

chemistry

cross-section
typeA:mediumrough
typeB:smooth
smallpolygons
typeC:flaky
typeD:halitepolygons
typeE:aiounsurf,
typeF:smooth, cracks

gypsum(%)
CaC03(%)
Na(*1000)

=

110cm

10

10cm

Figure 2 Simplifiedcross-sections ofplaya surfacetypesand examplesof gypsum, CaC03,
andNacontent
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- Type A :dry porous brown crusts, with friable, rough surfaces (1 to 2 centimetres height
difference). Small gypsumcrystals are present
-TypeB :verythin(0.1centimetre)lightbrowncrusts,withorwithoutpresenceofpolygons,
dueto salt (halite)growing,with adiameter of ingeneral 30to60centimetres and of height
of polygon fringe of 0.5 centimetres and a polygon fringe diameter of 3 centimetres. The
polygonfringes arenotconnectedwiththerestoftheprofile,andaretherefore lessmoistand
less dark than the area within the polygons. The surface is often covered with a thin
transparent halite layer. Small salt cuboids with a diameter of 0.5 to 2 centimetres are
scattered overthe surface types Aand B.Concentrations of thesecuboids are sometimes so
high that even on satellite images thesepatterns can be found.
-TypeC :dry,thinflaky crusts.Thesecrustsoccurmainlywithinpolygonpatternswithsides
of 10to 20meters. Loose sand with gypsum crystals arepresent in partswhere thesecrusts
are blown away.
-TypeP: thickhalite saltcrustsgenerallyexhibitingpolygons.Thediameterofthepolygons
is between 60 and 200centimetres.Theheight of fringes increases with increasing polygon
diameter and range from 5to 30centimetres.
- Type E: aiouns,characterised byquasi-circular features, with diameters from 30metersto
1000 meters. The centre (diameter less than 3 meter) is formed by a source, and rises
somewhat above the surrounding area. The groundwater table is close to the surface.
Periodically water comes to the surface and spreads out over the surroundings. Therefore
circular features develop around the sources. These aiouns are also described by Jones and
Millington (1986),Roberts and Mitchell (1987)and Millington etal. (1989).
- TypeF smooth,browntogreybrown crustswithpolygonal cracks.Thesewereobservedin
the Chott Djerid area only.
Halite and moisture contents changeconsiderably during the year.
Alargerangeof factors affect reflectance in theplaya area(Epema submitted).Only
two characteristics of the playa affect the spectral curve shape by influencing some bands
more than the others (Epema 1990c and subm.). An increase in moisture content gives an
extradecrease in reflectance in MMR bands 6 and7.These bands arecomparable withTM
bands 5 and 7 (table 1). Halite causes a relatively low 4/1 ratio (TM bands 1-4 are
comparable with MMR bands 1-4). Variation in spectral signatures are morepronounced in
thewetseason,whenlargevariationinmoistureandhalitecontentexist Differences between
surface typesA - F can bepartly derived from overallreflectance. Reflectance for allbands
increases with decreasing roughness. For a further discrimination of types or subtypes 4/1
and 7/4 ratio may beof help. Even in April areasdominated byevaporation have more salt
(a lower 4/1 ratio) and have in general a higher moisture content (a lower 7/4 ratio). Field
measurements on plots showed that confusion between and within classes can exist due to
gradual changes of characteristics.
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Table 1 Bandpasses (-3dB) ofBarnesMMRfieldradiometer (50%powerbandpass limits)
andLandsatThematicMapper(full-widthathalf-maximummethod)ofreflectancepart ofthe
spectrum.

Blue
Green
Red
NearIR
MIR 1
MIR 2

BarnesMMR
nr. of
band wavelength
limits
1
0.458-0.525
2
0.519-0.601
3
0.637-0.687
4
0.739-0.898
5
1.174-1.334
6
1.574-1.803
7
2.083-2.371

LandsatTM
nr. of
band wavelength
limits
1
0.4524-0.5178
0.5280-0.6093
2
0.6264-0.6923
3
4
0.7764-0.9045
5
7

1.5675-1.7842
2.0972-2.3490

Footslopesin the area aremainly erosional features. The top layers areoften sealed.
Closetothemountainridgefootslopes areincisedbygullies.Partsofthesurface arecovered
with gravel and stonesandeolian material.Locally degraded gypsumcrustsform part ofthe
surface (in general less than 20 %).
Eolian sand can be found as thin sheets on footslopes or in gullies, as sheets with
dunes less than 1meter, as scattered small dunes on gypsum crusts and footslopes, and as
depositionbehindhummocks.Theappearanceofthedifferent sandtypesvariesasa function
of wind direction and also of sealing of the surface.
Like in the playa area many factors affect reflectance. Spectrally differences in mineralogy
aremostimportant Dominantminerals aregypsum,calcite andquartz.Gypsum showsalow
reflectance in MMR 7 and 6, calcite a low reflectance in MMR 7, while quartz has no
specific absorption. On sealed footslopes these differences in spectral reflectance, although
relatively small, were observed for areas dominated by gypsum, calcite and quartz
respectively. Spectral differences between gypsum, calcite and quartz sand were very
significant. With theexception of anareaclosetoaquarry,calcitewashardlypresentin the
eolian material. Natural eolian deposits show large differences between quartz and gypsum
sand.RelationswerefoundbetweengypsumcontentandtheMMR7/ MMR4ratio.Gypsum
crusts show low MMR 7 and 6 values like gypsiferous sand. Most difficult to differentiate
spectrallyare:(1)gypsumcrustsfrom gypsiferous sandand(2)footslopes from quartz sand.
COMPARISONOFGROUNDREFLECTANCE DERIVEDFROMLANDSATTMAND
MMR
In Epema (1991) the model of Verhoef (1985, 1990) applied to April data has been
described.Therelationbetween planetaryreflectance (pp ^ 0 andgroundreflectance(p<
isdescribed by a simplified equation, after Verhoef (1990).

tt>,)
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l-J2dd(A,)po(X)
where Rso/v^ = atmospheric reflectance

^'tt.Wx'Ftw0wavtransimttance
R<jdn\

= spherical albedo of the atmosphere

Forthe April image atmospheric factors in (1)werederived from the measured ratio diffuse
to total irradiance.Application of theVerhoef modelwith measuredratios ondifferent clear
days showed a limited variation of atmospheric influence on reflectance. Relations between
ground reflectance derived from field measurements and derived from TM fitted quite well
for the April data (Epema, 1992). However relations for the December data were not
evaluated.
Applying theVerhoef model to theDecember data, aconsiderably less good fit was
found. Ground reflectances derived from TM bands 4 - 7 for December were consistently
lower than thefield measurements.The assumption in the model of Verhoef that absorption
for water vapour in atmosphere is zero islikely to bethe cause of thiserror. Absorption by
watervapourplays arolein TMbands4 -7, ascan bederived from tables by Iqbal(1983).
Theinfluence willbelowerduetolowwatervapourconcentrationsintheAprilperiod.Based
ontheseconsideration absorption bywatervapourwasalsoincorporatedinthemodel.Values
ofspectralabsorptioncoefficients werederivedfromIqbal(1983).Newvaluesfor T ^ - J W y
correctedforwaterabsorption,andtheoriginalR*,/y)^ d *Wl\ valuesarepresentedintable
2.Theassumption inallcalculationswasthatatmosphericconditionsinAprilandDecember
arecomparablewiththeexception ofprecipitablewatervapour (April0.5 andDecember 2.0
centimetre).
Table 2. Values ofR^^
Band
nr.
TM1
TM2
TM3
TM4
TM5
TM7

T

in)T2ny

18 December 1987
T

Jz

""(A.) \X) (K)
.0870
.0501
.0315
.0164
.0052
.0044

.7387
.7664
.8747
.8788
.7970
.8048

R

<un\f°r December 1987andApril1988
8 April1988

R

*>(\)

.1586
.1018
.0622
.0324
.0104
.0087

^(A.) \X)\X)
.0737
.0432
.0267
.0141
.0039
.0031

.7928
.8196
.9047
.9246
.8691
.8872

H

*>(X)

.1586
.1018
.0621
.0330
.0107
.0091

In figure 3a- 3c scatterplots of groundreflectancevaluesderived from LandsatTM
and field data are given. Thefield data areweighted sums of measurements of the elements
with a solar zenith angleclose to that during satellite overpass.Nocorrections are made for
shadoweffects, whichwillonly besignificant in thefootslope areaswithvegetation and for
roughpartsof theplaya.Otherbands showcomparablerelationsaspresented infigures 3a3c.Thegoodfit betweengroundreflectancederivedfrom satelliteandfield dataimpliesthat
relations between surface characteristics and reflectance, which were found in the field
(Epema subm.),can be applied in principle to theTM data.
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PLATES 1- 4

N

Scale
2 km eastern area (=upperpart) Fedjaj
5 km western area (=lower part) Djerid

\

Plate 1

Landsat TM 7,4,1 combination of December (respectively red,
green and blue) for eastern area and western area

Plate 2

Supervised classification of eastern and western area
(explanation is given in Legend 1)

Plate 3

Classified moisture and salt situation maps of December
(explanation is given in Legend 2)

Plate 4

Moisturedifferences in %between December andAprilfor the
Fedjaj playa.
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Figure3a Scatterplotsofgroundreflectancevaluesderivedfrom LandsatTMandfielddata
for band 1.
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for band4.
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Figure3c Scatterplotsofgroundreflectancevaluesderivedfrom LandsatTMandfielddata
for band7.
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ANALYSIS OFTM DATA
The feature space of the TM data set will be different from the field set due to
difference in sizeof ground observation elements,thenon-complete coverage of theareaby
field measurements and time difference of observation. This time difference between field
observation and satellite observation implies measurements at different moisture contents.
Since TM data cover the whole area at one moment, it was decided to statistically
cluster the TM data first and then to explain the clusters with field measurements.
Unsupervised clustering based on the k-mean algorithm (Tou and Gonzalez 1974) was
applied.ThisunsupervisedclusteringwasappliedtoTMdatasetsofbotheasternandwestern
area for both December and April. In every clustering 40 or 60 clusters were looked for. A
comparison of this unsupervised classification with field reflectance measurements led to a
reduction in thenumber of clusters and a functional labelling of the otherclasses.
In figure 4a and 4b as an example feature space plots of band 4 and 7 of April are
given for both field and clustered TM data. In this example differences are obvious. Field
measurements show both higher and lower reflectance values than TM based ground
reflectance (respectively due to sun-exposed slopes and higher moisture content in the
morningbefore satelliteoverpasstime).TMdata showclusters,which area spectralmixture
of sanddunes andplayas (for instance clusters with reflectance factors in TM4 andTM7of
respectively about 0.4 and 0.25).

FieldMMR4

Figure 4aFeaturespaceplots of band4 and 7ofAprilfor field data.
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Figure 4b Featurespaceplots ofband4 and 7ofAprilfor clustered TMdata.
Forageneralclassification onlandscapeandmineralogicalunits,AprilTMdatawere
most suitable. Since the digital numbers are higher, the signal to noise ratio of April is
superior to that of December, and moreover the shadow effect is limited. For the relatively
unchanging non-playa area the choice for classification based on April data is therefore
obvious.Fromacomparison withthefield dataitturnedout thatfor theplayaarea,themore
constantfactors likesurfaceroughness(surface type)could alsobediscriminatedmoreeasily
inApril.December data oftheplaya showalargespectralvariation dueto saltandmoisture
variation. December data were used to show spatial variation in salt and moisture for the
playa area in the wet season, and dynamics of these factors.
April data
Forthefootslope area,coveringonlyapartoftheeasternarea,thenumberof defined
clusters (arbitrarily put on 40for both playa and footslopes) turned out to betoo low. Field
data showed that a further discrimination waspossible.Therefore twomoreclusterings,now
looking for 60 clusters, wereperformed to two areas dominated by footslope samples.The
original 160 (40+60+60) clusters of the eastern area, were reduced to 75 clusters, which
actuallyrepresents 20functional classes.Thisreduction innumberof clustersand definition
of 20 classes was done by: (1) comparing clusters with each other in the feature space, (2)
comparingclusterswiththefielddataand(3)examiningthespatialdistributionoftheclusters
of the unsupervised classification images. A supervised minimum distance to mean
classification with theaidofthese75clusterswasapplied.Theimageoftheeastern areawas
coloured using the 20 functional classes (plate2a).
The western area covering largely Chott Djerid was divided in 14classes using 40
clusters of the unsupervised classification (plate 2b).In this areaclasses werelimited to the
playa itself and the playa partly covered with sandsheets.
Theresults of thesupervised classification of theeastern and western area are given
respectively inplate2aand2b.Thelegend ofthesupervised classification inplate2a and2b
isgiven in Legend 1.
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Legend 1 UnitsofApril
Footslopes
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6

Footslopesdominatedbycalctte,non-dissected
Footslopesdominatedbyquartz,non-dissected
Footslopesdominatedbygypsum,non-dissected
Footslopesdominatedbygypsum,gypsumcrustscovering5 - 20%of
thesurface,dissectedbyvalleysfilledwith sand.
Valleysfilledwithgypsumsand
Footslopeareacoveredwith20-80%ofeoliansandsheetsordunes

Dunes and sand sheets
E1
E2
E3
E4

Dunesandsandsheetsdominatedbyquartz sand(gypsumcontent< 20%)
Dunesandsandsheetsdominatedbyquartz sandwithsomegypsumsand
(gypsumcontent 20%- 40%)
Dunesandsandsheetsof bothquartzsandandgypsumsand(gypsumcontent
40% - 60%)
Dunesandsandsheetsdominatedbygypsumsand(gypsumcontent> 60%)

Playacovered with sand sheets and dunes
B1
B2
B3
B4

Playaareacoveredwith60- 80%ofeoliansandsheetsordunes
Playaareacoveredwith40 - 60%ofeoliansandsheetsordunes
Playaareacoveredwith20 - 40%ofeoliansandsheetsordunes
Playaarea coveredwith 5 - 20%ofeoliansandsheetsordunes

Playa area notdominated byevaporation
Roughness
Dominantsurfacetype
P1

Playaarea, smooth,

P2
P3

Playaarea,somewhatrough:
Playaarea,somewhatrough,

P4
P5

Playaarea,somewhatrough,
Playaarea,smooth,

Q
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q2
Q31
Q32
Q4

Playaareadominatedbyevaporation
Roughness
Playaarea,smooth,
Playaarea,smooth,
Playaarea,smooth,
Playaarea,somewhatrough,
Playaarea,rough,
Playaarea,veryrough,
Playaarea,rough,

Veg

Morethan20%vegetationcover (oases)

type B,onlyfew polygonsand
saltbubbles
typeC,flaky
type B,withsmallpolygons
andsomesaltbubbles
typeA
type F

Dominant surfacetype
typeB
typeB
typeB
type B,polygonsand/orbubbles
type D, smallsaltpolygons
type D, largesaltpolygons
type E,roughduetohalite
andgypsumbubbles

Explanation:(1)very low;(2)tow;(3) moderate;(4) high;(5)veryhigh
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Salt effl.
1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

2
3
2
2
2
2
2

Moistur
1
2
3
1
1-2
2
2

Salt effl.

Inthefollowing adescription oftheApril LegendUnitsoftheclassification isgiven.
F Footslopes and valleys
Footslopes in this area are mainly erosional features, with a variation in drainage
pattern.Mostparts of thefootslopes haveacoverageof stoneslessthan 10%.Coveragewith
small eolian dunes varies in general from 0-5%. The non-dissected parts (Fl - F3) were
discriminated based onrespectively dominance ofcalcite,quartz andgypsum.Thedissected
parts of thefootslopes show a range ofclusters.Theclusters could be ascribed with the aid
of field measurements to gypsum crust dominated surfaces, gypsiferous sand (in general
covering the valleys) and gypsum dominated footslopes. At the used scale it is decided to
combinetheseclassestooneclass(F4).Valleysinfootslopescoveredwithsandareclassified
in a separate class (F5).
Footslopes with a eolian sand coverage between 20 and 80% are classified as (F6), while
parts with morethan 80%coverage areclassified as eolian deposits(E).
E Eolian material
Areas with more than 80%eolian cover are grouped in 4 classes El - E4,based on
their gypsum and quartz content More than 95%of the eolian sand consists of quartz and
gypsum.A further subdivision of theeolian classes isdifficult dueto:
- a non-linear relation between gypsum content and MMR7/ MMR 4 ratio.
This may cause confusion between areas consisting of small dunes and sand
sheetshavingdifferent gypsumcontents andareaswith arather homogeneous
coverage with a mixture gypsum andquartz.
- dependence of MMR 7 / MMR 4 ratio for a specific gypsum content on
grainsize.
Anassumption ofdominant grainsizeandknowledgeofpresenceofdunesmayleadtomore
detailed maps.The accuracy of these maps arelimited as long asnot more observations are
performed.
BPlayas covered with sanddunes or sheets.
Fourclassesarediscriminatedbasedondifference incoveragebysand,withagypsum
content above 40%.One more is defined in which the coverage is mainly by quartz sands.
Ingeneralcoveragebyquartz sandisin theform ofsand sheets,while gypsum sandis often
dominant in smalldunes.
Intheeasternareaquitelargeareasalongtheplayaborderbelongtotheseclasses.Theactual
coverage with sand dunes and sandsheets was estimated from position in the feature space
plots ( a linear mixture of sand and playa) corroborated by field observations. It has to be
notedthatespecially thesecomposedunitsformed clusterswhichwerenotpresentinthe field
reflectance data, due to a difference in aggregation scale.
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P Playa area dominated by deposition
Q Playa areadominated by evaporation
Theplaya areais a depression without external drainage.In this legend areas with a
coverageof sandsheetsordunesofmorethan5%areconsideredasapartoftheplayaborder
zone(Bunits).Theplayaareacouldbesubdividedinpartswithdominanceofdeposition (P)
and dominance of evaporation (Q). Dominance by deposition is found all over the studied
areaof ChottFedjaj andin arelatively smallpart alongthewestern edgeof Chott Djerid.In
the April data a spectral difference between P and Qwas present Areas with a dominance
by deposition show asomewhat higherTM4/ TM 1 ratio,indicating almost absence of salt
on thesurface. Despitethelargecoveragebydustoverallplayas inApril,presenceof halite
in the areas dominated by evaporation (Q), is not completely obscured. Another spectral
difference isthelow averagereflectance inTMbands4 -7of theDjerid areain comparison
with chott Fedjaj. This iscaused both by presence of rough parts in chott Djerid, especially
areas with surface type D and E, and the relatively high moisture content of the surface
(aiounsorinevaporating halite).Due tothesedifferences between thetwoplayas almost no
overlapping clusters exist. The only overlapping clusters in the playas are found for type F
areas in chott Djerid (defined as P5) with P2-P4present in Chott Fedjaj.
Based on field measurements in the chott Fedjaj 4 classes were discriminated. All
classes showan absenceof saltefflorescence at thesurface and alow moisture content The
clusters (PI, P3 and P4) are mainly separated by amount of reflectance. An increasing
reflectance correlates with decrease in roughness. Aprudent labelling to classes is given in
thelegend.ClusterP2hasasomewhathigher7 / 4 ratioindicatingthatthisisprobablyatype
Cclass.
ThelabellingintheDjerid areaisbasedonacombination ofroughness,moisture andhalite
content (seelegend 1).

Decemberdata
Legend 2:Salt-moisture classification ofplaya in November
Salteffl.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Moisturecont.
2-3
3
3
3-4
3
4
4
4
4-5
5
5
5

2
3
4
2
4
3
4
5
5
4
4-5
5

Explanation: (2) low; (3) moderate; (4) high; (5) very high
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Duetolargesolarzenithangle,inducingasmallersignaltonoiseratioandanincrease
in amount of shadow, December data are less favourable than April data for mapping non
dynamicpartslike thefootslopes. TheDecemberdatacanbeusedeffectively togamermore
information on theplaya.
Inthewetseasondifferences inspectralcharacteristicsaredominatedbymoistureand
halitecontent of thesurfaces (Epemasubm.).Therefore thesedataareusedtomakemapsof
moisture and salt situation (plate 3a and 3b, Legend 2). The mapping was performed in
classes, since difference in roughness makes it impossible to apply one algorithm to map
moisture content of the surface.
Dynamics
Moistureandhalitecontent arethemostimportant dynamicfactors in theplayaarea.
Thedynamicscanbederivedbycomparingimageryofdifferent seasonsorbycombiningthis
information. Inplate 4 asanexamplemoisture differences between April and December are
shown for the Fedjaj area. It is assumed that a linear relation exist between MMR 4 and
volumetricmoisturecontentbetweendryandwetreflectance. Dryandwetreflectance values
are derived from field experiments (Epema 1990).Different algorithms were applied to the
classes P1-P4 of theeastern area.
EVALUATION OF RESULTS
This article focused onthe question: "towhich extent is itpossible toderive surface
characteristics and their dynamics in a desert area from TM data?" For an answer to this
question wewill evaluate:
(1) the classes as presented in theplates andlegends;
(2) why a further discrimination than in thementioned classes isimpossible;
(3)examples of applications of results of (1)
(4)thepossibility to extrapolate theresults of thisstudy to other
areas;
(5)thevalue of themethodology and thepossibility to extrapolate it
(6)role of extra information of TM in environmental mapping in arid areas.
1)
It is possible to discriminate dominant landscape units, and within these units a
variation in mineralogy andmoisturecontent (Legend 1and2).Dominant landscapes inthis
areaare:footslopes,dunesandsandsheets,playaspartlycoveredbydunesorsandsheets,and
playasdominated or not dominated by evaporation. In addition it ispossible on footslopes,
dunes and sandsheets to differentiate based on gypsum,carbonate and quartzcontent, while
on theplaya halite and moisture differences can be observed.
Largest problems in discriminating between classes are:
-quartzdominatedfootslopes andeolianquartz-rich sand.Spectrallytheseclassesdiffer only
slightly, while the overall reflectance is comparable. Although spectral curve shapes of
gypsum-richfootslopesandquartzsandwithsomegypsumarealsocomparableasshownalso
in Epema (subm.) it ispossible to separate these classes on overall reflectance for the field
data set,but for theTM misclassifications may occur.
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- differences between classes on playa not dominated by evaporation. If salt cuboids are
present on smooth surfaces the spectral signatures will be comparable with more rough
surface types.
2)
Foranevaluationofresultswehavetoconsideralsowhyafurther discrimination than
in thementioned classes is impossible:
- no further discrimination of footslopes is possible than based on dominant minerals.
Bandwidth of TM bands makes an indication of amount of quartz, gypsum and carbonate
impossible.
- amoredetailedestimateofgypsumcontentof eolianmaterial isimpossible.Thisiscaused
by thedependency of absorption from grainsize.
- a further discrimination in surface types of the playa is impossible. This is both by
definition since classes are fuzzy and by the measuring techniques. The relation between
roughness,halite and moisture content is complex and time dependent
- amorepreciseestimateofmoisturecontentisimpossibleaslongasdryandwet reflectance
arenot known of all types and subtypes.
3)
The possibility to discriminate landscape units, mineralogy and moisture content is
vital in most landscape studies in arid areas. Someexamples,where this information can be
used are:
- different types of footslopes may indicate a diverse origin and avariation in soil types,
- differences in mineralogy of sand may give information on origin and processes which
formed these deposits,
- calibrating absolutely TM data allows to follow changes of dune areas and sandsheets on
playas and footslopes
- possibility to monitor spatial and temporal variation of moisture and halite condition give
insight in main processes in theplayas.
4)
Extrapolation of these results to other arid areas is in principle possible. Major
problems will only arise if other minerals dominate.In that case confusion may occur since
it is very likely that also other OH bearing minerals give a decrease in reflectance in TM
bands 7 and 5, while at the other hand minerals without OH or C03 will show no specific
absorption likewenowhaveforquartz.TheseproblemswouldnotoccurifTMhad ahigher
spectralresolution as is foreseen for the future generation earth observation satellites.
5)
The proposed methodology, including field reflectance measurements, turned out to
be very useful in this area. The direct information of reflectance in relation with natural or
artificial surface characteristics isan aidin thefinal interpretation. If weevaluate theresults
ofEpemainformerpublicationsasomewhatmodified experimentalset-upcanbedeveloped:
- number of field measurements on same plots under different solar zenith angles and
atmospheric conditions may be decreased
- numberofplotsofobservation andmeasurementshouldbeincreased.Ageneraldescription
with an estimate of gypsum and carbonate content, and for the playas a measurement of
moisturecontentisrecommended.Itmakesanestimateofaccuracymoreeasy.Withaccuracy
we mean the statistical probability that theclass assigned to a location on the classification
map istheclass that would be found at that location in the field.
- experiments with wetting and drying should beperformed in all major playa units.
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Extrapolation of this methodology to other areas, including field reflectance
measurements, seems very well possible. In that case relations with other minerals can be
developed and applied to the whole area. If only field observations are performed it is
possiblethatfor non-dynamicareasthewrong surface characteristics areextrapolated,while
for the more dynamic parts errors in explanation areeven more likely.
6)
If both aerialphotographs and satellite images arepresent of an area,earth scientists
will use satellite images for getting an overview over a large area and for extrapolating
results. Aerial photographs, due to its stereoscopic viewing and its scale, will be used for
delineation of the main units and for guiding the location of observation. Thepresent study
shows that in arid areas satellite TM imagery provides additional information, which is not
visible on aerial photographs or on satellites like Landsat MSS and SPOT. This additional
information relates to surface mineralogy and moisture content
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CONCLUSIONS
1.Reliablefieldreflectancemeasurements inTM-likebands can begathered indesertswith
aBarnesMMRradiometer,usingasprayedbariumsulphatepanelasreference. Aprerequisite
for processing of thedataisthat opticalproperties ofthepanel,especially solarzenith angle
dependentreflectancefor the different bands, are known. For large solar zenith angles, at
shortwavelengthsandforpanelsdeviating substantially from anidealLambertianbehaviour,
effect of diffuse irradiation cannot beneglected.
2. Solar zenith angledependence of fieldreflectanceis limited for solar zenith angles up to
65degrees.Formediumrough surfaces aspresent onthefootslopesreflectancewith a solar
zenith angle of 28 degrees is about 10%higher than for a solar zenith angle of 63degrees.
Differences on the smooth playa parts are even less, if no other phenomena, like dew or
dryingoutafter rainfall occur.Thisimpliesthatfor establishing afield reference setall field
measurements with a solar zenith angle less than 65degrees can beused. Assuming a field
plot representative for a pixel of 30 x 30 meters and assuming that no temporal change
occurs,LandsatTMof 8Aprilwillobservea 10%higherfield reflectance thanLandsatTM
on 18December.
3. Influence of atmosphere on field reflectance is limited.Atmospheric variation, as can be
checked visually or with a solarimeter, only affects the accuracy of the measurements. It is
possibletocorrectreflectance valuesif simultaneously solarimetervaluesareknown.Having
manygooddaysaccuracycanbeincreasedusingonlymeasurementsunderstableatmospheric
conditions for the field reference set
4.Anincreaseinmoisturecontentgivesadecreaseinreflectance ofallbands,duetointernal
reflections in the waterfilm covering the particles. MMR bands 6 and 7 show a larger
decrease in reflectance than the other bands with increasing moisture content. Water
absorption bandsaffect MMRbands6and7.Linearrelationscanbeapplied topredict from
reflectancein MMR bands the volumetric moisture content, if porosity, and wet and dry
reflectance are known. Due to field experiments for a considerable part of the playa area
reliable estimates of moisture content can be made. For the footslopes and sand-dunes
establishing relation between reflectance and moisture content is not relevant, since shortly
after stormsthe moisture content of thetoplayer isvery low again. Occurrence of halite on
the surface in the playa area is spectrally detectable from a high MMR 1/ MMR 4 ratio.
Halite is a complication in estimates of moisture content from reflectance.
5.Considerabledifferences inspectralbehaviourexistbetween dominantsurface mineralsof
thefootslopes anddunes:gypsum,quartzandcarbonate.DuetoaspecificpositionoftheOH"
groupsingypsumarangeofabsorption bandsbetween 1.0 and2.4umarepresent TheC032ion in carbonate gives a strong absorption band at 2.34 pm. Pure quartz has no specific
absorption bands. Laboratory andfield experimentswith (almostpure)eolian samplesofthe
areashowedthatgypsum,carbonateandquartzcanbediscriminated sincegypsumhasalow
reflectancein MMR bands 6 and 7, carbonate has a lowreflectancein MMR 7, while for
quartz no lowreflectance in MMR bands6and7 can be observed.
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6. Analysis of field signatures of the footslopes and the dunes and sand-sheets can best be
performed in the following groups: (1) eolian material, (2)footslopes with sealed crusts (3)
footslopes with gypsumcrusts.
(1)Duetorelatively low amount of carbonate, amounts of gypsum andquartz areimportant
in determining reflectance for eolian material. Non-linear, grainsize dependent, significant
relations between MMR7/MMR4ratio andgypsumcontentfor laboratory conditionswere
found.
(2) For theplots on thefootslopes 3 typesof sealed surfaces can be discriminated based on
spectral signature dominated by gypsum,quartz andcarbonate respectively. Remarkable are
thehighvaluesinMMRbands6and7forbothgypsumandcarbonatedominated footslopes.
(3)Gypsum crusts havelow reflectance in MMR bands 6and 7.Forpureplots they can be
discriminated from gypsiferous sand due to extra low reflectance in band 6.
7. Spectral variation for field dataof theplaya showed statistically to bemuch higher in the
wet season than in the dry season. Larger variation in moisture content and halite on the
surface in thewetseason arethemaincausesfor thisdifference. Six surface typeshavebeen
discriminated based mainly on surface roughness.Thedry season datawere most useful for
identification of the surface types.
8.Calibrationcoefficients givenforLandsatTMtapesprocessedinFucino(thegroundstation
covering both Europe and Northern Africa) are based onpreflight data andturned out to be
obviously wrong. It waspossible to correct these data in such a way thatreliable planetary
reflectance data could be achieved.
9. Useof atmospheric model of Verhoef with as input theratio of measureddiffuse tototal
irradiance and assuming a certain water vapour absorption leads to highly accuratevalues.
Ground reflectance derived from Landsat TM deviates only slightly from that measured
directly in the field.
10.Clustering of Landsat TM data with anunsupervised classification leadsto a numberof
clusters, which could be compared with the field reference set After merging and deleting
ofclasses,usingfield reflectance, supervised minimumdistancetomeanclassifications were
applied. It was possible to derive from Landsat TM a number of useful classes for playas,
footslopes andeolian material,havingdifferences in originand showingvariation in surface
mineralogy, moisture content and playa surface type. With Landsat TM it is possible to
monitor dynamics of a factor likemoisture content
11. The followed methodology, including field measurements, is very useful for an
understanding of different factors affecting Landsat TM data. Application of this method in
comparable areas should be possible. Knowing main factors influencing the signal, number
ofmeasurementsthroughoutthedaycanbereduced,sothatmeasurements onmorelocations
becomepossible.Directapplicationofresultstocomparableareas,withoutmeasurementsand
field observations may induce errors if other minerals arepresent
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12.Landsat Thematic Mapper is avery useful instrument for monitoring arid areaswith no
or sparse vegetation cover. Spatial and spectralresolution issufficient for most applications.
SpectrallyTMis superior toother satellites operatingintheopticalregion.Thebandsin the
middle infrared give possibilities to identify the dominant minerals of arid areas, gypsum,
carbonate and indirectly quartz,while alsomoisturecondition of thevery toplayercould be
detected. The blueband makes identification of halitepossible.
13. In most geological and soil research studies aerial photographs in combination with
fieldworkareused.Satelliteinformation isgenerallyonlyusedforgettingoverviewoverlarge
areasandextrapolation ofresults.Thepresent study showsthatLandsatTM not onlymakes
thisoverviewpossiblebutthatnewadditional information for aridareascanbederived from
its imagery.
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11.SAMENVATTING
Satellietengeveneenoverzichtvandeverschijnselen ophetaaidoppervlak.Satellieten
dieinhetoptischedeelvanhet spectrumwerkenhebbenechteralsnadeeldat waarnemingen
onmogelijk worden zodra er wolken zijn. Daarom zijn woestijngebieden beter geschikt om
observaties te doen met zulke satellieten dan de gematigde streken en de natte tropen. De
kwetsbaarheid vooralaanderanden vandewoestijngebieden endemoeilijke bereikbaarheid
maken gebruik van optische remote sensing zeer zinvol.
De Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) satelliet heeft een betere spectrale resolutie dan
deanderesatellieten,terwijl deruimtelijke entemporeleresolutieredelijk zijn.Ditonderzoek
wasderhalve gericht op de spectrale mogelijkheden van de Landsat Thematic Mapper voor
het bepalenvan eigenschappen aanhetaaidoppervlak enhun dynamiek in woestijngebieden.
Inverschillendeseizoenenzijnveldreflectiemetingenuitgevoerdomheteffect opreflectievan
deverschillendefactoren enhundynamiekvasttestellen.Develdreflectiemeter (MMR)meet
in een golflengtebereik vergelijkbaar met Landsat TM. Het geselecteerde gebied in zuid
Tunesie' vertoont een grote variatie in landschappen: voethellingen, duinen en dynamische
zoutvlaktes. In alle gebieden was de vegetatiebedekking gering. De mineralogie, een grote
variatie in het voorkomen van gips, kalk, kwarts en zout, is representatief voor vele droge
gebieden.
Omderesultaten vandeveldmetingen tevergelijken metdegegevensdiedeLandsat
Thematic Mapper levert is een goede bewerking van de gegevens noodzakelijk.
De algemeen geaccepteerde aanname dat referentiepanelen ideale reflectoren zijn moest
worden verworpen. De paneel reflectie is afhankelijk van golflengte en zonnehoogte. Het
bleekdat bijlage zonnestanden ookgecorrigeerdmoest worden voordehoeveelheid diffuse
straling (Hoofdstuk 2).
Als wede calibratiefactoren voor Landsat Thematic Mapper gegevens die in Fucino
wordenvoorbewerkt zouden gebruiken treden grotefouten op inhetberekenenvan reflectie.
Het bleek dat de gegeven factoren niet gecorrigeerd waren voor het verlies in gevoeligheid
vande sensoren indeloopvan detijd endatdefactoren bovendien bepaald waren opgrond
vanhetverwisselenvan tweedefinities van bandbreedte.Omdejuistewaarden teberekenen
is ervoor dezefouten gecorrigeerd (Hoofdstuk 8).
De factoren die reflectie bepalen kan men onderverdelen in externe en interne.
Vandeexternefactoren werddeinvloedvanzonnehoekenatmosfeer onderzocht (Hoofdstuk
3 en 4). Deinvloed van zonnehoogte bleek gering in dit gebied als alleen metingen gedaan
werden met een zonnehoek groter dan 25 graden met dehorizon. In hetvoorjaar bleken de
reflecties rond het middaguur ongeveer 10% hoger dan als de zonnehoek 25 graden was.
Aangeziendesatellieten opdezebreedtegraadwaarnemingen doenmeteenzonnehoektussen
62en27gradenishetzinvolommetingen nietmetkleinerehoeken dan ongeveer 25graden
te doen.
De atmosferische invloed op veldreflectie is gering vooral als de zon niet erg laag
staaL Gebaseerd op een evaluatie van de externe factoren werd geconstateerd dat alle
metingen met een zonnehoek groter dan 25 graden en stabiele en heldere omstandigheden
geschikt zijn om een dataset van veldreflectiemetingen op te stellen.
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VeldmetingentoondenaandatLandsatTMbandenzeergeschiktzijn omoppervlakteeigenschappen (interne factoren) in dit gebied waar te nemen (Hoofdstukken 5tot7).
Gipsvertoontabsorptiebanden inbeidemiddeninfrarode banden(vergelijkbaar metTMband
5 en 7), en kalk in TM band 7. Aangezien op de voethellingen en in de duinen kwarts het
derde mineraal is dat veel voorkomt, wijst in dit gebied een hoge reflectie in de middeninfrarode banden op aanwezigheid van kwarts. De veldreflectiemetingen vertonen
verschUlendespectrale signaturen voorvoethellingen die gedomineerd werden door 66a van
dezedriemineralen.Deverschillen indeeolischeafzettingen warennogduidelijker: hetwas
mogelijk omverbanden tussen gipsgehalte en spectralereflectie af te leiden.
Halietzout op de zoutvlaktes gaf een hoge reflectie in het hele zichtbare deel van het
spectrum,inhetbijzonder indeblauweband.Experimenten opveldplotstoondenaandateen
toenameinvochtgehaltevandebovengrondeenverlagingvanreflectie geeft Dezeverlaging
inreflectie isin demiddeninfrarode bandenextrahoog.Erwerdenlineaireverbanden tussen
vochtgehalte en reflectie gevonden.
De zoutvlaktes bleken de meest dynamische delen van het veldwerkgebied. Na
regenbuien veranderde het vochtgehalte en het zoutgehalte voor langere tijd. Ondanks
bedekkingmetstofblevenverschillen langmerkbaar. Ookindeduingebieden veranderdede
reflectie op de verschillende plots vooral onder invloed van de wind. De dynamiek op de
voetvlaktes was het kleinst Variatie in vegetatie was relatief gering, terwijl het effect van
regenbuien alna enkele dagen niet meer zichtbaar was.
Deresultatenvandeveldreflectiemetingen blekenextrapoleerbaarnaardeLandsatTM
gegevens.Hetwasmogelijk ommetLandsatTMeenaantalnuttigeklassen te onderscheiden
zowelin dezoutvlaktes,alsopdevoethellingen enin deduinen. Dezeklassen vertonen een
variatie in oppervlaktemineralogie (gips, kwarts, kalk en zoutgehalte) en een variatie in
oppervlaktype (ruwheid).Dezoutenvochtdynamiekkonworden afgeleid uitde vergelijking
van Landsat TM beelden van verschillende tijdstippen.
De in dit proefschrift gepresenteerde methodiek, het uitgebreid doen van
reflectiemetingen in het veld, geeft inzicht in de mogelijkheden van Landsat TM onder
verschillende omstandigheden. Er is aangetoond dat voor operationeel gebruik in droge
gebieden de Landsat TM een belangrijke aanvullende bron van informatie is op andere
vormenvan remote sensing, zoalsde luchtfoto's.
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